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Abstract
This thesis addresses some fundamental issues toward the realization of “so-
cieties” of robots. This objective requires dealing with large numbers of het-
erogenous autonomous systems, differing in their bodies, sensing and intelli-
gence, that are made to coexist, communicate, learn and classify, and compete
fairly, while achieving their individual goals.
First, as in human or animal societies, robots must be able to perform co-
operative behaviors that involve coordination of their actions, based on their
own goals, proprioceptive sensing, and information they can receive from other
neighboring robots. An effective way to successfully achieve cooperation is
obtained by requiring that robots share a set of decentralized motion “rules”
involving only locally available data. A first contribution of the thesis consists
in showing how these behaviors can be nicely described by a suitable hybrid
formalism, including the heterogenous dynamics of every robots and the above
mentioned rules that are based on events.
A second contribution deals with the problem of classifying a set of robotic
agents, based on their dynamics or the interaction protocols they obeys, as be-
longing to different “species". Various procedures are proposed allowing the
construction of a distributed classification system, based on a decentralized
identification mechanism, by which every agent classifies its neighbors using
only locally available information. By using this mechanism, members of the
v
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society can reach a consensus on the environment and on the integrity of the
other neighboring robots, so as to improve the overall security of the society.
This objective involves the study of convergence of information that is not
represented by real numbers, as often in the literature, rather by sets. The dy-
namics of the evolution of information across a number of robots is described
by set–valued iterative maps. While the study of convergence of set–valued
iterative maps is highly complex in general, this thesis focuses on Boolean
maps, which are comprised of arbitrary combinations of unions, intersections,
and complements of sets.
Through the development of an industrial robotic society, it is finally shown
how the proposed technique applies to a real and commercially relevant case–
study. This society sets the basis for a full–fledged factory of the future, where
the different and heterogeneous agents operate and interact using a blend of
autonomous skills, social rules, and central coordination.
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Chapter 1
Toward a Society of Robots
Since its birth 50 years ago, Robotics has witnessed an increasing need for
integration of robots in human environments which has given a boost to the
research for new control techniques that involve forms of cooperation among
robots and even with humans. However, the trend shown by available mar-
ket data (Fig. 1.1) seems to anticipate an even more surprising future, when
personal robots will be so many and so ubiquitous that the core scientific and
technical issues might become those of Robot–Robot Interaction. Applications
where two or more robots will coexist and collaborate to perform some set of
tasks or to satisfy some set of goals are becoming a reality. These systems may
be comprised of homogeneous or heterogeneous robotic agents, i.e. differing
in size, perception, computation, and actuation capacities. An agent in the sys-
tem is considered a locus of problem-solving activity, which operates asyn-
chronously with respect to other agents, and it has a certain level of autonomy.
Agent autonomy relates to an agent’s ability to make its own decisions about
what activities to do, when to do them, what type of information should be
communicated and to whom, and how to assimilate the information received.
Autonomy can be limited by policies built into the agent by its designer, or
as a result of an agent organization dynamically coming to an agreement that
specific agents should take on certain roles or adopt certain policies for some
specified period. Closely associated with agent autonomy is agent adaptabil-
1
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Fig. 1.1 The world robot population. Source: IEEE Spectrum with data from World
Robotics 2009.
ity - the more autonomy an agent possesses the more adaptable it is to the
emerging problem solving and network context. The degree of autonomy and
the range of adaptability are usually associated with the level of intelligence /
sophistication that an agent possesses.
Due to this flexibility, multi-agent systems over the last few years have come
to be perceived as crucial technology not only for effectively exploiting the
increasing availability of diverse, heterogeneous, and distributed on-line in-
formation sources, but also as a framework for building large, complex, and
2
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1.1. From Natural Societies to Robotic Societies
robust distributed information processing systems which exploit the efficien-
cies of organized behavior. Moreover, multi-agent systems provide a powerful
model for computing in the twenty-first century, in which networks of inter-
acting, real-time, intelligent agents seamlessly integrate the work of people
and machines, and dynamically adapt their problem solving to effectively deal
with changing usage patterns, resource configurations and available sources of
expertise and information. By structuring such applications as a multi-agent
system rather than as a single agent, the system will have the following advan-
tages: speed-up due to concurrent processing; less communication bandwidth
requirements because processing is located nearer the source of information;
more reliability because of the lack of a single point of failure; improved re-
sponsiveness due to processing, sensing and effecting being co-located; and
finally, easier system development due to modularity coming from the decom-
position into semi-autonomous agents. In this sense, such systems are ubiqui-
tous in diverse areas of science and engineering such as physiological systems
and gene networks [8], large scale energy systems, and multiple space, air, and
land vehicles [9, 10, 11].
1.1 From Natural Societies to Robotic Societies
The functions and the structures of these multi-robot systems may indeed be
different in terms of organization as it happens in a society. Human and animal
societies are based on the establishment of “rules of interaction” among the
individuals of their societies themselves. These rules may consist of either col-
laborative or non–collaborative behaviors that each (possibly different) indi-
vidual may display towards the others [12]. The adoption of similar notions of
“sociality” and heterogeneity in Robotics is advantageous in many tasks, where
a coordination among agents with analogous or complementary capabilities is
necessary to achieve a shared goal. More specifically, “robotic societies” are
3
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distributed multi–agent systems where each agent is assigned with a possibly
different local goal, but needs to coordinate its actions with other neighbor-
ing agents. The flexibility and robustness of such distributed systems, and in-
deed their ability to solve complex problems, have motivated many works that
have been presented in literature (see e.g., [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]). Although
in most cases agents are modeled as identical copies of the same prototype,
this assumption is often restrictive as the different agents that forms a soci-
ety may be implemented by different makers, and with different technologies
etc.“Sociality” and heterogeneity in these artificial systems are advantageous
when a coordination among agents with analogous or complementary capa-
bilities is necessary when they are supposed to coexist and behave so that the
accomplishment of their mission does not jeopardize the chances of others,
see e.g. automatic management systems in highways for the distance keep-
ing in queues which are already commercially available. One possibility is
that robots could be organized in teams, flocks or swarms, to more effectively
and robustly pursue a goal which is shared by all members. In this case, the
paradigm of “emergent behaviors” is often used to describe the coordination
of large numbers of robots with limited individual capabilities which achieve
complex tasks (see e. g. [16, 19, 18, 20]). When more complex robots put their
specific capabilities at the disposal of a common goal, the paradigm of “inten-
tional cooperation” is evoked [21].
Looking a bit further ahead, one can easily imagine personal robots going to
shop for the family (Fig. 1.2). The user might take the robot to the local mall,
where the robot could obtain information on goods and their locations, fill the
cart (checking the list prepared by smart appliances in the house), wait in the
queues etc. - while the owner makes time for more amusing activities. It is
interesting to speculate on what it is that makes this scenario impossible today,
and what breakthroughs could enable it tomorrow. The major obstacle in such
a scenario would be that tens or hundreds of robots going about their individual
programmed missions would compete for resources (e.g. room, power, goods),
4
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Fig. 1.2 A futuristic mall scenario.
possibly creating conflicts and ending up in traffic deadlocks, collisions, or
even safety hazards. To negotiate the potential conflicts, communication and
interaction among robots will have to be codified in a set of rules to which
different robot producers and infrastructure authority should adhere.
1.2 What is Missing
Comparing the state of the art with the analysis of the mall scenario, several
challenging problems are still outstanding. First, a general model to uniformly
describe the behavior of large, open groups of cooperative robots is needed.
Through this model it will be possible to specify motion cooperation protocols
guaranteeing e.g. safety (collision avoidance with robots and humans) and per-
5
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formance (ensuring that each robot eventually gets a chance to accomplish its
mission). In the society new robots may get in, or leave, at any time, irrespec-
tive of their model, type, size or weight of the robots – provided only that they
abide to the society’s rules. A very effective way of achieving features such as
“scalability”, “heterogeneity”, and “reconfigurability” is decentralization, i.e.
decisions should be made by each agent autonomously and should be based on
information limited to a local neighborhood of each robot, reducing the role of
a central authority to the minimum necessary.
A system that relies on social behaviors to mitigate the excess of individu-
alism is intrinsically very sensitive to the possibility that misbehaviors occur,
due to either faults in some robots or malicious programming of agents. Thus,
security requirements are crucial for a society of robots, which imply the capa-
bility to detect, isolate, and neutralize the threat posed by misbehaving robots.
In a society of autonomous robots, behavior classification and detection must
also rely on information available locally and on limited knowledge of a model
for the behavior of other robots. A common problem with over–cautious secu-
rity policies is that they can make the system too stiff and ineffective. In a
heterogeneous robot society, a robot should not deem another robot to be a
malevolent intruder just because it behaves differently, as far as that behavior
does not pose a threat. Hence, a problem of detecting which type of behavior
other robots in the neighborhood are following, or which “species” they belong
to, is also in order.
Finally, at the base of interaction, there is the ability for the agents to consent
on a global view of the system’s state by exchanging locally estimated views,
i.e. to reach an agreement on complete system awareness.
6
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1.3 Contributions
This thesis discusses the above challenges focusing on the problem of how
very large numbers of heterogenous robots, differing in their bodies, sensing
and computational capabilities, may be made to coexist, communicate, and
compete fairly towards achieving their individual goals, i.e. to build a “soci-
ety of robots”. This is achieved through various contribution that are detailed
below.
Distributed Classification in Linear Consensus Networks
In most of the literature, it is common to represent large systems of many au-
tonomous but networked units, capable of acting in and on the environment by
using tools of graph theory, where agents are identified with nodes and encod-
ing the existence of an interaction between nodes with edges [22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 16, 27, 28]. In this thesis, systems of heterogeneous autonomous agents
involved in establishing a consensus on an unknown variable through commu-
nication over a network are firstly considered. The work focus on the problem
for an agent to identity the type of neighboring agents by using only locally
available information. To this aim, for linear consensus networks and a model
of heterogeneity described by individual weights, it will be proposed a method
that allows an observer node to accurately identify the weight of all its neigh-
bors from the analysis of the received signals only, without any knowledge of
the network structure (Chapter 2). The method relies on the generation by the
observer node of an excitation signal, and on a frequency-domain analysis of
the network response. Any node can be an observer, and simultaneous observa-
tion by an arbitrary number of nodes is possible, provided only that excitation
signals are orthogonal.
7
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Hybrid Automata as a Model for Social Behaviors
Whereas this model of heterogeneity based on scalar weights applied to the
standard agreement algorithm represents a viable solution for systems where
the difference between agents is simple (e.g. different performances and rates
in mobility or communication, different clock rates, etc.), this thesis aims at
defining a formalism to represent complex heterogenous systems such as the
human and animal societies. A “Behavior–based” society of robots can be built
by giving a set of rules that each robot has to follow that can be represented
through the hybrid automata formalism and verification techniques that can
be effectively used to that purpose (Chapter 3). The protocol allows the de-
scription of many societies of interacting robots at a suitable abstraction level,
including artificial systems (e.g. society of vehicles traveling along a highway
and following different sets of driving rules) as well as approximations of sys-
tems inspired from Biology (e.g. society of Daceton Armigerum tree–dwelling
workers ants).
Global Awareness and Consensus on Set–Valued Information
As it will be introduced in Chapter 2, many of the problems attacked so far in
the literature on distributed robotics require that agents consents on informa-
tion represented by data consisting of scalars (such as a temperature or the con-
centration of a chemical) or vectors (e.g., positions or velocities) [16, 17, 29].
Available approaches differ mainly in the type of rule each agent uses to com-
bine its own information with the one received from its neighbors in the com-
munication graph. However, the complexity of the problems emerging in soci-
ety of robots entails defining consensus algorithms on different representations
of the state of information. This work focuses on the convergence of informa-
tion in distributed systems which is not represented by real numbers, as often
in the literature, rather by sets. The dynamics of the evolution of informa-
8
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tion across the network is accordingly described by set–valued iterative maps.
While the study of convergence of set–valued iterative maps is highly com-
plex in general, this thesis focuses on Boolean maps, which are comprised of
arbitrary combinations of unions, intersections, and complements of sets. For
these important class of systems this work provides tools to study both global
and local convergence (Chapter 4) .
Distributed Synthesis of Robust Logical Consensus Systems
At a suitable abstraction level, every robotic society requires that agents con-
sent on a centralized logical decision e.g. one can imagine that the behaviors
of agents described according to the protocol defined in Chapter 3 depends on
a set of input events on which agents have partial visibility and therefore need
to be estimated by the agents themselves. In this view, Chapter 5 considers the
synthesis of consensus systems where agents’ interaction can be described by
rules that are decentralized and event–based, i.e. they specify what cooper-
ation action every agent can perform based only on locally measured events.
The approach proposed is based on the construction of an iterative map, whose
computation is fully distributed and guaranteed to “converge” to a unique de-
cision under suitable conditions on the input visibility and graph connectivity.
Moreover, in order to cope with possible faults of some agents, eventually
leading the system to incorrect or disconnected decisions, the above solution
is extended. The proposed solution is based on a fully distributed synthesis
procedure which generates a nonlinear consensus map that is able to tolerate
misbehaving agents that may send incorrect information, due to spontaneous
failure or even tampering. The procedure is formalized as a distributed protocol
and is based on the well–known result of Lamport [30] ensuring that redundant
minimum–length paths from a generic input to every agent of the network can
be found if the number of faults is bounded.
9
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Behavior Classification, Detection, and Security
As introduced before, at the base of interaction between agents in a society
it stands the ability of each individual (agent) to distinguish or classify the
other neighboring members (agents) of the society that it gets in contact with,
as belonging to the same group or species. In particular some robots may ex-
perience sensor or actuator failure, and thus be unable to follow the protocol
rules. Moreover, since robot communication is based on a wireless network, an
adversary could easily drop on communication as well as inject/modify pack-
ets. In such cases, safety requires that the society must be able to recognize
such failures or intrusions in order to activate countermeasures to preserve the
overall system and its individuals. All these cases can be recast as behavior
classification problems, i.e. the problem to classify heterogeneous agents that
“behave” in a different way, due to their own physical dynamics or to the rules
of interaction they are obeying, as belonging to a different species (Chapter 6).
Firstly, this work presents a technique allowing a decentralized classifica-
tion system to be built in a systematic way, once the models describing the
behavior of the different species are given. It is based on a decentralized iden-
tification mechanism, by which every agent classifies its neighbors using only
locally available information (Section 6.1.2). However, an agent with partial
visibility on the neighborhood of another agent may be unable to determine the
correctness of the estimate on the neighborhood. To overcome this limitation,
this work present a consensus algorithm allowing agents to reach an agreement
on the species to which other neighboring agents belong to by combining the
information extracted from local classifiers (Section 6.1.3).
The limitation of the above solution is related to the necessity of the a priori
knowledge of the models describing each possible behavior and interaction.
In this sense, every agent should be endowed with the ability to autonomously
and iteratively learn the different possible behaviors and interactions by locally
observing its neighbors. The problem of learning behaviors through demon-
10
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strated sequences of actions from a human performer, a.k.a. apprenticeship
learning [31, 32, 33], is largely studied in the literature.
This thesis provide a solution to the classification problem without any
priori knowledge, that is partially built upon the above mentioned results on
model learning, and that consists of a procedure that each agent can run to it-
eratively grow a knowledge base of all possible species that are present in the
“society”. More precisely, each “estimated” species is represented by a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), whose structure and parameters are iteratively learnt
based on the actually measured trajectory of the target agent (Section 6.2).
Even though the HMM represent a valuable tool for classifying agents be-
longing to different species based on observed behavior, due to the probabilis-
tic nature of the HMM, the reconstruction of the hybrid model of the agents’
behavior according to the protocol defined in Chapter 3, i.e. to relate the behav-
ior of an agent to its neighborhood starting from the HMM parameters may be
very complicated. For this reason, aiming at reconstructing the hybrid model
from the observed behavior, the problem need to be tackled with a different
approach. By assuming that the continuos states of the hybrid model are given,
a technique allowing agents to investigate and to reconstruct the rules of in-
teraction describing the behavior of an agent against its neighbors is proposed
(Section 6.3).
The approach is based on a canonical form of representation for Boolean
functions [34], the so–called Algebraic Normal Form (ANF), and consists on
a procedure by which an unknown logical map can be learnt as its truth table
is dynamically observed. The estimated map represents a lower approximation
of the real one, which coincides with it as soon as the truth table is entirely
observed.
11
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An Industrial Society for Fast and Reliable Factory Automation
One of the mean asset of this work is to prove that the developed tools can be
applied to very concrete industrial scenarios which provide detailed require-
ments for methods and technologies in a very representative application do-
main for industrial automation. By extending the above concept to the factory
structured environment, it is possible to set the basis for a full-fledged factory
of the future, where the different and heterogeneous agents operate and inter-
act using a blend of autonomous skills, social rules and central coordination,
i.e. it is possible to integrate the society of robots in the industrial field.
Fig. 1.3 An autonomous production plant where industrial robotic systems (such as
Laser Guided Vehicles) are largely used and highly integrated with the information
systems of the enterprise and of the suppliers.
Multi–vehicle robotic systems are largely used in industrial transportation
and logistics systems as they provide competitive advantage versus the single-
agent solutions in terms of task speedup, robustness and scalability. For in-
stance, a typical function of a multi Laser Guided Vehicle (LGV) system con-
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1.3. Contributions
sists in transporting raw or semi–finished material from a factory’s warehouse
to its production lines. However, their adoption raises management and coordi-
nation problems, such as collision avoidance, conflict resolution requiring fast
and reliable negotiation of shared resources.
Conflict resolution in the use of these resources is critical for safety and
robustness of the operations of material handling. Avoidance/resolution of stall
situations as well as fluent navigation of the robotic agents must be guaranteed
for system efficiency. Stall situations occur when agents are unable to move
from the particular configuration (i.e. deadlock) or constrained to move along
a finite number of paths without reaching the final destination (i.e. livelock)
[14, 35, 36, 37]. Many works focus also on the important aspects of collision
avoidance and deadlock avoidance (see e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41]).
For the final demonstration of the EU project CHAT [42], the tools and the-
ory described in this thesis have been used to realize a real industrial robotic
society allowing the improvement of the factory’s decision skills by enhanc-
ing its awareness on the current situation of the factory floor (Chapter 7). This
has been done through an effective distributed sensing scheme, where every
“member” of the society (the autonomous mobile vehicles that are moving
in the factory’s logistic area) acquires local information of the system state
for its own use to share it with the neighbors and with the central supervi-
sor. Members of the factory are able to reconstruct and estimate the status of
every other member and even that of the global system, through cooperative
interaction schemes and communication protocols that are scalable, reliable,
and fast. In this respect, detection and classification of faults in the factory –
including deviance from the correct assigned rules of some of its “peers” that
can spontaneously occur or that are maliciously introduced – represent built–
in functionalities of the factory (made possible by cooperation of the robots)
enabling a quick and effective reaction and reconfiguration of all the factory
components involved.
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Chapter 2
Distributed Classification in Linear
Consensus Networks
In most of the literature, it is common to refer large systems of many au-
tonomous but networked units, capable of acting in and on the environment as
Multi–agent systems. By abstracting away the complex interaction geometries
associated with the sensing and communication footprints of the individual
agents, it is possible to use tools of graph theory to model these systems where
agents are identified with nodes and the existence of an interaction between
nodes is encoded by edges. In this context, the problem of controlling such
kind of systems has attracted substantial attention, and has lead to the devel-
opment of several distributed algorithms to solve tasks as varied as parameter
estimation, average consensus, rendez–vous, sensor coverage and simultane-
ous localization and mapping [43, 44]. Therein, it is common to model agents
as identical copies of the same prototype. However, such assumption is often
restrictive, because these system may be comprised of homogeneous or hetero-
geneous agents which may be implemented by different technologies, makers,
etc.
Referring to the structure of the linear consensus network it is possible to
introduce a model of heterogeneity described by individual weights applied
to the standard agreement algorithm where different weights may represent
e.g. different velocities of the robot agents in a rendez–vous task, or different
response rates of agents in their update functions, etc. For such networks, a
15
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distributed strategy based on local interactions to make decisions concerning
the class of the other agents in the network is proposed. The method allows an
observer node to accurately identify the weight of all its neighbors from the
analysis of the received signals only, without any knowledge of the network
structure. The basic idea of the method is that the observer node probes its
neighborhood, for a limited time interval, with an excitation input [45, A7].
The observer then applies standard frequency-domain analysis tools to the sig-
nals received from its neighbors, from which the sought information is elicited.
Any node can be an observer, and simultaneous observation by an arbitrary
number of nodes is possible, provided only that excitation signals are orthog-
onal.
2.1 Linear Consensus Networks
As standard in multi-agent systems, the nodes of a graph represent the agents,
and the arcs in the graph represent the communication links. A two-way com-
munication channels is assumed.
Let the undirected graphG be given by the pair (V, E), where V = {1, . . . , n}
is a set of n vertices, and E is a set of edges. G can be associated with an adja-
cency matrix A ∈ Rn×n whose entries satisfy
[A]ij =

1 if (i, j) ∈ E
0 otherwise.
The standard linear consensus algorithm is described in continuous–time by
the update law
x˙i(t) =
∑
j∈Ni
(xj(t)− xi(t)), (2.1)
16
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2.1. Linear Consensus Networks
whereNi is the set of all agents in the neighborhood of agent i and it is defined
as Ni = {k : (i, k) ∈ E}.
Since it is assumed that xi ∈ R, Eq. (2.1) is rewritten as
x˙(t) = (A−D)x(t) = −Lx(t) (2.2)
where x(t) = [x1 x2 · · · xn]T is the vector with the states of all nodes at time
t, and D is G’s the degree matrix and L is the Graph Laplacian.
Under some connectivity conditions, the consensus algorithm is guaranteed
to converge [22, 46, 47], i.e.
lim
t→+∞xi(t) = g i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
where g is the time-invariant centroid depending on L, and on the initial con-
ditions x0 = x(0) and it is given by
g =
1
n
1Tx.
To introduce heterogeneity in a consensus system, it is possible to consider
a simple but interesting model of diversity between agents by assuming that
agents differ by a scalar gain or weight parameter, which may model e.g. dif-
ferent performances and rates in mobility or communication, different compu-
tation capabilities, different clock rates, etc. Denoting γi as the constant weight
associated to the i− th agent
Eq. (2.2) is replaced by the following interaction rule
x˙i = γi
∑
j∈Ni
(xj − xi), (2.3)
or equivalently
x˙ = −Γ Lx, (2.4)
17
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where Γ = diag(γ1, . . . , γn)is the matrix of the class of the agents in net-
work. It is proved in [23] that the system (2.4) converges to the weighted cen-
troid
cΓ =
1
tr(Γ−1)
1TΓ−1x
which is also invariant in time.
2.2 Beyond the standard Linear Consensus
This works considers the problem of the classification of different kind of
agents in networked systems, i.e the estimation of the diagonal entries of Γ
in the system defined by (2.4), given the measurement signal θ = [θ1, . . . , θn]
with not known-static (or piecewise static), connected network topology.
As such, the classification problem involves solving a partial system identi-
fication problem where the overall interaction topology and the node weights
are not known.
Problem 2.1. Let G be a multi agent network with dynamics described by
(2.4) and let Ai and Aj be two agents in the network such that i, j ∈
{1, 2, · · · , n}, i 6= j, i ∈ Ni. Given the knowledge of the vector θj =
[xj , x˙j , x¨j ], design a a fully decentralized procedure allowing Ai to correctly
estimate the value of γj .
Since the the overall interaction topology is not known, let zj be the term in
Eq. (2.4) representing the consensus algorithm involving neighbors of the j-th
agent excluding agent i, i.e.
zj =
∑
k∈Nj−{i}
(xj − xk). (2.5)
18
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2.2. Beyond the standard Linear Consensus
Equation (2.4) can be rewritten as
x˙j = −γj(xj − xi)− γjzj . (2.6)
Remark 2.1. The estimation of the value of γj fromAi as in Problem 2.1 based
on the knowledge of αj = [xj , x˙j ] is not possible because the topology of the
network involving neighbors of agent j is unknown to Ai. It results that
∀ γj ∃ zj s.t. γj(xi − xj − zj) = x˙j .
Therefore, as a solution of the Problem 2.1, in this work it is proposed to
modify interactions between nodes by envisioning a scenario where agents are
executing a different control strategy that is different from the pure consensus
dynamics in order to excite the system (see e.g. [45, A7]). In this sense, the
main contribution of this work is to propose a possible characterization of what
signal the agents should exert in order to achieve the correct estimation of the
γ values in 2.4, i.e. to solve the Problem 2.1.
To allow agents to exert a control action different from the consensus-based
algorithm, assume that the network behavior can be described by
x˙ = −Γ Lx+Bu. (2.7)
HereB is an n×nmatrix (typically the identity matrix), u is a vector of inputs
whose i-th component ui is the scalar input exerted by agent i. In the following
it is proposed a possible choice for the input in Eq. (2.7) allowing agent Ai to
solve Problem 2.1 for its neighboring agents in the frequency domain.
The goal of this frequency domain identification is to apply inputs in the
form
ui(t) = Wi sin(ωi t) t ∈ [0, Tf ]; (2.8)
19
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for some Wi, ωi, and Tf , so as to determine the estimation of γˆ values based
on the known inputs of Eq. (2.8), and the sampled measured outputs x¨(k Ts)
so that
γˆj → γj j ∈ Ni.
Following this approach, the agent classification problem can be now suc-
cessfully mapped into a problem of signal processing that each agent can effi-
ciently and independently solve by computing the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). In order to better understand the proposed solution, in the next section
some theory about the Fourier series representation is recalled.
2.3 Fourier Series representation
It is well known that by using the Fourier series representation, a complex-
valued function can be transformed from the time domain to the frequency do-
main representation of the original function. In particular through the Fourier
Transform (FT) a periodic signal can be represented as a sum of complex ex-
ponential. Therefore, the result is a decomposition of the original function into
oscillatory functions which describe the frequencies that are present in the an-
alyzed function.
Consider a discrete time periodic signal gT0(k) of period T0, that is gT0(k+
T0) = gT0(k). Hence gT0(k) can be obtained as to samples from a continuous
time signal g˜T0(t) sampled at instants t = kT0, i.e. gT0(k) = g˜T0(kT0) Then
gT0(k) can be represented in terms of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
i.e.
gT0(k) =
T0−1∑
k=0
G¯he
j 2pihk
T0 .
The sequence F [gT0(t)] = G¯k of the complex Fourier coefficient is defined by
20
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2.4. Frequency Domain Agents Classification
G¯h =
1
T0
T0−1∑
k=0
gT0(k)e
−j 2pihk
T0 . (2.9)
Although, DFT is a very useful tool for the frequency domain function anal-
ysis, it is clear that computing it directly from the definition (2.9) is often too
slow to be practical. A key enabling factor for these applications has been the
introduction of Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm by which the DFT can
be computed efficiently and quickly. There are many distinct FFT algorithms
involving a wide range of mathematics, from simple complex-number arith-
metic to group theory and number theory. Therefore, the difference in speed
can be substantial, especially for long data sets where N , number of samples,
may be in the thousands or millions, and make the DFT have a great impor-
tance to a wide variety of applications, from digital signal processing and solv-
ing partial differential equations to algorithms for quick multiplication of large
integers.
2.4 Frequency Domain Agents Classification
In this section a method to solve Problem 2.1 is proposed. In this perspective
the following theorem can be stated.
Theorem 2.1. Let ui(t) = Wi sin(ωit) be the i-th scalar input exerted by
agent i in Eq. (2.7), and let Aj be an agent s.t. j ∈ Ni. Let Ts be the sam-
pling time, and suppose that Ai is able to measure x¨j(kTs), kTs ∈ [0, Tf ].
The estimation γˆj executed by Ai defined as
γˆj = 2 max
(
| F [x¨j(kTs)] |f≈ωi
2pi
)
(2.10)
is such that
|γˆj − γj | < 
21
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Fig. 2.1 A network of 10 agents where the Agent 6 (green) is investigating about the
class (γ values) of the Agents 2,5,8,10 (red).
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Fig. 2.2 The result of the frequency domain agent classification. The Amplitude spec-
trums of the DFT report peak values at the frequency of 25 Hz close to the real γ
values.
where  > 0 depends on Ts and Tf .
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2.4. Frequency Domain Agents Classification
Proof. As previously discussed, Ai is able to measure [x¨j , x˙j ]. According to
Eq. (2.7), x˙i can be written as
x˙i(t) = −Lix(t) +Wi sin(ωit) (2.11)
where Li is the i-th row of the matrix ΓL. The value of x¨j results
x¨j = γj(x˙i − x˙j − z˙j). (2.12)
By substituting (2.11) in (2.12) it results
x¨j = γj(−Lix+Wi sin(ωit)− x˙j − z˙j)
which can be rewritten as
x¨j = γj(−Lix− x˙j − z˙j) + γjWi sin(ωit). (2.13)
According to the linearity property of the DFT
F
[
x¨j(kTs)
Wi
]
= F
[
γj(−Lix− x˙j − z˙j)
Wi
]
+ F [γj sin(ωi kTs)]. (2.14)
For large values of Wi, the contribution of the first term of (2.14) is not rele-
vant. Thus, the Fourier Transform in (2.14) can be approximated as
F
[
x¨j(kTs)
Wi
]
≈ F [γj sin(ωi kTs)]. (2.15)
It is well known from the DFT theory that the Fourier representation in the fre-
quency domain of a general sinusoidal oscillation signal of the form a sin(ω0t)
has a peak of amplitude a2 at the frequency
ω0
2pi . It follows that the DFT in
(2.15) has a peak in the amplitude spectrum of γj2 at a frequency
ωi
2pi . It follows
straightforward that the value
23
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γˆj = 2 max
(
| F [ x¨j(kTs)
Wi
] |f≈ωi
2pi
)
(2.16)
represents an approximation for the real value of γj depending on Ts and Tf ,
and this proves the theorem.
Remark 2.2. Since the frequency of the exerted signal may be arbitrary cho-
sen by each agent, any node can be an observer, and simultaneous observa-
tion is possible, provided only that excitation signals are orthogonal. It follows
straightforwardly from the Fourier Transform definition which is a composi-
tion of oscillatory function at the frequencies that are present in the analyzed
data. Since the frequencies ωi are different ∀i, each agent can separate the fre-
quency of its own interest and is able to successfully estimate the desired γ
values.
Remark 2.3. The accuracy of a generic γ estimated with the proposed method
depends on the number of samples that are considered for computing the FFT.
In this sense, let ξ be the error on the γ estimation, i.e.
ξ = |γˆ − γ|. (2.17)
It is clear that the value of ξ is decreasing with the increasing number of sam-
ples considered in the FFT. Therefore, as stated before it results
lim
Ns,Tf→∞
ξ = |γˆ − γ| = 0.
where Ns represents the number of considered samples in [0, Tf ] observation
interval.
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2.5 Application
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Fig. 2.3 A network of 10 agents where the Agent 6 (green) is investigating about the
class (γ values) of the Agents 2,5,8,10 (red), while the agent 4 is investigating on
agents 1,2,7 (red).
As an application of the proposed method consider a simple network con-
sisting of 10 agents where agents move using the consensus protocol as in
(2.4), with the Γ values specified as in Fig. 2.1. Suppose that Agent 6 (green)
wants to classify its neighbors (red). In this respect it exerts a sinusoidal control
action as in Eq.(2.7) with at a frequence of 25 Hz. By collecting Ns = 1000
sampled values of x¨i(kTs) i = 2, 5, 8, 10 at the sampling time Ts = 10−2s
(kTs ∈ [0, Tf ], Tf = Ns Ts), agent 6 is able to compute the FFT transform
F [ x¨j(kTs)Wi ]. As reported in Fig. 2.2, it is easy to verify that the peaks of ampli-
tude at the frequency of the sine wave of the exerted control input u6 represent
an accurate estimation of the real γ values in Fig. 2.2.
As a further application, suppose that both agent 4 and agent 6 are investi-
gating about the γ values of their neighbors in the same time (Fig. 2.3). To this
aim they exert a control action with a different amplitude and frequency of the
sine waves (Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). It is worth noting that since agent 2 repre-
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Fig. 2.4 The result of the frequency domain agent classification executed by agent 4.
The Amplitude spectrums of the DFT report peak values at the frequency of 25 Hz
which are an accurate approximation of the realγ values.
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Fig. 2.5 The result of the frequency domain agent classification executed by agent 4.
The Amplitude spectrums of the DFT report peak values at the frequency of 30 Hz
which are an accurate approximation of the real γ values.
sent a common neighbor, the spectrum analysis for that agent show two peak
values, one for each frequency exerted by each classifier agents (Remark 2.2).
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2.5. Application
Since the frequency of the exerted input is obviously known to each classifier
agent, each of them is able to consider only the frequency of its own interest
and correctly estimate the γ values.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid Automata as a Model for
Social Behaviors
In Chapter 2 it is introduced a model of heterogeneity based on scalar weights
applied to the standard agreement algorithm allowing e.g. the description of
systems composed of agents with e.g. different performances in mobility or
communication, different clock rates, etc. Although this simple model may
well serve the purpose for a limited number of robots and for simple tasks,
a problem may arise when a more complex rule set is necessary to model
larger and/or complex heterogenous systems as the human and animal soci-
eties. A “Behavior–based” society of robots can be built by giving a set of
rules that each robot has to follow. Establishing rules for the physical inter-
action of robots, i.e. what behaviors are acceptable in the society, is a very
challenging problem that has been explored only to a limited extent so far. Pio-
neering work on methods for describing rules for negotiating traffic and avoid-
ing collisions are reported in [48], [49]. The idea of defining group behaviors
was formalized and presented in [9], although in a cooperative framework.
Behavior-based techniques are used for coordination in multi–agent RoboCup
teams (see e.g. [50]). More recently, applications of protocol–based collision
avoidance methods in a marine scenario has been presented in [51], where a
multi–objective optimization is proposed to deal with situations where multi-
ple rules are simultaneously activated.
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One should observe that, in dealing with physically embodied autonomous
agents such as robots, traditional automata theory is limited, because of the
lack of expressivity power to model continuous dynamics. The hybrid au-
tomata formalism and verification techniques can be effectively used to that
purpose. The complexity need to represent such behaviors can be successfully
captured by hybrid models, in which a continuous–time dynamics describes
the physical motion of each agent, while an event–based one describes the se-
quence of interactions with its neighbors. Rules must be based only on infor-
mation that is locally available for each robot via communication with neigh-
boring robots and proprioceptive sensing. In this chapter the formalization of a
cooperation protocol by which societies of interacting robots can be described
at a suitable abstraction level is proposed. The protocol allows the description
of many distributed systems, including artificial systems (e.g. society of vehi-
cles traveling along a highway and following different sets of driving rules)
as well as approximations of systems inspired from Biology (e.g. society of
Daceton Armigerum tree–dwelling workers ants). Some of the results reported
in this chapter can be found in [A5].
3.1 An interaction model for a large variety of
cooperative systems
To make the reading easier and illustrate what kind of systems this work deals
with, and which are the issues involved, a running example is used. It consists
of a society of vehicles traveling along a highway with m lanes and following
different sets of driving rules (Fig. 3.1). Standard vehicles must strictly adhere
either to the European, right–hand or the left–hand traffic rules (RH and LH
species), while emergency vehicles are allowed to overtake both on the left
and on the right (E species). LH (RH) species is described by the following
rules: rule1
def
= “proceed at the maximum speed along the rightmost (leftmost)
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3.1. An interaction model for a large variety of cooperative systems
Fig. 3.1 Vehicles traveling along a highway.
free lane when possible”; rule2
def
= “if a slower vehicle proceeds in front on the
same lane, then overtake the vehicle if the next lane on the left (right) is free,
or reduce the speed otherwise”; rule3
def
= “as soon as the next lane on the right
(left) becomes free, change to that lane”; rule4
def
= “overtaking cars on the right
(left) is forbidden”. Rule4 is ignored by the emergency traffic rules species,
and rule2 is modified as “if a slower vehicle proceeds in front on the same lane,
then either overtake the car on the left if the next left lane is free, or overtake
it on the right if the next right lane is free; otherwise reduce the speed”. This
basically allows an emergency vehicle to overtake everywhere it is possible.
The allowed maneuvers are: FAST def= “accelerate up to the maximum forward
speed, while aligning to the center of the current lane”; SLOW def= “decelerate
down to null forward speed, while aligning to the center of the current lane”;
31
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ei(tk) = ei(si(qi(t), Ii(t)))
⇥i(tk+1) =  i(⇥i(tk), ei(tk))
ui(t) = ui(qi(t), i(tk))
ei
 i
q˙i(t) = fi(qi(t), ui(t)) qi(t)
Sensor
Ii
controller
dynamics
awareness
interaction
Comm.
Fig. 3.2 Schema of the components of the Cooperative Robot Model
LEFT def= “move to the next lane on the left”; RIGHT def= “move to the next lane
on the right”.
In this work, this and other examples will be considered as particular in-
stances of a general society model, which is formally described as follows. A
“society” of robots is a collection of n robotic agents, A1, . . . ,An, sharing an
environmentQ, and each belonging to one species in a set {S1, · · · , Sp}. Each
species is described by an interaction protocol Pr that specifies, for each agent
Ai, a motion model, a notion of neighborhood, a set of event–based interac-
tion rules, and a local controller. A protocol is more formally described by the
following components:
• A dynamic map fi : Q × Ui → TQ, with TQ the tangent space to Q,
describing how the agent’s configuration qi ∈ Q is updated:
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3.1. An interaction model for a large variety of cooperative systems

q˙i(t) = fi(qi(t), ui(t))
qi(0) = q
0
i
, t ≥ 0 ,
where q0i is the initial configuration, and input ui ∈ Ui, with Ui denoting the
set of admissible input values for the agent;
• A set of topologies ηi,1, · · · , ηi,κi on Q, where ηi,j : Q → 2Q, defining the
agent’s neighborhood N(qi) = ∪κij=1ηi,j(qi), the neighbor set Mi = {Ak ∈
{A1 · · · ,An} | qk ∈ N(qi)}, the neighbor configuration set Ii = {qk ∈
Q |Ak ∈ Mi}, and its encoder map si : Q × Qni → Bκi , where ni =
card(Ii), and B
def
= {0, 1}, whose j–th component, si,j , is a logical–valued
function returning true in the presence of an agent in the j–th topology
ηi,j(qi), i.e.,
si,j : Q×Qni → B
(qi, Ii) 7→
∑
qk∈Ii 1ηi,j(qi)(qk)
,
where
∑
represents the logical sum (or), and 1A(x) is the Indicator function
of a set A;
• A finite event alphabet Ei = {ei,1, · · · , ei,νi} and an event detector map
ei : Bκi → 2Ei
si 7→ {ei,j ∈ Ei | ci,j(si) = 1} ,
where each detector condition ci,j is a logical function
ci,j : Bκi → B
si 7→ Πk∈γi,jsi,kΠk∈ρi,j¬si,k ·
·Πk∈µi,j 1λi,k(qi)Πk∈νi,j¬ 1λi,k(qi) ,
(3.1)
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with λi,1, · · · , λi,hi constants in 2Q, γi,j ∪ ρi,j = {1, · · · , κi} and γi,j ∩
ρi,j = ∅, µi,j ∪ νi,j = {1, · · · , hi} and µi,j ∩ νi,j = ∅, and Π and ¬ the
logical product (and) and negation (not), respectively;
• A finite set of discrete states Σi = {σi,1, . . . , σi,p} and a deterministic au-
tomaton δi : Σi × 2Ei → Σi, describing how the agent’s discrete state σi is
updated: 
σi(tk+1) = δi(σi(tk), ei(tk+1)) , tk > 0
σi(0) = σ
0
i
,
where σ0i ∈ Σi is the initial discrete state, and tk is the k–th instant t at
which ei detects a new event;
• A decoder map (or controller) ui : Q×Σi → Ui implementing a feedback–
based control law of the type
ui(t) = ui(qi(t), σi(tk)) .
Therefore, the state (qi, σi) ∈ Q × Σi of an agent Ai, correctly following
the protocol Pr, must evolve according to the dynamics
q˙i(t) = fi(qi(t), ui(qi(t), σi(tk))) = f
∗
i (qi(t), σi(tk)) ,
σi(tk+1) = δi(σi(tk), ei(si(qi(t), Ii(t)))) =
= δ∗i (σi(tk), qi(t), Ii(t)) ,
that can be written more compactly as
(q˙i(t), σi(tk+1)) = H(r)i (qi(t), σi(tk), Ii(t)) ,
(qi(0), σi(0)) = (q
0
i , σ
0
i ) ,
(3.2)
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3.2. Polymorfic Tree Dwelling Ant Daceton Armigerum
Fig. 3.3 Daceton Armigerum ants during the foraging process.
whereH(r)i : Q×Σi×Qni → TQ×Σi is the agent’s hybrid dynamic map [52].
The schematization of the above described components is reported in Fig. 3.2
The details of protocols for the three species in the running example are
reported in Section 3.3.
Furthermore, agents can be equipped with sensors providing information
on other agents laying within a “visibility” region, described by a visibility
map Vi : Qn → 2Q.
Local sensors are assumed to be chosen so that Vi(q1, · · · , qn) ⊇ N(qi), which
ensures that each agent has complete knowledge of its own neighborhood.
3.2 Polymorfic Tree Dwelling Ant Daceton
Armigerum
Ants of several species are organized in colonies, where “worker members”
cooperate during the foraging process whenever a prey cannot be moved by a
single ant [53]. In these species, sociality should affect not only the behavior
of ants, but also the brains that generate and control the behavior. In partic-
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EXPLORATION
STOP
ALERT
RECRUITING
ci,1
ci,2
ci,3
ci,4
ci,5
ci,6
ci,7
RED ANTS
Fig. 3.4 The resulting Automaton for the Red ants species.
ular, the brain composition might reflect the behavioral specialization of the
ant colonies. Chemical (pherormones) and mechanical communication (vibra-
tion, touch) among nestmates are hallmarks of a social lifestyle, and one might
expect that sensory capabilities in ants are well developed [54, 55].
This work focuses on the foraging behavior of the polymorphic tree dwelling
ant Daceton Armigerum which lives and forages almost completely on trees
and forms colonies of polymorphic workers (Fig. 3.3). This process involves
the recruitment of nestmates of the same colony, by issuing a distinct, colony–
dependent visual or chemical marking. Suppose that two ant colonies exist, a
Green and a Red one. Green ants start moving around the prey to inform their
neighbors of their impossibility to move it, whereas Red ants stop in front of
it. A generic ant Ai’s configuration is qi = (xi, yi, θi, vi), where (xi, yi) is the
position of the ant’s center, θi is its orientation w.r.t. the x–axis, and vi is its
speed of motion, and evolves following the dynamics of Eq. (3.3). Both species
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3.2. Polymorfic Tree Dwelling Ant Daceton Armigerum
τk,wi si,j[RED] si,j[GREEN]
EXPLORATION→ EXPLORATION ci,1 = ¬si,1 ¬si,2 ci,1 = ¬si,1 ¬si,2
EXPLORATION→ STOP ci,2 = si,1 ci,2 = si,1
EXPLORATION→ ALERT ci,3 = ¬si,1 si,2 ¬si,3 ci,3 = ¬si,1 si,2 ¬si,3
STOP→ RECRUITING ci,4 = si,1 ci,4 = si,1
ALERT→ ALERT ci,5 = ¬si,3 ci,5 = ¬si,3
ALERT→ RECRUITED – ci,6 = ¬si,1 si,3
ALERT→ STOP ci,6 = si,1 –
RECRUITED→ RECRUITED – ci,7 = ¬si,1
RECRUITED→ STOP – ci,8 = si,1
RECRUITING→ RECRUITING ci,7 = si,1 ci,9 = si,1
Table 3.1 Transitions of the automaton of Ai in the ant example.
share the following set of rules: rule1
def
= “proceed along a casual direction until
a prey is found or a visual signal from a nestmate is received”, rule2
def
= “if a
visual signal is received from a nestmate, go toward the nestmate and verify
the actual existence of a nearby prey”, rule3
def
= “if a prey has been found, then
issue a visual signal to recruite other nestmates”. Their allowed maneuvers
are: EXPLORATION def= “move straight along a casual direction”, STOP def= “remain
fixed”, ALERT def= “go toward the nestmate”, RECRUITING def= “issue the visual sig-
nal to recruit neighboring nestmates”, RECRUITED def= “come closer to a nestmate
and check that there is a prey”. Consider, for each antAi, the logical variables:
si,1
def
= “there is a prey in front of Ai”, si,2 def= “a nestmate of Ai has issued the
recruiting signal”, and si,3
def
= “Ai is in the recruiting point” (Fig. 3.4). The two
species only differ from the way these logical variables, representing atoms,
are combined together into events (see Table 3.1).
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FAST
SLOW
RIGHTLEFT
ci,1
ci,2
ci,3
ci,4
ci,5
ci,6
ci,7
ci,8
ci,9
ci,10
ci,11
ci,12
ci,13
ci,14
ci,15
Right--hand traffic rules
Fig. 3.5 The resulting Automaton for the RH species.
3.3 Vehicle in Highways
As introduced in Section 3.1, the considered robotic society is composed of ve-
hicles belonging to the right–hand, left–hand, or emergency traffic rule species.
For space reasons only the complete specification of the right-hand species is
reported below. The environment is Q = R2. The configuration of the generic
agent Ai is qi = (xi, yi, vi, θi) and is updated according to the dynamic map
fi : Q× Ui → TQ
qi 7→ (cos(θi)vi, sin(θi)vi, ai, ωi)T
, (3.3)
where Ui = R2.
We need to introduce a topology ηi,1(qi) representing a region in the imme-
diate front of the agent, a topology ηi,2(qi) for a region on its left, a topology
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3.3. Vehicle in Highways
ηi,3(qi) for a region on its right, and a topology ηi,4(qi) for a region on its back
(Fig. 3.7). These are formally described as
ηi,1 : Q → 2Q
qi 7→ {(x, y, θ, v) |xi ≤ x ≤ xi + df ,
byiw cw ≤ y ≤
(byiw c+ 1)w} ,
ηi,2 : Q → 2Q
qi 7→ {(x, y, θ, v) |xi − db ≤ x ≤ xi + df ,(byiw c+ 1)w ≤ y ≤ (byiw c+ 2)w} ,
ηi,3 : Q → 2Q
qi 7→ {(x, y, θ, v) |xi − db ≤ x ≤ xi + df ,(byiw c − 1) ≤ y ≤ byiw cw} ,
ηi,4 : Q → 2Q
qi 7→ {(x, y, θ, v) |xi − db ≤ x ≤ xi,
byiw cw ≤ y ≤
(byiw c+ 1)w} ,
where w is the lane width, df and db are a forward and backward safety dis-
tances, and b·c returns the nearest lower integer of the argument. Thus, the
encoder map is si : Q × Qni → B4, si = (si,1, · · · , si,4), and the agent’s
neighborhood is N(qi) = ηi,1(qi) ∪ · · · ∪ ηi,4(qi).
Moreover, we need to introduce two constants λi,1, λi,2 representing the
left–most and right–most lanes, respectively, and two constants λi,3, λi,4 rep-
resenting the current target lane’s left and right edges, respectively:
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Fig. 3.6 Configuration a generic vehicle Ai.
λi,1 = {(x, y, θ, v) | (m− 1)w ≤ y ≤ mw} ,
λi,2 = {(x, y, θ, v) | 0 ≤ y ≤ w} ,
λi,3 =
{
(x, y, θ, v) | y =
(⌊
yi(tk)
w
⌋
+ 1
)
w
}
,
λi,4 =
{
(x, y, θ, v) | y =
⌊
yi(tk)
w
⌋
w
}
.
The event alphabet is Ei = {ei,1, · · · , ei,13} and the event map is
ei : B13 → 2Ei
0
...
0
 7→ ∅ ,

1
...
0
 7→ {ei,1}

0
1
...
 7→ {ei,2} , · · · ,

0
...
1
 7→ {ei,13}.
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3.3. Vehicle in Highways
Fig. 3.7 Neighborhood of a generic vehicle Ai.
with event conditions given by
ci,1 = ¬si,1si,3 , ci,2 = ¬si,1λi,2 , ci,3 = si,1si,2 ,
ci,4 = si,1si,4 , ci,5 = si,1λi,1 , ci,6 = si,1¬si,2¬si,4 ¬λi,1 ,
ci,7 = ¬si,1 ¬si,3 ¬λi,2 , ci,8 = ¬si,1 , ci,9 = λi,3 ,
ci,10 = si,1 ¬λi,3 , ci,11 = si,1 , ci,12 = λi,4 ,
ci,13 = ¬si,1 ¬λi,4 .
The finite set of discrete states is Σi = {FAST, SLOW, LEFT, RIGHT} (p = 4)
and the automaton’s dynamics is
41
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δi : Σi × 2Ei → Σi
(FAST, ei,1), (FAST, ei,2) 7→ FAST ,
(FAST, ei,3), (FAST, ei,4), (FAST, ei,5) 7→ SLOW ,
(FAST, ei,6) 7→ LEFT ,
(FAST, ei,7) 7→ RIGHT ,
(SLOW, ei,8) 7→ FAST ,
(SLOW, ei,3), (SLOW, ei,4), (SLOW, ei,5) 7→ SLOW ,
(SLOW, ei,6) 7→ LEFT ,
(LEFT, ei,8), (LEFT, ei,9) 7→ FAST ,
(LEFT, ei,10) 7→ LEFT ,
(RIGHT, ei,11), (LEFT, ei,12) 7→ FAST ,
(RIGHT, ei,13) 7→ RIGHT ,
with initial state σ0i = FAST.
The decoder map is ui : Q×Σi → Ui, ui = (ai, ωi), with
ai : Q×Σi → R
(qi, FAST), (qi, LEFT),
(qi, RIGHT)
7→

a¯ if vi < v
i
max
0 otherwise
,
(qi, SLOW) 7→

−a¯ if vi > 0
0 otherwise
,
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3.3. Vehicle in Highways
ωi : Q×Σi → R
(qi, FAST),
(qi, SLOW)
7→
(
(y∗(qi)− yi) sin θiθi − µ θi
)
vi ,
(qi, LEFT), 7→
{
ω¯ if θi < θmax
0 otherwise
,
(qi, RIGHT), 7→
{
−ω¯ if θi > −θmax
0 otherwise
,
where y∗(qi) =
(⌊yi
w
⌋
+ 12
)
w is the current lane center, θmax and vimax are
the agent’s maximum curvature angle and allowed speed, and µ, a¯ and ω¯ are
positive constants. The other species share the same components described
above except for the event conditions and the automaton’s dynamics (Fig. 3.4).
Some of these differences are highlighted in Table 3.2.
Finally, the visibility map returns the set of configurations laying within a
distance Ri and that are not hidden by other cars (for its computation see e.g.
the known sweeping line algorithm in [56]). A formal description of the map
is avoided for space reasons.
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τk,wi si,j[Right–hand] si,j[Left–hand] si,j[Emergency]
FAST→ FAST ci,1 = ¬si,1 si,3 ci,1 = ¬si,1 si,2 ci,1 = ¬si,1
ci,2 = ¬si,1λi,2 ci,2 = ¬si,1 si,4 ci,2 = ¬si,1 λi,1
FAST→ SLOW
ci,3 = si,1 si,2 ci,3 = si,1 si,3 ci,3 = si,1 si,2 si,3
ci,4 = si,1 si,4 ci,4 = si,1 λi,2 ci,4 = si,1 si,3 si,4
ci,5 = si,1 λi,1 ci,5 = si,1 λi,1 ci,5 = si,1 si,2 λi,2
– – ci,6 = si,1 λi,1
FAST→ LEFT ci,6 = si,1 ¬si,2 ¬si,4 ¬λi,1 ci,6 = ¬si,1 ¬si,2,¬si,4 ¬λi,1 ci,7 = si,1 ¬si,2 ¬si,4 ¬λi,1
FAST→ RIGHT ci,7 = ¬si,1 ¬si,3 ¬λi,2 ci,7 = si,1 ¬si,3 ¬λi,2 ci,8 = si,1 si,2 ¬si,3 ¬λi,2
– – ci,9 = si,1 ¬si,3 si,4 ¬λi,1
Table 3.2 Transitions starting from the FAST maneuver of the automaton of Ai in the
highway example.
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Chapter 4
Global Awareness and Consensus on
Set–Valued Information
As introduced in Chapter 2, most of the problems attacked so far in the lit-
erature, can be formulated as consensus problems over continuous domains,
where local agents exchange data that consist of scalars (such as a temperature
or the concentration of a chemical) or vectors (e.g., positions or velocities).
Models used differ mainly in the type of rule each agent uses to combine its
own information with the one received from its neighbors in the communica-
tion graph. In the simplest case, the evolution of the network of agents can be
described by a linear iterative rule
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +B u(t) ,
where x ∈ Rn is the system’s state, u is an input vector, and A is a weight
matrix that needs to comply with the available communication topology and is
designed so that the network converges to a unique decision, i.e. x(∞)→ α1,
with α possibly depending on the initial system’s state. Falling into this linear
framework are most of the key papers on consensus [16, 17, 29]. By using more
general nonlinear dynamical systems, other important schemes for achieving
consensus on more complex functions of state variables can be accommodated
for. For instance, the distributed algorithm based on the centroidal Voronoi tes-
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sellation proposed by [57] allows a collection of mobile agents to be deployed
within a given environment while maximizing the network’s sensing ability.
However, new emerging issues in the field of distributed control entail defin-
ing consensus algorithms on different representations of the state of informa-
tion (see e.g. [58]). As a first example, consider the problem of averaging a
set of initial measures taken by a collection of distributed sensors with lim-
ited communication bandwidth, which can be solved via a consensus system
where agents’ state information is represented by symbols obtained through a
logarithmic quantizer [59]. As a second example, consider the problem of es-
timating the value of a logical decision task depending on binary input events
by a set of agents with limited visibility on the events, e.g. the detection of
malicious users in a networked computer system by interaction of local obser-
vation monitors [60]. A solution to the problem can be obtained through use
of the so–called logical consensus approach, according to which agents share
binary estimates of the events, combine them according to a suitable logical
iterative function, and finally reach an agreement on their values. An interest-
ing problem that is related to consensus is that of studying how to disseminate
information through a network where nodes can only elaborate and share data
over finite fields [61].
Furthermore, other applications involve problems of increasing complex-
ity where the state of information takes value in continuous, possibly infinite
domains. For instance, consider the problem of clock synchronization in dis-
tributed loosely–coupled systems via message exchange, where each node has
a confidence interval on the true value of time, although the true value may be
outside this interval for some sources. Marzullo’s algorithm [62], on which the
ubiquitous Network Time Protocol (NTP) [63] is based, is an agreement algo-
rithm which estimates the smallest interval consistent with the largest number
of sources. The problem of simultaneous localization and mapping by a set
of mobile robotic agents is another example, where the traditional approach
of modeling each agent’s uncertainty on the positions of visually extracted
46
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features as additive or multiplicative signals is possible but not natural. As
it was shown in [64], the problem can be solved by a consensus approach
where agents exchange data represented by confidence regions containing the
features’ real positions. All these problems require that the information state
of a network of n agents is a collection X = (X1, · · · , Xn)T of elements
Xi, belonging to the power set P(X ) of a discrete or continuous, finite or
infinite set X , which is iteratively updated according to a set–valued map
F = (F1, · · · , Fn)T , with Fi : P(X )n → P(X ), i.e.
X(t+ 1) = F (X(t)) . (4.1)
The evolution of such a set–valued iterative system can be extremely rich and
complex in the general case. Consider e.g. the following set–valued iterative
system of 6 agents, where each agent’s state is Xi ∈ Q and Q = [0, 1] × [0, 1]
is the unit square, evolving according to the map
X1(t+ 1) = X6(t) ∩ T(a1,b1)(X3(t))
X2(t+ 1) = X3(t) ∩ T(a2,b2)(X1(t))
X3(t+ 1) = X1(t) ∪ T(a3,b3)(X5(t))
X4(t+ 1) = X1(t) ∩ C(T(a4,b4)(X3(t)) ∪X5(t))
X5(t+ 1) = C(T(a5,b5)(X1(t)))
X6(t+ 1) = T(a6,b6)(X2(t))
(4.2)
where T(h,k)(Xi) is a translation ofXi by the vector (h, k)T (mod 1). As it can
be shown by standard number theory arguments (see e.g. [65]), the behavior of
such a system is chaotic if at least one of the ratios ai/bi is irrational (Fig. 4.1).
Although the study of set–valued dynamic systems appears to be a formidable
task in its full generality, in many applications of practical interest the set of
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Fig. 4.1 Simulation run of a system with n = 6 agents running the set–valued map of
Eq. 4.2, with a1 = 12/180, b1 = 68/180, a2 = 1/180, b2 = 99/180, a3 =
√
3/10 '
56/180, b3 = 154/180, a4 = 2/180, b4 = 7/180, a5 = 77/180, b5 = 11/180,
a6 = 66/180, b6 = 12/180. The approximation a3 =
√
3/10 ' 56/180 implies that
the behavior of the system is only approximately chaotic.
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4.1. Boolean Dynamic Systems
rules used in the iterative map are limited to specific classes, which may render
analysis more tractable. Of particular relevance are certainly maps involving
only Boolean operations, such as the set–theoretic union ∪, the intersection ∩,
and the complement C(·). Fortunately, it is possible to provide a reasonably
simple study and characterization of such systems.
The main intent of the work is to show that information convergence in ev-
ery instances of a Boolean iterative system can be studied in fundamentally
the same way. This is achieved by extending the notions of convergence, lo-
cal convergence, and contraction, already given in the binary domain [66, 67],
to algebras of sets, taken with the union, intersection, and complement op-
erations. The work presented provides results on local convergence in terms
of properties of binary matrices for which analysis ([66, 67]) and synthesis
(Chapter 5) results are available. Preliminary results reported in this chapter
can be found in [A3, A2].
4.1 Boolean Dynamic Systems
This section and the remainder of the chapter focuses on a class of dynamic
systems, namely Boolean Dynamic Systems (BDS), to define which the fol-
lowing concepts are needed.
Definition 4.1. A Boolean Algebra (BA) is a sextuple (B˜,∧,∨,¬, 0, 1), con-
sisting of a domain set B˜, equipped with two binary operations ∧ (called
“meet” or “and”) and ∨ (called “join” or “or”), a unary operation ¬ (called
“complement” or “not”), and two elements 0 (null) and 1 (unity) belonging to
B˜, s.t. the following axioms hold, for all elements a, b, c ∈ B˜:
1. a ∨ (b ∨ c) = (a ∨ b) ∨ c, a ∧ (b ∧ c) = (a ∧ b) ∧ c (associativity);
2. a ∨ b = b ∨ a, a ∧ b = b ∧ a (commutativity);
3. a ∨ (a ∧ b) = a, a ∧ (a ∨ b) = a (absorption);
4. a∨(b∧c) = (a∨b)∧(a∨c), a∧(b∨c) = (a∧b)∨(a∧c) (distributivity);
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5. a ∨ ¬ a = 1, a ∧ ¬ a = 0 (complementarity). 
From the first three pairs of axioms above, it follows that, for any two ele-
ments a, b ∈ B˜, it holds that a = a∧b if, and only if, a∨b = b, which introduces
a partial order relation ≤ among the elements of the domain. In particular, we
will say that a ≤ b, if, and only if, one of the two above equivalent conditions
hold. Moreover, 0 and 1 are the least and greatest elements, respectively, of this
partial order relation. Then, given any two elements a, b ∈ B˜, the meet a ∧ b
and the join a ∨ b coincide with their infimum or supremum, respectively, w.r.t.
≤.
An element a ∈ B˜ is referred to as a scalar. Consider the set B˜n of Boolean
vectors and the set B˜n×n of square Boolean matrices.
Definition 4.2. Given two vectors v = (v1, . . . , vn) and w = (w1, . . . , wn),
and two square matrices A = {ai,j} and B = {bi,j}, define the scalar product
as
w · v def=
n∨
i=1
vi ∧ wi ∈ B˜ ,
the product Av as the vector whose i–th element is the scalar product between
the i–th row of A and the vector v, and the product AB as the matrix whose
(i, j)–th element is the scalar product between the i–th row of A and the j–
th column of B. In other words products between a matrix and a vector and
between two matrices are computed in the usual way, substituting + with ∨
and · with ∧. 
Let denote with 0 the null scalar, vector, or matrix, according to the context.
The above described partial order relation ≤ between any two elements of B˜
can be extended to Boolean vectors and matrices by assuming component–
wise evaluation.
Definition 4.3 (Boolean Dynamic Systems (BDS)). Given a BA, a Boolean
dynamic system is an iterative system of the form in Eq. 4.1, whose state X
is a vector in B˜n and where F is a map combining the element of its input
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argument to produce a new state vector, by using only the meet ∧, the join ∨,
and the complement ¬ operations of the BA itself.
Definition 4.4 (Linear BDS). A BDS is said to be linear if there exists a con-
stant set–valued matrix A ∈ B˜n×n s.t., for all X ∈ B˜n, F (X) = AX .
For the following study, some definitions need to be given:
Definition 4.5 (Basis Vectors). The set of the vectors e1, e2, . . . , en, with ej ∈
B˜n contains 1 in the j–th element and zeros elsewhere, is called the canonical
basis of B˜n.
Definition 4.6 (Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors). A scalar λ ∈ B˜ is an eigen-
value of a Boolean matrix A ∈ B˜n×n if there exists a vector x ∈ B˜n, called
eigenvector, s.t. Ax = λx.
Definition 4.7 (Incidence Matrix). The incidence matrix of a Boolean map F
is a Boolean binary matrix B(F ) = {bi,j}, where bi,j = 1 if, and only if, the
i–th component of F (x) depends on the j–th component of the input vector x.
4.2 Set–valued Boolean Dynamic Systems -
Global Convergence
As it is known from Stone’s Representation Theorem [34], every BA is iso-
morphic (i.e. it possesses the same structural properties) to an algebra of sets.
Therefore this work focuses on the following class of systems:
Definition 4.8 (Set–Valued Boolean Dynamic Systems (SVBDS)). A set–
valued Boolean dynamic system is a BDS whose BA is defined by the sextuple
(P(X ),∪,∩, C(·), ∅,X ), where P(X ) is the power set of a continuous, possi-
bly unbounded set in X , the operators ∪, ∩, C(·) are the set–theoretic union,
intersection, and complement, respectively, and ∅ is the emptyset. 
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In the remainder of this section, the conditions under which these systems
converge to a unique equilibrium will be studied.
Remark 4.1. It is worth noting that the class of SVBDM includes set–valued
maps that also involve set difference \ and symmetric difference S between
any two inputs sets Xi, Xj ∈ P(X ) or between an input set Xi and a constant
set A ∈ P(X ).
To show this, first recall that that the two operations can be expressed in
terms of the basic operations of the BA. Set different can be expressed as
X \ Y = {x ∈ X s.t.x 6∈ Y } = {X ∩ C(Y )} ,
and the the symmetric difference as
S : P(X )× P(X )→ P(X )
(x, y) 7→ (C(x) ∩ y) ∪ (x ∩ C(y))
. (4.3)
Moreover, if F involves operations with k constant sets, A1, · · · , Ak, it is pos-
sible to consider a system with an augmented state vector X˜ = (X1, · · · , Xn, A1, · · · , Ak)T
and with the dynamic map
F˜ (X˜) =

F1(X1, · · · , Xn, A1, · · · , Ak)
...
Fn(X1, · · · , Xn, A1, · · · , Ak)
A1
...
Ak

,
which only involves Boolean operations on X˜ . 
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First, we introduce a metric over the Boolean vector space P(X )n. To this
aim, consider the Boolean vector distance:
d : P(X )n × P(X )n → P(X )n
(X,Y ) 7→ (S(X1, Y1), · · · , S(Xn, Yn))
,
where Xi, Yi are the i–th components of the vectors X and Y , respectively,
and S is the symmetric difference defined in Eq. 4.3. Note that the Boolean
vector distance d satisfies the following axioms
d(X,Y ) = d(Y,X), ∀ X,Y ,
d(X,Y ) = ∅ iff X = Y ,
d(X,Y ) ⊆ d(X,Z) ∪ d(Z, Y ).
Definition 4.9 (Incidence matrix). The incidence matrix of a set–valued map
F = (F1, · · · , Fn)T , with Fi : P(X )n → P(X ), denoted with B(F ), is a
binary Boolean matrix whose elements are
bi,j =

X if Fi depends on Xj ,
∅ otherwise .
Proposition 4.1. Given any two generic vectors X,Y ∈ P(X )n and a set–
valued map F , the following Boolean inequality holds
d(F (X), F (Y )) ⊆ B(F ) d(X,Y ) . (4.4)
Proof. Consider the i–th component of the inequality
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Di(Fi(X1, · · · , Xn), Fi(Y1, · · · , Yn)) ⊆
⊆ Di(Fi(X1, · · · , Xn), Fi(Y1, X2, · · · , Xn)) ∪
∪ Di(Fi(Y1, X2, · · · , Xn), Fi(Y1, Y2, X3, · · · , Xn)) ∪
· · ·
∪ Di(Fi(Y1, · · · , Yn−1, Xn), Fi(Y1, · · · , Yn−1, Yn)) ⊆
⊆ bi,1D1(X1, Y1) ∪ bi,2D2(X2, Y2) ∪ . . .
. . . ∪ bi,nDn(Xn, Yn) ,
where bi,j are the elements ofB(F ). The thesis immediately follows by repeat-
ing the computation for all rows i.
Proposition 4.2. A Boolean matrix M satisfies the Boolean inequality
d(F (X), F (Y )) ⊆ M d(X,Y ) , (4.5)
for all vectors X,Y ∈ P(X )n, if, and only if, B(F ) ⊆ M .
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is trivial. Focus on the necessity and suppose,
by absurd, that there exists a Boolean matrix M = (mi,j) satisfying Eq. 4.2,
but also admitting an element mi,j ⊂ bi,j , where bi,j is the corresponding
element in the incidence matrix B(F ). This necessarily means that bi,j = X ,
and mi,j ⊂ X . Then, as bi,j = X , Fi depends on Xj and there must exist two
vectors X = (X1, · · · , Xj , · · · , Xn)T , and X ′ = (X1, · · · , Yj , · · · , Xn)T ,
with Xj 6= Yj , s.t.
Di(Fi(X), Fi(X ′)) = X .
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The computation of X ′ from X is always possible, but it is omitted here. Basi-
cally, givenX , and Fi(X), we look for a vector Y s.t. Fi(Y ) is complementary
to Fi(X). This last quantity is upper bounded by⋃j−1s=1mi,s Ds(Xs, Xs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= ∅
 ∪ mi,j︸︷︷︸
⊂X
Dj(Xj , Yj)∪
∪
⋃ns=j+1mi,s Ds(Xs, Xs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= ∅
 ⊂ X ,
that is a contradiction. Therefore, it must hold bi,j ⊆ mi,j , for all i and j.
Corollary 4.1. For any two set–valued maps F,G : P(X )n → P(X )n, the
incidence matrix of the function composition F (G(X)) satisfies the Boolean
inequality
B(F (G)) ⊆ B(F )B(G) . (4.6)
Proof. The proof trivially follows from above. Indeed, if (F ◦ G)i depends on
Xj , then there exists k s.t. Fi depends on Xk and Gk depends on Xj . Hence,
B(F )i,k ∩ B(G)k,j = X which in turn implies that (B(F )B(G))i,j = X .
Moreover, consider the following notion:
Definition 4.10 (Boolean spectrum). The Boolean spectrum of a Boolean ma-
trix A ∈ P(X )n×n is set of the eigenvalues of A.
A first result about the spectrum of a Boolean map is the following:
Proposition 4.3. A Boolean matrix A ∈ P(X )n×n, A = {ai,j}, admits the
Boolean eigenvalue λ = ∅ if, and only if, it has at least one column for which
the union of all its elements is less than X , i.e. there exists j ∈ {1, · · · , n} s.t.
n⋃
i=1
ai,j ⊂ X .  (4.7)
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Proof. (Sufficiency)
Suppose that j satisfies Eq. 4.7. We want to prove that λ = ∅ is a Boolean
eigenvalue of A, i.e. there exists X 6= ∅ s.t. AX = ∅X = ∅. Consider a
vector whose components are emptysets except for the j–th one. Then, we have
AX = Aj Xj , where Ai is the i–th column of A, which we want to be the
vector of emptysets. This last equation can be explicitly written as
ai,1 ∩Xj = ∅ ,
ai,2 ∩Xj = ∅ ,
...
ai,n ∩Xj = ∅ ,
which holds if, and only if, it also happens that
(a1,j ∩Xj) ∪ (a2,j ∩Xj) ∪ · · · ∪ (an,j ∩Xj) = ∅ ,
and, by the distributivity property, that
(a1,j ∪ a2,j ∪ · · · ∪ an,j) ∩Xj = ∅ ,⋃n
i=1 ai,j ∩ Xj = ∅ ,
which requires that the two sets are disjoint. Moreover, the value X¯j = X \
(
⋃n
i=1 ai,j) 6= ∅ satisfies this condition and, due to the hypothesis in Eq. 4.7,
is different from ∅, which implies that X = (∅, · · · , ∅, X¯j , ∅, · · · , ∅)T is an
eigenvector of A.
(Necessity)
Suppose that λ = ∅ is an eigenvalue of A. This implies that there exists X 6= ∅
s.t. A X = ∅. This means ⋃ni=1 ai,j ∩ Xj = ∅, for all j. This condition is
trivially satisfied for every null component of X . For every other component
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of X that is different than ∅, the component itself must be disjoint to the union
of the sets composing the corresponding column of A. This implies that their
union can not cover the entire set X , which finally gives the thesis.
Remark 4.2. It is worth noting that, if A has a Boolean eigenvalue λ, with as-
signed eigenvectorX , then, for every permutation P , the matrixA′ = P T AP
has the same eigenvalue, assigned with eigenvector V = P TX . Note that P
is a permutation matrix in the classical sense, but where every 0 and 1 are
replaced with ∅ and X , respectively.
To prove this, observe that AX = λX for hypothesis. Left–multiplying by
P T , we have P TAX = λP TX, and, from the identity P T P = I (I being the
matrix with X on its diagonal and ∅ elsewhere), we have (P T AP ) (P T X) =
λ (P T X), which proves the statement. 
A complete characterization of the Boolean spectrum of a generic map is
complex (see e.g. the work in [68]), whereas the following result is already
available for a subclass of these maps:
Proposition 4.4. A matrix A ∈ {∅,X}n×n admits the Boolean eigenvalue
λ = X if, and only if, there exist no permutation bringing A in strictly lower
or upper triangular form.
Proof. (Sufficiency) Suppose the existence of a permutation matrix P s.t. A′ def=
P T AP is strictly lower triangular. Then, we need to prove that there exists no
vector X 6= ∅ s.t. A′X = X X = X . This trivially holds due to the form of
matrix A′. Direct computation of the previous equation gives
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∅ = X1 ,
a′2,1 ∩ X1 = X2 ,
a′3,1 ∩ X1 ∪ a′3,2 ∩ X2 = X3 ,
...
a′n,1 ∩ X1 ∪ · · · ∪ a′n,n−1 ∩ Xn−1 = Xn .
The only vector that solves the system of equations is X = ∅, which means
that λ = X cannot be a Boolean eigenvector A.
(Necessity) We need to prove that, if λ = X is not an eigenvalue of A, then
there exists a permutation that brings A in strictly lower triangular form.
Note that X is an eigenvalue of A if, and only if, A has a fixed point. So, let
us start imposing that the vector w = (X , . . . ,X )T is not a fixed point. Then,
if A has not an empty row, the scalar product between every row of A and w is
X , and therefore w would be a fixed point. Then suppose that the i–th row ofA
is made of emptysets. We can now apply toA a permutation that exchanges the
i–th row with the first one, and then exchanges the i–th with the first column.
In this way we obtain a matrix where the first row is empty.
By induction, suppose that there exists a permutation matrix P s.t. P T AP
has the form
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
∅ · · · ∅ ∅ · · · ∅
a′2,1 · · · ∅ ∅ · · · ∅
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
a′i,1 · · · a′i,i−1 ∅ · · · ∅
a′i+1,1 · · · a′i+1,n
...
. . .
...
a′n,1 · · · a′n,n

,
and consider the vector v = (∅, . . . , ∅,X , . . . ,X )T , where the first i rows
are null. v is not a fixed point of P T AP only if there exists j > i s.t. the
j–th row of P T AP has the form (a′j,1, . . . , a
′
j,i, ∅, . . . , ∅). We can now apply
to P T AP a permutation that exchanges the j–th row with the i–th one, and
then exchanges the j–th with the i–th column. The inductive step is complete
because we obtain a matrix of the form
∅ · · · ∅ ∅ · · · ∅
a′2,1 · · · ∅ ∅ · · · ∅
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
a′i+1,1 · · · a′i+1,i ∅ · · · ∅
a′i+2,1 · · · a′i+2,n
...
. . .
...
a′n,1 · · · a′n,n

,
which concludes the proof.
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Proposition 4.5. Let A = {ai,j} be a n × n matrix s.t. ai,j ∈ {∅,X}. If
X 6∈ σ(A), then
σ(A) = P(X ) \ X .
Proof. By Remark 4.2, we can assume that A is strictly triangular. The eigen-
vector v = (∅, · · · , ∅, C(λ))T is associated with eigenvalue λ, being ∅ =
Av = λ v = ∅, with λ 6= ∅, v 6= ∅.
With the following example, we show that the spectrum of a Boolean matrix
may possess a structure that is impossible to find in Rn, e.g. different eigenval-
ues can be associated with the same eigenvector, or the spectrum may be the
entire set P(X ).
Example 4.1. Consider the entire real interval X = (−∞,∞) and the two
following matrices
A1 =
 ∅ {13}
(17, 28] X
 ; A2 =
 [3, 5) X
X {4}
 .
A1 admits the eigenvalue λ = ∅ by Prop. 4.3, being the union of its first
column’s elements is less than X , with associated eigenvectors Vλ = (X, ∅)T ,
where X is any set in (−∞, 17] ∪ (28,∞). Moreover, A2 does not admit the
eigenvalue λ = ∅ by Prop. 4.3, while any scalar λ ⊆ X \ ∅ is an eigenvalue of
A2, with associated eigenvector Vλ = (X,X)T , with X ⊆ λ. 
Definition 4.11 (Contractive SBM). A SBM F : P(X )n → P(X )n is said to
be contractive w.r.t. the vector distance if
X /∈ σ(B(F )) .
Remark 4.3. From Prop. 4.4, F is contractive if there exists a permutation ma-
trix P ∈ {∅,X}n×n s.t. P TB(F )P is strictly lower or upper triangular. 
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Finally, a result characterizing the global convergence of a SBM F is the
following:
Theorem 4.1. F is contractive w.r.t. the vector distance d if, and only if, there
exists a positive integer q s.t. F q is a constant application.
Proof. (Sufficiency) Being F contractive, X /∈ σ(B(F )) and B(F ) up to
transformation P T B(F )P , where P is a permutation matrix, is strictly tri-
angular. Therefore, it is ensured the existence of a positive integer q ≤ n s.t.
(B(F ))q = ∅. It also holds that
∅ ⊆ B(F q) = B(F · · · F ) ⊆ B(F ) · · · B(F ) = (B(F ))q .
Then, it must hold B(F q) = ∅, which implies that the application F q is in-
dependent of X and guarantees the existence of a point ξ ∈ P(X )n s.t.
F q(X) = ξ, for every X ∈ P(X ). Moreover, the rest of the iteration of F
gives F q+1(ξ) = F q(F (ξ)) = ξ, as F q is constant, but also F q+1(ξ) =
F (F q(ξ)) = F (ξ), which implies that F (ξ) = ξ. Being ξ a fixed point for F ,
we can also that ξ is unique. Suppose by absurd the existence of a second fixed
point η ∈ P(X )n, η 6= ξ, for the application F . We have
∅ ⊆ D(ξ, η) = D(F (ξ), F (η)) ⊆ B(F )D(ξ, η) ⊆
⊆ · · · ⊆ (B(F ))q D(ξ, η) = ∅ ,
as (B(F ))q = ∅. Then, D(ξ, η) = ∅, and ξ = η, which is a contradiction.
(Necessity) Suppose that F q is a constant application. Then B(F q) =
B(F )q = ∅. It follows that B(F ) does not admit a fixed point. Then, X /∈
σ(B(F )) and, by Prop. 4.4, B(F ) must be strictly triangular up to a transfor-
mation P T B(F )P , where P is a permutation matrix. We have that q ≤ n and
F is contractive.
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Corollary 4.2. If ξ is the unique equilibrium point, iterations of F starting
from any initial state X(0) ∈ P(X )n converge to ξ in at most q steps. 
Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.1 practically implies that the dependence of the dy-
namic map F from its input arguments disappears after a finite number of
steps q, i.e. F q(ξ) is constant for all ξ. For SVBDS this notion of conver-
gence coincides with the typical notion of convergence toward an element of
the space (in this case a set). Theorem 4.1 applies not only to SVBDS, but also
to set–valued dynamic systems for which, however, it only expresses a suffi-
cient condition for finite–time convergence that is satisfies by only a restricted
class of systems.
Example 4.2. Consider a discrete–time dynamic system X(t+ 1) = F (X(t)),
where X = (X1, X2, X3)T ∈ P(X )3, F and thus its incidence matrix are
F (X) =

X1 ∪ (X2 ∩X3)
X1 ∪ C(X2)
C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ∩ C(X3)
 , B(F ) =

X X X
X X ∅
X X X
 . (4.8)
By Theorem 4.1, B(F )’s spectrum contains the eigenvalue λ = X , and so the
map is not contractive.
4.3 Binary Encoding of Set–Valued Boolean
Dynamic Systems
While the results in Section 4.2 are very promising, a complete characteriza-
tion of the spectrum of a general Boolean matrix is still far. Such an analysis is
much simpler in the case of binary dynamic systems, which are BDS based on
the simplest BA where B˜ = B = {0, 1} is the binary domain, ∧ is the logical
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product (“and”) ·, ∨ is the logical sum (“or”) +, and ¬ is the “not” operator.
Local convergence for binary dynamic systems has been addressed by intro-
ducing the notion of a discrete derivative [66]. A possible generalization of
this notion for SVBDS is represented by the so–called Boolean derivative, pro-
posed in [A3]. However, this formulation of “derivative” gives rise to matrices
containing not only the emptyset and the unity, for which results characterizing
their spectrum cannot be easily obtained.
For this reason, in the remainder of the work, we pursue a different ap-
proach, which applies only to SVBDS, but allows their local convergence to
fully characterized. In particular, we show how, once initial conditions are
given, a SVBDS can be translated into a binary dynamic system
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t)) , (4.9)
where x ∈ Bκ is binary state vector, and f : Bκ → Bκ is a binary iterative
map, and κ is a suitable dimension. We say that the system in Eq. 4.9 encodes a
SVBDS of the form in Eq. 4.1, in the sense that every execution of the original
system can be obtained by simulating the binary one and vice–versa. Consider
the collection of sets
Z1 = X1 ∩X2 ∩ · · · ∩Xn−1 ∩Xn ,
Z2 = X1 ∩X2 ∩ · · · ∩Xn−1 ∩ C(Xn) ,
Z3 = X1 ∩X2 ∩ · · · ∩ C(Xn−1) ∩Xn ,
...
Zκ′−1 = C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ∩ · · · ∩ C(Xn−1) ∩Xn ,
Zκ′ = C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ∩ · · · ∩ C(Xn−1) ∩ C(Xn) ,
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with κ′ = 2n. Let us denote withZ = (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zκ)T the vector composed,
up to renaming, of the non–empty sets of the previous collection (note that in
general κ ≤ κ′). It is straightforward to verify that these sets are a partition
of X , i.e. Xi ∩ Xj = ∅, and X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xn = X . In the remainder of this
section, we show that every set Xi ⊆ X , and indeed all unions, intersections,
and complements obtained from the Xi can be obtained as the union of some
of the above sets inZ, which allows us to find a binary encoding of the SBM F .
Consider an encoder map associating a set Xi with a binary vector whose
h–th component is 1 if, and only if, Xi has non–null overlapping with the set
Zh, i.e.
L : P(X )→ Bκ
Xi 7→ xi =
(
xi1, · · · , xiκ
)T
, xih =

0 if Xi ∩ Zh = ∅ ,
1 otherwise .
Thus, given a set Xi, the corresponding associated binary vector is xi =
L(Xi). The original set Xi can be obtained via the decoder map
L−1 : Bκ → P(X )
xi 7→ Xi =
⋃
h=1,··· ,κ , xih=1 Zh ,
which allows us to write Xi = L−1(xi). Furthermore, consider any two
sets, Xi and Xj , of the given collection, and their logical encoded vectors,
xi = L(Xi), and xj = L(Xj). Consider first the their combination via set
intersection:
Xi ∩ Xj = L−1(xi) ∩ L−1(xj) =
(⋃κ
h=1, xih=1
Zh
)
∩
(⋃κ
l=1, xjl=1
Zl
)
,
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which can be expanded, by distributing the set intersection, as the union of the
sets given by the intersection of one Zh with one Zl. As all Zi are disjoint,
only those Zi appearing in both the original sets, Xi and Xj , remain in the
intersection. Therefore, we can write
Xi ∩ Xj =
⋃κ
h=1 , (xih=1)∧ (xjh=1)
Zh =
=
⋃κ
h=1 , xh=1
Zh = L−1(x) ,with x = xi xj ,
which proves the equivalence relation:
Xi ∩Xj
L


L−1
xi xj . (4.10)
Moreover, consider the two sets’ combination via set union:
Xi ∪ Xj = L−1(xi) ∪ L−1(xj) =
(⋃κ
h=1 , xih=1
Zh
)
∪
(⋃κ
l=1 , xjl=1
Zl
)
=
=
⋃κ
h=1,(xih=1∨xjh=1)
Zh =
⋃κ
h=1,xh=1
Zh =
= L−1(x) , with x = xi + xj ,
which proves the equivalence relation:
Xi ∪Xj
L


L−1
xi + xj . (4.11)
Finally, consider the complementation of one of the two sets:
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C(Xi) = C(L−1(xi)) = C
(⋃κ
h=1 , xih=1
Zh
)
=
⋂κ
h=1 , xih=1
C(Zh) .
By definition C(Zh) is the set of points not belonging to Zh, that can be ob-
tained as the union of all the other partition sets:
Z¯h = C(Zh) =
⋃κ
h′=1,h′ 6=h Z
′
h = Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ · · · ∪ Zh−1 ∪ Zh+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zκ =
= L−1(z1) ∪ L−1(z2) ∪ · · · ∪ L−1(zh−1) ∪ L−1(zh+1) ∪ · · · ∪ L−1(zκ) =
=
⋃κ
l=1,αl,h=1
Zl ,
with αh = z1 + z2 + · · ·+ zh−1 + zh+1 + · · ·+ zκ. Easy computation gives a
logical vector αh = (1, . . . , 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1)T containing all entries to 1 except
for the h–th one. Finally, intersection of all Z¯h yields:
C(Xi) =
⋂κ
h=1 , xih=1
Z¯h =
⋂κ
h=1 , αh=1
Zh, with α = α1 α2 . . . αr ,
where r is the number of xi’s non–null components. As all these components
are assigned with a logical vector αl containing a null element at position l, and
as all these components are considered, the sets that remain in the intersection
are those not belonging to Xi, or in other words, for which xih = 0. Hence, we
have
C(Xi) =
⋃κ
h=1 , xih=0
Zh =
⋃κ
h=1 , xih=1
Zh = L−1(yi), with yi = ¬xi ,
which proves the equivalence relation:
C(Xi)
L


L−1
¬xi . (4.12)
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4.3. Binary Encoding of Set–Valued Boolean Dynamic Systems
Remark 4.5. From the above results, it follows that the intersection (union,
complement) of any two sets Xi and Xj is equivalent, via the encoder map,
to the bitwise logical product (sum, complement) of the corresponding binary
vectors xi = L(Xi) and xj = L(Xj).
We can now state the main result of this section in the following:
Theorem 4.2 (Binary Encoding of SBM). A dynamic system of the form
X(t+ 1) = F (X(t)) ,
where F is a generic SBM, with initial state X(0) = X0, can be simulated by
the binary dynamic system
xi,j(t+ 1) = fi(x1,j(t), · · · , xκ,j(t)) ,
for i = 1, · · · , n, j = 1, · · · , κ, with
x(0) = L(X(0)) ∈ Bn×κ ,
and where f = (f1, · · · , fn)T is obtained from F by replacing unions, inter-
sections, and set complements with logical sums, products, and binary com-
plements, respectively.
Proof. The proof straightforwardly follows by recursive application of the re-
lations in Eq. 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12.
Example 4.3. Consider again the system of Example 4.2, where the unity is
X = [0,∞) and system’s initial state is X(0) = ([2, 5], [4, 7], [8, 11])T .
The system’s state after one iteration step can be obtained according to
Eq. 4.8, which yields
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X(1) = F (X(0)) =

[2, 5] ∪ ([8, 11] ∩ [4, 7])
[2, 5] ∪ C([8, 11])
C([2, 5]) ∩ C([8, 11]) ∩ C([4, 7])
 =
=

[2, 5]
[0, 5] ∪ (7,∞)
[0, 2) ∪ (7, 8) ∪ (11,∞)
 .
(4.13)
The same result can be obtained by using the binary encoding of the system.
We need to consider the collection of sets
Z1 = X1 ∩X2 ∩X3 = ∅ ,
Z2 = X1 ∩X2 ∩ C(X3) = [4, 5] ,
Z3 = X1 ∩ C(X2) ∩X3 = ∅ ,
Z4 = X1 ∩ C(X2) ∩ C(X3) = [2, 4] ,
Z5 = C(X1) ∩X2 ∩X3 = ∅ ,
Z6 = C(X1) ∩X2 ∩ C(X3) = [5, 7] ,
Z7 = C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ∩X3 = [8, 11] ,
Z8 = C(X1) ∩ C(X2) ∩ C(X3) = [0, 2) ∪ (7, 8) ∪ (11,∞) .
By excluding the emptysets and reordering the remaining ones, we obtain the
partition sets
Z1 = [4, 5], Z2 = [2, 4), Z3 = [5, 7],
Z4 = [8, 11], Z5 = [0, 2) ∪ (7, 8) ∪ (11,∞) ,
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4.3. Binary Encoding of Set–Valued Boolean Dynamic Systems
and thus each state Xi can be associated with a binary vector xi ∈ B5. Based
on Theorem 4.2, the original system can be simulated by a binary dynamic
system of the form x(t+ 1) = f(x(t)), with x = (xT1 , x
T
2 , x
T
3 )
T , and
f(x) = (x1,1 + x2,1x3,1, · · · , x1,5 + x2,5x3,5,
x1,1x¯2,1, · · · , x1,5x¯2,5,
x¯1,1x¯2,1x¯3,1, · · · , x¯1,5x¯2,5x¯3,5) .
(4.14)
The initial state x(0) = (xT1 (0), x
T
2 (0), x3(0)
T )T of the corresponding bi-
nary dynamic system is obtained by using the encoding map L, i.e.
xi(0) = L(Xi(0)), for i = 1, 2, 3,
and is given by
x1(0) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , x2(0) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0) , x3(0) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) .
The state of the binary dynamic system after one iteration step, i.e. x(1) = f(x(0)),
is given by x(1) = (x1(1), x2(1), x3(1))T , with
x1(1) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , x2(1) = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1) , x3(1) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) ,
which corresponds to the original system’s state
X(1) = L−1(x(1)) =

Z1 ∪ Z2
Z1 ∪ Z2 ∪ Z4 ∪ Z5
Z5
 ,
being clearly equal to the value obtained in Eq. 4.13.
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4.4 Convergence Revisited and Completed
In this section, we first show how the encoding technique presented in the
previous section gives rise to the same conditions for global convergence that
were shown in Section 4.2.
First recall from [67], results on global convergence of binary dynamic sys-
tems, involving the notion of spectral radius of a binary matrix A ∈ Bn×n,
denoted with ρ(A), which is its biggest eigenvalue in the sense of the order
relation ≤, and the notion of binary vector distance
d : Bn × Bn → Bn
(x, y) 7→ (x1 ⊕ y1, · · · , xn ⊕ yn)
,
where ⊕ is the exclusive disjunction
⊕ : B× B→ B
(xi, yi) 7→ (¬xi yi) + (xi ¬yi)
.
Theorem 4.3. A map f : Bn → Bn is contractive w.r.t. the binary vector
distance d if, and only if, the following equivalent conditions hold:
• ρ(B(f)) = 0;
• there exists a permutation matrix P s.t. P TB(f)P is strictly lower or upper
triangular;
• B(f)q = 0, with 0 ≤ q ≤ n.
Moreover, if f is contractive, there exists a positive integer q ≤ n s.t. f q, the
composition of f with itself q times, is a constant map, i.e. it does not depend
on the input vector. 
Consider a SVBDS characterized by a set–valued map F : P(X )n →
P(X )n and its corresponding binary dynamic system characterized by the
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4.4. Convergence Revisited and Completed
function f : Bn×κ → Bn×κ. We want to show that the properties of global
and local contractivity of F can be investigated in the binary domain by study-
ing the same properties of f .
Lemma 4.1. Having denoted with B(f) the incidence matrix of f , the follow-
ing equivalence holds {B(F )}i,j = X if, and only if,
{B(f)}2n(i−1)+1:2n(i−1),2n(j−1)+1:2n(j−1) = I
, where I is the identity matrix and Mi:j,k:l indicates a sub-matrix of M ob-
tained by extracting its rows from i to j and its columns from k to l.
Proof. Let us write the map F as follows:
F (X1, . . . , Xn) =

F1
(
Xi11 , . . . , Xi1k1
)
...
Fn
(
Xin1 , . . . , Xinkn
)
 ,
where X
ijl
are the variables on which the l–th component of the image of F
actually depends. By definition of the encoding map, we have
B(f) =

0 . . . 0
i11︷︸︸︷
I 0 . . .
i12︷︸︸︷
I · · ·
i1k1︷︸︸︷
I . . . 0
... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...
0 · · · I︸︷︷︸
in1
0 . . . I︸︷︷︸
in2
0 · · · I︸︷︷︸
inkn
. . . 0

∈ Bnκ×nκ,
where here 0 and I are the zero and identity matrices, respectively. The thesis
easily follows since the matrix B(F ), by replacing 0 with ∅ and I with X , has
exactly the same form:
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B(F ) =

∅ . . . ∅
i11︷︸︸︷
X ∅ . . .
i12︷︸︸︷
X · · ·
i1k1︷︸︸︷
X . . . ∅
... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...
∅ · · · X︸︷︷︸
in1
∅ . . . X︸︷︷︸
in2
∅ · · · X︸︷︷︸
inkn
. . . ∅

∈ {∅,X}n×n
Theorem 4.4 (Global Convergence). The dynamic map F : P(X )n →
P(X )n of a SVBDS is contractive if, and only if, its encoding L(F ) : Bnκ →
Bnκ is contractive.
Proof. By Theorems 4.3 and 4.1, it is sufficient to prove that X 6∈ σ(B(F )) if,
and only if, ρ(B(f)) = 0. By Remark 4.3, X /∈ σ(B(F )) if, and only if, there
exists a permutation matrix P s.t. P TB(F )P is strictly lower or upper trian-
gular, and Theorem 4.3 assures that ρ(B(f)) = 0 if, and only if, there exists a
permutation matrix p s.t. pTB(f)p is strictly lower triangular. By Lemma 4.1,
it holds {B(F )}ij = X if, and only if, {B(f)}2n(i−1)+1:2n(i−1),2n(j−1)+1:2n(j−1) =
I , which immediately implies that X 6∈ σ(B(F )) if, and only if, ρ(B(f)) = 0.
Remark 4.6. ρ(B(f)) = 0 if, and only if, ρ
(
B˜(F )
)
= 0, where B˜(f) is the
matrix obtained substituting 1 to X and 0 to ∅. This can be easily seen by
using the equivalent formulation in terms of permutation matrices given by
Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.3. 
Example 4.4 (Cont’d). Consider again the system of Example 4.2. Following
the derivation of the associated logical system (Eq. 4.14), the incidence matrix
of the corresponding binary dynamic system is
B(f) =

I8 I8 I8
I8 I8 0
I8 I8 I8
 ,
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4.4. Convergence Revisited and Completed
where I8 is the identity matrix of dimension 8. According to Theorem 4.4, the
system of the Example 4.2 is contractive if, and only if, its binary dynamic
system is contractive. Based on Theorem 4.3, this system is not contractive,
since B(f) cannot be put in a strictly triangular form by a permutation matrix
(there should be a zero row). Then, based on Theorem 4.4, we can conclude
that the system of Example 4.2 is not contractive, as we obtained in Section 4.2
by using Theorem 4.1.
We now move on to attack the study of local convergence of a SVBDS. We
first recall results from [66] on the local convergence of a binary map f about
an equilibrium point x s.t. f(x) = x.
Definition 4.12 (Von–Neumann Neighborhood (VNN)). Given a point x ∈
Bn, its VNN is the set V (x) of all points differing from x in at most one
component, i.e.
V (x) = {x, x˜1, · · · , x˜n} ,
where x˜j = (x1, · · · , xj−1,¬xj , xj+1, · · · , xn)T .
Definition 4.13 (Discrete Derivative). The discrete derivative of a binary map
f : Bn → Bn at a point x ∈ Bn is a binary matrix f ′(x) = {f ′i,j}, s.t. f ′i,j = 1
if, and only if, a variation in the j–th component of x produces a variation in
the i–th component of f(x), i.e.,
f ′i,j(x) = fi(x)⊕ fi(x˜j) . (4.15)
Definition 4.14. An equilibrium point x ∈ Bn is said to be attractive in its
VNN V (x) if the following two relations hold:
• f(y) ∈ V (x), for all y ∈ V (x);
• there exists n ∈ N s.t., for all y ∈ V (x), fn(y) = x.
Definition 4.15. A binary map f is said to be locally convergent at an equilib-
rium point x if x is attractive in its VNN.
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Theorem 4.5. An equilibrium point x ∈ Bn is attractive in its VNN if, and only
if, the following two relations hold:
• ρ(f ′(x)) = 0,
• f ′(x) contains at most one non–null element in each column. 
Let us now consider the case of a generic SVBDS.
Definition 4.16. Given a vector X = (X1, . . . , Xj , . . . , Xn)T ∈ P(X )n, its
j–th neighbor is
X˜j = (X1, . . . , C(Xj), . . . , Xn)T . 
Definition 4.17 (Complemented Neighborhood). Given a vectorX ∈ P(X )n,
the complemented neighborhood of X is the set V (X) of all points that differ
in at most one complemented component from X:
V (X) = {X, X˜1, · · · , X˜n}. 
Definition 4.18. An equilibrium point X of F : P(X )n → P(X )n is attrac-
tive in its complemented neighborhood if
• F (V (X)) ⊂ V (X);
• Fn(Y ) = X ∀Y ∈ V (X).
We can give the following result:
Theorem 4.6 (Local Convergence of SVBDS). Given a SVBDS, where the
dynamic map is F : P(X )n → P(X )n, the equilibrium point X¯ ∈ P(X )n is
attractive in its complemented neighborhood if, and only if, the equilibrium
x¯ = L(X¯)
is attractive in the immediate neighborhood for the map L(F ) : Bnκ → Bnκ.
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Proof. The key point of the proof is the fact that, once an initial condition is
given, we can equivalently study the dynamics of F in P(X )n or that of f in
Bnκ. In particular it is straightforward to verify, by comparing Def. 4.12 and
Def. 4.17, that
F (V (X)) ∈ V (X) ⇔ f(V (x)) ∈ V (x)
Fn(Y ) = X, ∀Y ∈ V (X)⇔ fn(y) = x, ∀y ∈ V (x) .
Now Theorem 4.5 implies the thesis.
Example 4.5 (Cont’d). Consider again the system of Example 4.2, with a
generic initial condition given by X(0) = (A,B,C)T , where A,B,C are
constant sets in P(X ).
As discussed above, the system is not contractive (the spectrum of its inci-
dence matrix B(F ) contains X , or equivalently the spectral radius of the inci-
dence matrix B(f) of its encoding f is 1). Moreover, it is easy to verify that
the state vector obtained with A = B = X and C = ∅ is an equilibrium of the
system. The partition sets of the binary encoding are Z1 = Z3 = · · · = Z8 = ∅
and Z2 = X . Up to reordering of the above non–empty sets, we need to con-
sider only κ = 1 partition set described by Z1′ = X . The encoded binary
vector state is x¯ = L(X¯) = (xT1 , xT2 , xT3 )T , with x1 = x2 = 1 and x3 = 0,
which is attractive in its immediate neighborhood for the encoded binary map
f(x) =

x1,1 + x2,1x3,1
x1,1x¯2,1
x¯1,1x¯2,1x¯3,1
 .
Therefore, by Theorem 4.6, the equilibrium point X¯ is attractive in its comple-
mented neighborhood for the original system.
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4.5 Application to Linear Boolean Maps
Consider a linear SVBDS system X(t+ 1) = AX(t) of the form
X1(t+ 1)
...
Xn(t+ 1)
 =

a1,1 · · · a1,n
...
. . .
...
an,1 · · · an,n


X1(t)
...
Xn(t)
 =
=

a1,1 ∩X1(t) ∪ · · · ∪ a1,n ∩Xn(t)
...
an,1 ∩X1(t) ∪ · · · ∪ an,n ∩Xn(t)
 .
As described in Remark 4.1, we can introduce the following extended system,
where the elements of A are considered as additional time–constant variables
of the state:
X1(t+ 1) = a1,1(t) ∩X1(t) ∪ · · · ∪ a1,n(t) ∩Xn(t) ,
...
Xn(t+ 1) = an,1(t) ∩X1(t) ∪ · · · ∪ an,n(t) ∩Xn(t) ,
a1,n(t+ 1) = a1,n(t) ,
...
an,n(t+ 1) = an,n(t) .
By Remark 4.6, we need to study the incidence matrix of the corresponding
binary dynamic system, which is given by
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B(A) T1(A) T2(A) · · · Tn(A)
0n2×n In2×n2
 ,
where
B(A) =

B(a1,1) · · · B(a1,n)
...
. . .
...
B(an,1) · · · B(an,n)
 , Ti(A) =

0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0
B(ai,1) · · · B(ai,n)
0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0

,
with B(ai,j) = 1 if ai,j 6= 0, and B(ai,j) = 0 otherwise. By Theorem 4.1,
global contractivity is equivalent to the fact that Aq is a constant application,
which happens if, and only if, the matrix B(A) is nilpotent. By Remark 4.3,
this last condition holds if, and only if, there exists a permutation matrix P s.t.
P TB(A)P is strictly triangular.
Theorem 4.7 (Consensus of Linear SVBDS). A SVBDS of the form
X(t+ 1) = AX(t)
possesses at least a set–valued equilibrium point that is a consensus state if,
and only if,
n⋂
i=1
ai,1 ∪ ai,2 ∪ · · · ∪ ai,n 6= ∅ .
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Proof: The point 1n ξ is a consensus equilibrium state if, and only if,
A 1n ξ = 1n ξ, i.e.,
a1,1 ∪ a1,2 ∪ · · · ∪ a1,n
...
an,1 ∪ a1,2 ∪ · · · ∪ an,n
 ξ =

ξ
...
ξ
 ,
which has a solution if, and only if, the intersection of the matrix rows is not
the emptyset. 
Example 4.6. Consider a linear SVBDS, where the dynamic matrix is
A =

[0, 3] ∅ ∅
∅ ∅ [0, 2]
∅ [0, 1] ∅
 .
The matrix A clearly satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.7, which implies
that the system possesses one or more consensus equilibrium states,X = 13 ξ,
with ξ ∈ P(X ). Moreover, any such consensus equilibrium state must satisfy
the condition 
[0, 3] ∩ ξ = ξ
[0, 2] ∩ ξ = ξ
[0, 1] ∩ ξ = ξ
,
by which it is immediate to conclude that a set–valued vector state of the form
13 ξ is a consensus equilibrium if, and only if, ξ ⊆ [0, 1].
It is worth noting that the system possesses an infinite number of equilibria
that are not consensus states, as e.g. all state vectors of the form (ξ, ∅, ∅)T , with
ξ ⊆ [0, 3].
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4.6 Application to Distributed Chart Estimation
Consider a mosaicking application involving reconstruction of a geographical
chart, by using n balloon stations deployed over the area. Let Q be the set
of points on the Earth surface with latitude and longitude comprised within
30◦N and 75◦N, and 30◦W and 50◦E, respectively, roughly corresponding to
the European continent. By acquiring a spotlight–type image of the underneath
surface, each station Ai is able to produce a local estimated chart Ii(0) ⊆ Q,
composed of a collection of connected sets representing the estimated emerged
lands. Moreover, let Vi(0) ⊆ Q be a region representing the field–of–view of
Ai, i.e., the set of points that can be “seen” by Ai. For simplicity we model
each Vi(0) as a circle centered at the projection of Ai’s position on the Earth
surface and having radius given by a constant d. Within its field–of–view, each
Ai may incorrectly include portions of sea or neglect parts of existing lands in
Ii(0).
We assume a minimum measurement multiplicity constraint requiring that
each point in Q lays within the intersection of at least r > 0 field–of–views;
we further assume a bounded detection error constraint requiring that, in every
set of r stations satisfying the measurement multiplicity constraint, at most γ
of these stations may perform an incorrect detection. By assuming that each
station is able to share data via communication with other neighboring stations,
we seek a solution enabling an end–user on the ground, willing e.g. to use the
chart information for navigation purpose, to efficiently and promptly poll its
nearest station so as to retrieve a unique and consistent chart of the continent’s
surface.
A first solution can be found by following a centralized approach. In this so-
lution a central processor with high computation and memory capacities must
receive the estimated charts and visibility regions from all the stations, com-
bine them into a global geographical chart, and then send this chart back to all
stations. To cope with incorrect land detection, a well–known result from fault–
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tolerance theory can be used [30], requiring that, for every point q ∈ Q, the
central processor uses the estimated charts received from at least r′ = 2γ + 1
different stations including q in their field–of–view (thus it must hold the con-
dition r ≥ r′). Among these r′ estimated charts, if γ is the maximum number
of them that are possibly containing detection errors at least γ + 1 charts –
the majority – contain correct information for that point. This procedure is
formally described by the formula
I∗ =
⋃
q ∈Q
(⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(Kq)
(⋂
h∈H Ih(0)
))
, (4.16)
where Sα(A) returns the set of all sets of cardinality α composed of elements
in A, and
Kq = { i ∈ {1, · · · , n} | q ∈ Vi(0)} .
A region of global visibility can also be defined as follows, representing the
region for which the centralized process has received sufficient information to
perform high accuracy land detection:
V ∗ =
⋃
q ∈Q
(⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(Kq)
(⋂
h∈H Vh(0)
))
. (4.17)
While it effectively solves the problem, this centralized solution is unsatis-
factory for at least three reasons: The first is non–scalability, since the amount
of data to be elaborated by the processor requires computation and memory
capacities increasing super–linearly with the number n of stations; secondly,
the approach requires an explicit management of message routing in order to
allow every station to reach and be reached from the central processor; third, it
leads to the implementation of a system that has a single–point of failure.
By bearing in mind the centralized solution as an indicator of achievable
performance, we seek a solution that is fully distributed, i.e., no central pro-
cessor is used, and that requires no message routing, namely all stations must
reach a consensus on the continent chart by exchanging messages only with
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their one–hop neighbors. We assume a minimum communication connectiv-
ity constraint requiring that, for every point q ∈ Vi(0), each Ai has at least
2γ + 1 communication neighbors whose field–of–view comprises q. Let the
set–valued variable Xi ⊆ Q×Q be the state ofAi, and Ci the index set of its
communication neighbors. A possible distributed solution can be obtained by
using a SVBDS, where Ai’s state is initialized with the value
Xi(0) = (Ii(0), Vi(0)) ,
and then iteratively updated according to the rule
Ii(t+ 1) =
⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(Ci)
⋂
h∈H (Vh(t) ∩ Ih(t)) ,
Vi(t+ 1) =
⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(Ci)
⋂
h∈H Vh(t) .
(4.18)
We need to prove that, by means of the update rule in Eq. 4.18, each state
Xi converges to the state (I∗, V ∗). First note that, having defined the set K =
{1, · · · , n}, Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.17 can be rewritten as
I∗ =
⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(K)
⋂
h∈H (Vh(0) ∩ Ih(0)) ,
V ∗ =
⋃
H ∈Sγ+1(K)
⋂
h∈H Vh(0) .
It is straightforward to verify that the stateX∗ = 1n (I∗, V ∗) is an equilibrium
for the above SVBDS. While the system is not globally convergent to X∗, it is
possible to show that such an equilibrium is attractive in a region that is large
enough to tolerate up to γ incorrect land detections. Let us consider the general
case in which three assumptions hold: 1) I∗ 6= ∅ and V ∗ 6= ∅, indicating that
some land exists and is in the field–of–view of at least 2γ + 1 stations; 2) a
portion of sea, C(I∗), is included in the global visibility region V ∗; and 3)
V ∗ ⊂ Q, indicating that a portion of the European continent is not in the field–
of–view of at least 2γ + 1 stations. Under these hypotheses, the non–null sets
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of the partition described in Section 4.3 are given by
Z1 = I1(0) ∩ · · · ∩ In(0) ∩ V1(0) ∩ · · · ∩ Vn(0) = I∗ ∩ V ∗ = I∗ ,
Z2 = C(I1(0)) ∩ · · · ∩ C(In(0)) ∩ V1(0) ∩ · · · ∩ Vn(0) = C(I∗) ∩ V ∗ ,
Z3 = C(I1(0)) ∩ · · · ∩ C(In(0)) ∩ C(V1(0)) ∩ · · · ∩ C(Vn(0)) =
= C(I∗) ∩ C(V ∗) = C(V ∗) .
In the above equations the property I∗ ⊆ V ∗, which can be evicted by simple
reasoning on the definitions of I∗ and V ∗, has been used. It is possible to pro-
vide physical interpretations for each partition set: Z1 represents the emerged
lands that can be detected by using the information available from all stations,
Z2 represents undetected lands in the global visibility region V ∗, and Z3 rep-
resents the region not included in the field–of–view of at least 2γ + 1 stations.
The original SVBDS can be simulated by a binary dynamic system, where the
i–th update rule is
ii,j(t+ 1) =
∑
H ∈Sγ+1(Ci) Πh∈H (vh,j(t) ih,j(t)) ,
vi,j(t+ 1) =
∑
H ∈Sγ+1(Ci) Πh∈H vh,j(t) ,
(4.19)
for j = 1, 2, 3, and the i–th initial state is
xi(0) = (ii,1(0), · · · , ii,3(0), vi,1(0), · · · , vi,3(0)) = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) .
By direct computation it can be shown that the discrete derivative of the map in
Eq. 4.19, computed at the equilibrium point x(0) = (x1(0)T , · · · , xn(0)T )T ,
is null, and thus also its spectral radius is null. By Theorem 4.5, the equilibrium
point x(0) is attractive in its immediate neighborhood. Based on Theorem 4.6,
we can conclude that X∗ is attractive for the original SVBDS at least in its
complemented neighborhood. Furthermore, consider the region Γ composed
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Fig. 4.2 Deployment and connectivity of 135 stations over the European continent
(from top to down, A8, A73, A84, and A112 are represented with bigger circles).
of the states that differ in at most γ components from x(0). It is easy to verify
that the value of the map in Eq. 4.19 remains constant for all states in Γ , i.e.,
for all x˜ ∈ Γ , it holds f(x˜) = f(x(0)) = x(0). This fact tells us that Γ is
included in the region of attractiveness of x(0). By projecting back Γ to the
original system domain, we can prove that X∗ is attractive at least in the set
L−1(Γ ), which is large enough to tolerate γ incorrect land detections.
A more general case can be considered, where, due to noise increasing with
the distance and to local atmospheric conditions, such as the presence of stra-
tus clouds, each Ai can incorrectly detect points within its field–of–view with
probability ε. Each region Vi(0) can thus be interpreted as the initial region of
ε–confidence of Ai, i.e., the set of points where the probability of land detec-
tion error is not greater than ε. Furthermore, we require, for every point in Q,
that the probability E of land detection errors in the global chart is bounded as
E ≤ E¯ < 1.
For each Ai, the probability of having more than γ land detection errors in
Vi(1) is
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p(ε) = 1−
γ∑
k=0
(
r
k
)
εk (1− ε)r−k .
With the same reasoning, the probability of having more than γ land detection
errors in Vi(2) is p ◦ p (ε), and in Vi(t) is sε(t) = p ◦ · · · ◦ p (ε), i.e. the com-
position of p with itself t times. Therefore, we need to chose a set of sensors
with the probability ε satisfying the constraint
sε(t) < E¯ for all t ≥ 1 . (4.20)
It is possible to show that, for ε < 12 and for all γ, p(ε) < ε and the func-
tion sε(t) monotonically decreases for t ≥ 1. Hence, for an admissible error
probability E¯ < 12 , the condition in Eq. 4.20 is implied by ε < E¯.
Let us finally consider a simulative example including n = 135 stations
with the hypothesis of γ = 3, r = 7, ε = 0.05. By placing the stations on a
grid with mesh size δ, we satisfy the measurement multiplicity constraint with
r =
⌊
pid(d−1)
δ
⌋
+ 1, as known from number theory [69]. Fig. 4.2 is a depiction
of the stations’ deployment and the available communication graph. The diam-
eter of the communication graph, i.e. the maximum distance between any two
nodes on the graph, is 11. Let us consider a case in which E = 0.02. Fig. 4.3
shows how the network of stations iteratively update their estimated charts Ii
by running an instance of the consensus algorithm described in Eq. 4.18. The
first row reports the initial estimated charts of 4 stations obtained from pro-
cessing of the images taken by their onboard vision systems, while the last
row reveals that the stations have successfully converged to the centralized
estimated chart I∗.
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(t = 0)
(t = 2)
(t = 5)
(t = 8)
(t = 11)
Fig. 4.3 Simulation run with 135 balloon stations and maximum number of faults per
pixel given by γ = 3. Only the evolutions of the charts estimated by 4 stations is
reported for space reasons: from left to right, A8 is placed approximately at latitude
66◦N and longitude 41◦E, A73 at 48◦N and 8◦W, A84 at 45◦N and 32◦E, and A112
at 39◦N and 6◦E. The network of stations effectively consents on a global map of the
European continent with reduced noise.
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4.7 Application to distributed clock
synchronization
The proliferation of robotic devices and the growing number of their potential
applications has recently led to an increased interest towards multiple–robot
applications, such as consensus, rendezvous, sensor coverage, and simultane-
ous localization and mapping. All these applications demand for the availabil-
ity of a global clock, i.e. every node in the network must be able to refer to
a unique time. The reason for this necessity is twofold. First, only if a very
accurately synchronized clock is available, every node can get a global picture
of an event that is sensed by several nodes. Secondly, clock synchronization is
essential for reducing node’s energy consumption due to communication. In-
deed, any two node willing to exchange a message with each other establish a
rendezvous. The better the clock synchronization, the less energy is wasted in
the necessary guard times to not miss the rendezvous point.
In a centralized system the solution of this problem is trivial: the centralized
server will just decide the system’s time. In a distributed system, the prob-
lem takes on more complexity because a global time is not easily known. In
a WSN, clock synchronization poses two major problems. The former is the
connectivity, which is related to the fact that nodes of a sensor network cannot
directly communicate with each other, and some information may need to be
relayed by other nodes. Therefore, it is not possible to choose a reference node
to which all other nodes can be synchronized to. The latter problem is related
to unpredictable random delays that may normally occur between any pair of
nodes. It is indeed known that delivery time of radio messages in WSN is sub-
ject to interferences, and node failures which may cause unknown variations
to the standard communication time.
In this respect, during the last years clock synchronization in distributed
systems has been extensively studied. As a result of this effort, many different
approaches have been proposed (see e.g. [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]). Specifically
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developed for WSN are the Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [76],
Timing–sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) [77] and the Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) [78]). More in detail, the RBS exploits the broadcast na-
ture of the physical channel to synchronize a set of receivers with one another.
The timestamp of the reception of a broadcast message is recorded at each node
and these timestamps are exchanged to calculate relative clock offsets between
nodes. The TPSN algorithm builds a spanning tree of the network during the
level discovery phase. In the synchronization phase of the algorithm, nodes
synchronize to their parent in the tree by a two-way message exchange. PTP is
a time-transfer protocol defined in the IEEE 1588 standard that allows precise
synchronization of networks (e.g., Ethernet).
More recently, so–called Average TimeSync protocol [79] has been pro-
posed as a different approach to clock synchronization. The main idea under-
lying this approach is to average local information to achieve a global agree-
ment on a specific quantity of interest, and this is obtained by transposing the
synchronization problem into a linear consensus problem. Notwithstanding,
the problem of clock synchronization in a WSN is far from been completely
solved. As a matter of fact, available solutions, such as NTP, require operat-
ing conditions that are not guaranteed in a WSN. These difficulties are due
to limited energy and bandwidth availability, that are in turn necessary to al-
low sensors a longer operating life. Furthermore, the fact that the topology is
dynamically changing is another issue that makes the clock synchronization
problem in a WSN more difficult than in traditional network, and actually a
very challenging one.
In what follows it is proved that the clock synchronization problem may be
transposed into a consensus problem on sets. This is achieved by exploiting
the idea that uncertain measures of a clock that have been propagated through
the network can be represented as interval. This idea was first proposed by
Marzullo in [62] that showed a centralized algorithm to determine the small-
est confidence interval that is contained in the largest number of sensor mea-
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sures. The solution therein proposed now forms the basis of the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) [63], a protocol that is implemented in many software plat-
forms and operating systems. NTP sets and maintains the system time of day
in synchronism with Internet standard time servers. NTP does most compu-
tations in 64-bit floating–point arithmetic and does relatively clumsy 64–bit
fixed–point operations only when necessary to preserve the ultimate precision,
about 2.32 × 10−10 seconds (232 picoseconds). While the ultimate precision
is not achievable with ordinary workstations and networks of today, it may
be required with future gigahertz CPU clocks and gigabit LANs. However,
Marzullo’s solution is actually centralized and is extended to a distributed ap-
proach in this thesis.
4.7.1 A Centralized Extension of Marzullo’s Algorithm
Consider the clock synchronization algorithm originally proposed by Marzullo
in [62]. In this section, we propose an extension of the algorithm and we show
how to convert it into a problem involving only operations on sets. Suppose
to have n sensors that are able to measure the value of quantity of interest
within a confidence interval or set. Let us denote with u ∈ U this quantity that
may range from time, temperature, to the position of an object during a SLAM
application, or to the configuration of a neighboring car (as e.g. the Highway
example in Chapter 3).
Suppose that one or more of these sensors may fail and produce a confi-
dence interval or set that is not consistent with the others. Then, given these n
sets, U1, . . . , Un, we want to compute the smallest set Y that is contained in
the largest number of such sensor measures. This quantity represents the set
that is most likely to contain the real clock value. A solution to this problem
can be found that uses only operations on sets (union ∪, intersection ∩, and
complementation C(·)).
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Given n agents’ indices 1, 2, . . . , n, consider the number of combinations
of i of such indices out of n being specified by
c(n, i)
def
=
n
i
 .
Then, consider the sets
Ai =
c(n,n−i+1)⋃
l=1
n−i+1⋂
h=1
Uil,h ,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where il,1, . . . , il,n−i+1 are distinct combinations of
agents’ indices. More explicitly, the sets are given by
• A1 = U1 ∩ U2 ∩ · · · ∩ Un (the intersection of all n sensor measures),
• A2 = (U1 ∩ U2 ∩ · · · ∩ Un−1) ∪ (U1 ∩ U2 ∩ · · · ∩ Un−2 ∩
∩ Un) ∪ . . . (the union of the n possible intersections of n− 1 sensor mea-
sures),
• · · · ,
• An = U1 ∪U2 ∪ . . . ∪ Un (the union of the n individual sensor measures).
Consider also the following filtering sets:
Γ1 = U ,
Γi = Γi−1 ∩

U if Ai−1 = ∅ ,
∅ if Ai−1 6= ∅ ,
for i = 2, ..., n .
(4.21)
Then, the desired confidence set Y is readily given by
Y =
n⋃
i=1
(Γi ∩Ai) def= M (U1, . . . , Un) . (4.22)
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Fig. 4.4 An instance of the algorithm to solve the set–valued formulation of
Marzullo’s problem with 3 input sets.
We can give the following
Definition 4.19. Given n set measures U1, . . . , Un, we say that Uj is consis-
tent if it shares an intersection with the smallest set that is common with the
maximum number of the other sets, i.e.
Uj ∩ M (U1, . . . , Un) 6= ∅ .
Conversely, we say that Uj is inconsistent.
A pictorial representation of the algorithm is reported in Fig. 4.4. The figure
outlines the modular structure of the algorithm, where the output of a module
is the input of the following one.
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Once the best estimated set Y has been computed from the initial collection
X1, . . . , Xm, one has typically to extract a scalar value b ∈ X to be used in a
control loop. For time synchronization, the complete set is X = [0,∞), and a
common choice is to take the earliest interval [tmin, tmax] ⊆ Y and extract its
middle value
b =
tmax − tmin
2
.
4.7.2 Example
Suppose to have the interval U = [0,∞), and m = 3 sensors providing the
following confidence interval: U1 = [1, 10], U2 = [30, 40], and U3 = [6, 29].
In this case, map φ computes the following 3 intervals:
A1 = U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 = ∅ ,
A2 = (U1 ∩ U2) ∪ (U1 ∩ U3) ∪ (U2 ∩ U3) = [6, 10] ,
A3 = U1 ∪ U2 ∪ U3 = [1, 29] ∪ [30, 40] .
The filtering sets are the intervals Γ1 = U , Γ2 = U , and Γ3 = ∅. Thus, the
smallest interval that is in common to the largest number of the given intervals
is
Y = (Γ1 ∩A1) ∪ (Γ2 ∩A2) ∪ (Γ3 ∩A3) =
= ([0,∞) ∩ ∅) ∪ ([0,∞) ∩ [6, 10])∪
∪(∅ ∩ ([1, 29] ∪ [30, 40])) =
= [6, 10] ,
which is contained in U1 and U2 (see Fig. 4.7.2). On the contrary, the third
sensor’s measure is faulty. Indeed, we have:
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Y ∩ U3 = ∅ .
−5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
0
M^*
U_1
U_2
U_3
Fig. 4.5 Example of clock interval estimated by the centralized solution of Marzullo’s
algorithm. The estimated set is in green, the correct measures U1 and U2 are in blue,
and the inconsistent measure U3 is in red.
4.7.3 Distributed Clock Synchronization
The algorithm presented in Section 4.7.1 is able to solve the extended Marzullo’s
problem only in a centralized setting, whereas we want that every agent have a
consistent information on the quantity of interest u, so that any of them can be
polled by an external user. To this aim, let us suppose that every generic agent
Ai has a state Xi ⊆ U that represents its estimate of the quantity of interest u
and is able to share the value of its state with all its neighbors by exchanging a
message with them. Suppose that every agent initializes its state with the value
of its local estimate of the quantity of interest, i.e.
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Fig. 4.6 Simulation run of a dynamic systems estimating Marzullo’s solution with
γ = 1 (a), possible inconsistencies, and corresponding behavior of the network dis-
agreement w.r.t. Marzullo’s centralized decision (b)
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Xi(0)← Ui(0) .
Then, we want to design a distributed iteration rule of the form
X(t+ 1) = F (X(t)) ,
where X = (X1, . . . , Xn)T is the system’s state, and t is a discrete time,
such that, starting from any initial state X(0), every agent will consent on
Marzullo’s centralized decision, i.e. there exists a finite time t¯ such that
X (t¯) = M (U(0)) = M (X(0)) .
Furthermore, due to the result stated in [80] and concerning the impossibility
to reach a consensus with corrupted data, we must add a further hypothesis to
the problem guaranteeing that the maximum number of inconsistent measures
is at most γ. We will refer to this as the bounded inconsistency hypothesis.
From [81], recall the following
Definition 4.20. A graph G = (V,E) is said to be k–connected if there does
not exist a set of k− 1 vertices in V whose removal disconnects the graph, i.e.
the vertex connectivity of G is greater or equal to k.
Therefore, a connected graph is 1–connected, and a biconnected graph is 2–
connected.
First of all, note that the hypothesis of bounded inconsistency implies that
there exists at least one combination of n − γ sets that share an intersection
with Marzullo’s centralized decision, i.e.
∃ i1, · · · , in−γ ∈ {1, . . . , n} |Xij ∩ M∗ 6= ∅ , (4.23)
where M∗ = M (X1(0), . . . , Xn(0)). In case of virtuous scenario with only
consistent measures (γ = 0), this condition implies that
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X1(0) ∩ · · · ∩ Xn(0) 6= ∅ ,
and a solution to the problem can be obtained by simply replicating the M-
Algorithm on every node according to its communication neighbors, i.e.
Fi(X) = M (Xi1 , · · · , Xini ) , for i = 1, . . . , n ,
where ni is any number of agent Ai’s neighbors, and i1, · · · , ini are their in-
dices. Indeed, in the virtuous hypothesis, the algorithm on agent Ai reduces to
a pure intersection of the data received from its communication neighbors. As
it is well-known, set intersection is associative, commutative, and idempotent
(X ∩ X = X). Therefore, given that the underlying communication graph
is connected, the network convergence toward the centralized decision X∗ is
guaranteed ([82]). Thus its distributed application allows the agents to consent
on the value of the centralized intersection, which is also the desired solution
of the extended Marzullo’s problem. Consider the case with γ > 0. Suppose
that all initial measures are represented by compact sets so that, if a common
intersection exists, the intersection itself is a compact set. Due to this, all points
in the Marzullo’s centralized decision are in common with the very same initial
sets. In this case, the analysis of convergence is more complex. Anyway, we
are able to prove the following
Theorem 4.8. Consider a network of agents evolving according to the iterative
rule
Xi(t+ 1) = Fi(X) = M (Xi1(t), · · · , Xini (t)) ,
Xi(0) = Ui ,
for i = 1, . . . , n, where at most γ initial states may be inconsistent. The net-
work can reach a consensus on the centralized Marzullo decision
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X∗ = (M∗, · · · ,M∗)T ,
M∗ def= M (X1(0), . . . , Xn(0)) ,
if the agents can exchange messages according to a communication matrix C
that is at least r–connected, with r = 2 γ + 1. The consensus is achieved in at
most n steps.
Proof. We have to prove that if r = 2 γ+1, the distributed algorithm converges
to the centralized version of the Marzullo Algorithm (M∗). First observe that,
under bounded inconsistency, the algorithm of Marzullo’s centralized decision
returns the same value of the algorithm itself truncated at the γ + 1–th term
of the union in Eq. 4.22. This happens because of Eq. 4.23 which implies that
Γi = ∅, for i ≥ γ + 2. Thus, the algorithm itself reduces to
Y =
γ+1⋃
i=1
(Γi ∩Ai) . (4.24)
Moreover, note that, by construction, it holds the general property
Ai ⊆ Ai+1 , for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
which implies that an algorithm computing only the term Ai returns a value
that is upper bounded by an algorithm computing only the term Ai+1. We
replicate the Algorithm on every node according to its communication neigh-
bors„ i.e.
Fi(X) = M (Xi1 , · · · , Xir) , for i = 1, . . . , n ,
Consider the worst case, i.e. a node is connected with all the faulty nodes. We
define ci = {a, .., f} and nci = {h, ..., v} with #ci = γ + 1 and #nci = γ
the sets available at the node i, containing the indices of the consistent mea-
sure and the indices of the inconsistent measures respectively. The bounded
inconsistency hypothesis guarantees that
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Xk ∩M∗ 6= ∅ ,∀k ∈ ci.
As Xk and Xj , k, j ∈ ci are two consistent measures, then it must hold M∗ ⊆
Xk, Xj , which also implies that
Xk ∩Xj 6= ∅ ∀k, j ∈ ci.
In other words we have
Ici =
⋂
s
Xs 6= 0 , s ∈ ci, (4.25)
Inci =
⋂
s
Xp s ∈ nci, (4.26)
being Ici the intersection between consistent measure, and Inci the intersection
between inconsistent measure. Note that while Ici is always different from the
empty-set, Inci can be an emptyset or not.
Moreover, since Inci are inconsistent values, it is easy to verify that
Inci ∩ Ici = ∅⋃
p(Ici ∩Xp) = ∅ p ∈ nci
Recalling the update rule in (4.21) we now have
M (Xi1 , · · · , Xir) = (
⋂
si
Xsi) = Ici
where si ∈ ci . This is because the M-Algorithm computes the smallest con-
fidence set that is contained in the largest number of such sensor measures,
and we have that #ci > #nci. This guarantees that the inconsistent mea-
sures do not affect the state X, as it also happens for the centralized execution
of M-algorithm (see Section 4.7.1). Under bounded inconsistency hypothesis,
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execution of the algorithm at the generic agent Ai reduces to the intersection
of any data received by its neighbors. Furthermore, the update rule in (4.21)
is associative, distributive, and idempotent w.r.t. its input arguments. Since the
the communication graph is connected, according to [82], the convergence of
the dynamic system toward the centralized decision is guaranteed in at most n
steps and it proves the thesis.
4.7.4 Simulation
The effectiveness of the proposed solution is shown through numerical simu-
lations with n = 15 agents, where 2 different scenarios with γ = 1, 2 possible
inconsistent measures are considered. Agents are able to communicate accord-
ing to a graph, that is not reported for the sake of space, but that is chosen so as
to guarantee the minimum redundancy required. Fig. 4.6a reports the behavior
of the dynamic system starting from an initial condition where only one agent,
agent A1, has an inconsistent measure. In this case, the required number of
neighbors in the communication graph is r = 2 γ + 1 = 3. The figure shows
that the inconsistent measure is tolerated, and that every agent reach the cor-
rect final clock interval. Fig. 4.7a refers to a simulation of a dynamic system
that has been design under the hypothesis of γ = 2 possible inconsistencies.
In this case, r = 5 neighbors in the communication graph are required. The
figure shows that the inconsistent measures of agents A1 and A2 are tolerated.
In both figures, the final decision coinciding with the Marzullo’s centralized
estimated interval is reported in green. The inconsistent measures are instead
colored in red. Finally, both figures reports the behavior of network’s relative
disagreement
E
def
=
n∑
i=1
D(Xi,M (X(0)) ,
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Fig. 4.7 Simulation run of a dynamic systems estimating Marzullo’s solution with
γ = 2 (a), possible inconsistencies, and corresponding behavior of the network dis-
agreement w.r.t. Marzullo’s centralized decision (b)
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whereD is the vector distance, based on the symmetric difference between two
intervals. The figure shows that the disagreement becomes ∅ in a number of
steps less or equal to the diameter of the chosen communication graph. Recall
that the diameter of a graph is the maximum distance between any two nodes
in the graph, and the distance is the length of the minimum path connecting
the nodes.
As we have stated, the proposed solution is valid also when the data that
is exchanges is a set. To show this, we conclude with a further example with
U = [0,∞) × [0,∞), and m = 4 sensors providing the following measured
confidence sets:
U1 = [2, 5]× [1, 6] ,
U2 = [8, 14]× [3, 8] ,
U3 = [1, 10]× [4, 9] ,
U4 = [8, 13]× [0, 2] .
Before showing the simulation results, let us first compute the centralized solu-
tion. As described in Section 4.7.1, this involves computation of the following
sets
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Fig. 4.8 Simulation run with n = 4 sensors that have four uncertain measures of a
quantity of interest on the plane (a). The final result show that the inconsistent set (in
red) has been excluded and tolerated (b).
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A1 = U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3 ∩ U4 = ∅ ,
A2 = (U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U3) ∪ (U1 ∩ U2 ∩ U4)∪
∪ (U2 ∩ U3 ∩ U4) = ∅ ,
A3 = (U1 ∩ U2) ∪ (U1 ∩ U3) ∪ (U1 ∩ U4)∪
∪ (U2 ∩ U3) ∪ (U2 ∩ U4) ∪ (U3 ∩ U4) =
= ∅ ∪ ([2, 5]× [4, 6]) ∪ ∅∪
∪ ([8, 10]× [4, 8]) ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ =
= ([2, 5]× [4, 6]) ∪ ([8, 10]× [4, 8]) ,
A4 = U1 ∪ U2 ∪ U3 ∪ U4 =
= ([2, 5]× [1, 6]) ∪ ([8, 14]× [3, 8])∪
∪ ([1, 10]× [4, 9]) ∪ ([8, 13]× [0, 2]).
The filtering sets are Γ1 = U , Γ2 = U , Γ3 = U , and Γ4 = ∅. Thus the smallest
set that is in common to the largest number of the given sets is
Y = (Γ1 ∩A1) ∪ (Γ2 ∩A2) ∪ (Γ3 ∩A3) ∪ (Γ4 ∩A4) =
= ([0,∞) ∩ ∅) ∪ ([0,∞) ∩ ∅)∪
∪ ([0,∞) ∩A3) ∪ (∅ ∩A4) =
= ([2, 5]× [4, 6]) ∪ ([8, 10]× [4, 8]) ,
which is partially contained in U1 and U3, and partially contained in U2 and
U3. On the contrary, the forth sensor’s measure is faulty. Indeed, we have:
Y ∩ U4 = ∅ .
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4.7. Application to distributed clock synchronization
Fig. 4.8 refers to a simulation of the dynamic system that has been design
under the hypothesis of one possible faulty node. Fig 4.8a shows the initial
status X(0) of the agents, while Fig. 4.8b reports the final decision coincid-
ing with the Marzullo’s centralized estimated interval is reported in green. The
inconsistent measure is instead colored in red. Simulation show that the cen-
tralized estimate is achieved also by distributed execution of the algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Synthesis of Robust
Logical Consensus Systems
The notion of Boolean consensus systems would represent a unifying frame-
work for achieving consensus on Boolean information (not only including bi-
nary data) . In fact, what really prevents, in my opinion, a wide exploitation
of the multi–agent paradigm is the lack of a systematic approach to the design
of a generic consensus algorithm that is applicable in a vast number of scenar-
ios. This is well–known to computer scientists that have studied consensus on
generic data and provided efficient solutions that can tolerate even the presence
of misbehaving or simply faulty agents (see e.g. Lynch’s book [83]).
In this vein, at a suitable abstraction level, every multi–agent system re-
quires that agents consent on a centralized logical decision e.g. one can imag-
ine that the behaviors of agents described according to the protocol defined in
Chapter 3 depends on a set of input events on which agents have partial vis-
ibility and therefore have to be estimated by the agents themselves. In [60],
so–called logical consensus approach was proposed, by which a network of
agents that are able to exchange binary values representing their local esti-
mates of the events, is able to reach a unique and consistent decision. The
approach is based on the construction of an iterative map, whose computation
is centralized and guaranteed under suitable conditions on the input visibil-
ity and graph connectivity. Under the same conditions, this works presents a
procedure allowing the construction of a logical linear consensus system in a
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fully distributed way. Such a distributed synthesis is instrumental in mobile
networked robots, where the presence of a centralized supervisor is impossible
or the hypothesis of a fixed communication topology is unrealistic. The solu-
tion consists of so–called Self Routing Network Protocol (SRNP) allowing a
set of (possibly mobile) robots randomly deployed, to self configure their com-
munication network in such a way that a unique and consistent decision can be
reached.
The limitation of the above solution is that the obtained map only converges
to the correct value if every agent process and send correct information. There-
fore, to cope with possible faults of some agents, eventually leading the system
to incorrect or disconnected decisions, this works presents a fully distributed
synthesis procedure that generates a logical nonlinear consensus map that is
able to tolerate misbehaving agents that may send incorrect information, due
to spontaneous failure or even tampering. The procedure is formalized as a dis-
tributed protocol, called SR2NP, which is guaranteed to converge under similar
visibility and communication conditions. The protocol is based on the known
result of [30] ensuring that redundant minimum–length paths from a generic
input to every agent of the network can be found if the number of faults is
bounded. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is showed through the
real implementation of a wireless sensor network, that uses low–cost commu-
nication and computation devices, as a framework for the surveillance of an
urban area. The results reported in this chapter can be found in [A4, A6]
5.1 Problem Formulation
In the following, this thesis considers the application scenarios requiring the
computation of a set of p decisions, y1, . . . , yp, that depend on m logical
events, u1, . . . , um. Such events may represent e.g. the presence of an intruder
or of a fire within an indoor environment. More precisely, for any given com-
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5.1. Problem Formulation
bination of input events, this work considers a decision task that requires com-
putation of the following system of logical functions:
y1 = f1(u1, . . . , um) ,
· · ·
yp = fp(u1, . . . , um) ,
(5.1)
where each fi : Bm → B consists of a logical condition on the inputs. Let
us denote with u = (u1, . . . , um)T ∈ Bm the input event vector, and with
y = (y1, . . . , yp)
T ∈ Bp the output decision vector. Then, it is possible to
write y = f(u) as a compact form of Eq. 5.1, where f = (f1, . . . , fp)T , with
f : Bm → Bp, is a logical vector function. It is worth noting that computation
of f is centralized in the sense that it may require knowledge of the entire input
vector u to determine the output vector y.
The approach to solve the decision task consists of employing a collection
of n agents,A1, . . . ,An, that are supposed to cooperate and possibly exchange
locally available information. It is required that all agents reach an agreement
on the centralized decision y = f(u), so that any agent can be polled and pro-
vide consistent complete information. In this perspective, we pose the prob-
lem of reaching a consensus on logical values. We assume that each agent is
described by a triple Ai = (Si,Pi, Ci), where Si is a collection of sensors,
Pi is a processor that is able to perform elementary logical operations such
as {and,or,not}, and Ci is a collection of communication devices allowing
transmission of only sequences of binary digits, 0 and 1, namely strings of bits.
Although we assume that every agent has the same processing capability, i.e.
Pi = P for all i, we consider situations where agents may be heterogeneous
in terms of sensors and communication devices. Due to this diversity as well
as the fact that agents are placed at different locations, a generic agent i may
or may not be able to measure a given input event uj , for j ∈ 1, . . . ,m. There-
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fore, one can conveniently introduce a visibility matrix V ∈ Bn×m such that we
have Vi,j = 1 if, and only if, agent Ai is able to measure input event uj , or, in
other words, if the i–th agent is directly reachable from the j–th input. More-
over, for similar reasons of diversity and for reducing battery consumption,
each agent is able to communicate only with a subset of other agents. This fact
is captured by introducing a communication matrixC ∈ Bn×n, whereCi,k = 1
if, and only if, agent Ai is able to receive a data from agent Ak. Hence, agents
specified by row Ci,: will be referred to as C–neighbors of the i–th agent.
In this view, we can imagine that each agent Ai has a local state vector,
Xi = (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,q) ∈ Bq, that is a string of bits. Denote with X(t) =
(XT1 (t), . . . , X
T
n (t))
T ∈ Bn×q a matrix representing the network state at a
discrete time t. Hence, we assume that each agent Ai is a dynamic node that
updates its local state Xi through a distributed logical update function F that
depends on its state, on the state of its C–neighbors, and on the reachable
inputs, i.e. Xi(t+ 1) = Fi(X(t), u(t)). Moreover, we assume that each agent
Ai is able to produce a logical output decision vector Yi = (yi,1, . . . , yi,p) ∈
Bp through a suitable distributed logical output function G depending on the
local state Xi and on the reachable inputs u, i.e. Yi(t) = Gi(Xi(t), u(t)). Let
us denote with Y (t) = (Y T1 (t), . . . , Y
T
p (t))
T ∈ Bp×q a matrix representing
the network output at a discrete time t. Therefore, the network evolution can
be modeled as the distributed finite–state iterative system
X(t+ 1) = F (X(t), u(t)) ,
Y (t) = G(X(t), u(t)) ,
(5.2)
where we have F = (F T1 , . . . , F
T
n )
T , with Fi : Bq × Bm → Bq, and G =
(GT1 , . . . , G
T
n )
T , with Gi : Bq × Bm → Bp.
In a fully decentralized setting, every agent is unaware of all inputs and all
other agents’ existence, and it only knows the index list vi
def
= {vi,1, vi,2, . . . } ⊆
{1, . . . ,m} of the events that it can “see” and the index list ci def= {ci,1, ci,2 . . . } ⊆
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5.2. Centralized Consensus Map Synthesis
{1, . . . , n} of its neighbors. In this case, the above mentioned centralized vis-
ibility and communication matrices, V = {Vj(i)} and C = {Ci,j}, can be
reconstructed according to the rules
Vj(i) =

0 if i 6∈ vj
1 otherwise ,
Ci,j =

0 if i 6∈ cj
1 otherwise .
Therefore, we are interested in solving the following
Problem 5.1 (Distributed Synthesis of Consensus Maps). Given a decision
system as in Eq. 5.1, the visibility and communication lists, vi and ci, for all
i, design a distributed logical consensus system of the form in Eq. 5.2, that is
distributed, i.e. every agent directly uses only information compatible with its
own vi and ci, and that converges to the centralized decision y∗ = f(u), i.e.
Y (t) = 1n (y
∗)T , for all initial network state X(0) and inputs u.
5.2 Centralized Consensus Map Synthesis
In this section, we recall a solution to the centralized version of the synthe-
sis problem from [60], where the visibility and communication matrices are
supposed to be available during the consensus design.
First consider vectors CkVj , for k = 0, 1, . . . , each containing 1 in all en-
tries corresponding to agents that are reachable from input uj after exactly k
steps. The i–th element ofCkVj is 1 if, and only if, there exists a path of length
k from any agent directly reached by uj to agent Ai. Recall that, by definition
of graph diameter, all agents that are reachable from an initial set of agents are
indeed reached in at most diam(G) steps, with diam(G) ≤ n − 1. Let us de-
note with κ the visibility diameter of the pair (C, Vj) being the number of steps
after which the sequence {CkVj} does not reach new agents. Agents that can
be reached by the j–input are specified by non–null elements of the Boolean
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vector Ij =
∑n−1
k=0 C
kVj , that contains 1 for all agents for which there exists at
least one path originating from an agent that is able to measure uj . Suppose, for
simplicity, that only agent A1 is able to measure uj . Then, a straightforward
and yet optimal strategy to allow the information on uj flowing through the
network is obtained if agent A1 communicates its measurement to all its C–
neighbors, which in turn will communicate it to all their C–neighbors without
overlapping, and so on. In this way, we have that every agent Ai receives uj
from exactly one minimum–length path originating from agentA1. The vector
sequence {CkVj} can be exploited to this aim. Indeed, it trivially holds that
CkVj = C(C
k−1Vj), meaning that agents reached after k steps have received
the input value from agents that were reached after exactly k − 1 steps. Then,
any consecutive sequence of agents that is extracted from non–null elements of
vectors in {CkVj} are (C, Vj)–compliant by construction. A consensus strat-
egy would minimize the number of steps (or rounds) to reach an agreement if,
and only if, at the k–th step, all agents specified by non–null elements of vector
CkVj receives the value of uj from the agents specified by non–null elements
of vector Ck−1Vj . Nevertheless, to minimize also the number of messages,
only agents specified by non–null elements of vector CkVj and that have not
been reached yet must receive uj . If vector Ij =
∑i=k
i=0 C
iVj is iteratively up-
dated during the design phase, then the set of all agents that must receive a
message on uj are specified by non–null elements of vector CkVj ∧ ¬Ij . By
doing this, an optimal pair (C∗, V ∗j ) allowing a consensus to be established
over the reachable subgraph is obtained. Observe that is C∗ = S C ≤ C,
where S is a suitable selection matrix.
This procedure actually gives us only a suggestion on how to build a con-
sensus system that solves the centralized version of Problem 5.1. Theorem 5.1,
stated below in this section, allows us to say that a simple logical linear con-
sensus algorithm of the form
x(t+ 1) = Fj x(t) +Bj uj(t) , (5.3)
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5.2. Centralized Consensus Map Synthesis
where Fj = C∗, Bj = V ∗j , and x ∈ Bn, allows consensus to be reached over
the entire reachable subgraph.
In all cases where a unique generic agentAi is directly reachable from input
uj , an optimal communication matrix C∗ for a linear consensus of the form of
Eq. 5.3 can be iteratively found as the incidence matrix of a input–propagating
spanning tree having Ai as the root. Then, an optimal pair (C∗, V ∗j ) can be
written as C∗ = P T (S C)P , and V ∗j = P
T Vj , where S is a selection matrix,
and P is a permutation matrix. Furthermore,C∗ has the following lower–block
triangular form:
C∗ =

0 0 · · · 0 0
C˜i,1 0 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
0 · · · C˜i,κi 0 0
0 · · · 0 0 0

, (5.4)
and V ∗j = P
T Vj = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T .
In the general case with ν, 1 ≤ ν ≤ n agents A = {i1, . . . , iν} that are
reachable from input uj , the optimal strategy for propagating input uj consists
of having each of the other agents receive the input measurement through a
path originating from the nearest reachable agent in A. This naturally induces
a network partition into ν disjoint subgraphs or spanning trees, each directly
reached by the input through a different agent. Let us extract ν independent
vectors Vj(i1), . . . , Vj(iν) from vector Vj having a 1 in position ih. Then, the
sequences {CkVj(ih)} are to be considered to compute the optimal partition.
Let us denote with κi, for all i ∈ A the number k of steps for the sequence
{CkVj(i)} to become stationary. Therefore, we have that the visibility diam-
eter of the pair (C, Vj) is vis-diam(C, Vj) = maxi{κi}. Without loss of
generality, we can image that κ1 ≥ κ2 ≥ · · · ≥ κν . Therefore, for the generic
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case, there exist a permutation matrix P and a selection matrix S such that an
optimal pair (C∗, V ∗j ) can be obtained as C
∗ = P T (S C)P , V ∗j = P
T Vj ,
where
C∗ = diag(C1, . . . , Cν) , V ∗j = (V
T
j,1, . . . , V
T
j,ν)
T , (5.5)
and where each Ci and Vj,i have the form of the Eq. 5.4. The actual optimal
linear consensus algorithm is obtained choosing Fj = P C∗, and Bj = P V ∗j .
A procedure describing the design algorithm can be found in [60], from which
we also recall the following
Theorem 5.1 (Global Stability of Linear Consensus). A logical linear con-
sensus system of the form x(t + 1) = C∗ x(t) + V ∗j uj(t), where C
∗ and V ∗j
are obtained as in Eq. 5.5 from a reachable pair (C, Vj), converges to a unique
network agreement given by 1n uj in at most vis-diam(C, Vj) rounds.
5.3 Distributed Consensus Map Synthesis – The
Self Routing Network Protocol (SRNP)
A complete exploitation of the logical consensus approach requires the opti-
mal communication matrix C∗ be computed in a fully distributed way. To this
aim, we assume as in [84] that agents are able to exchange messages through
a synchronous communication scheme. The input–propagation spanning tree
strategy, described in the previous section, can be reproduced by requiring that
every agent that is able to see the j–th input event uj send a supply message
offering its connection to all its neighbors. Agents sending this supply message
are those specified by non–null elements of Vj , whereas agents receiving the
message are specified by non–null elements of CVj . Upon receiving a supply
message, every agent send back a confirmation message to the agent with the
lower index. After k steps, agents sending supply messages are those specified
by non–null elements of Ck−1Vj and those sending confirmation messages are
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Protocol (SRNP)
specified by non–null elements of CkVj . Therefore, having denoted with C∗i,:
the i–th row vector of the optimal communication matrix, the agents that are
able to set their communication row vector after k steps are specified by non–
null elements of ¬ (Ck−1Vj)∧CkVj . Denote withmi,j(k), for i, j = 1, . . . , n,
a Boolean variable taking the value 1 if, and only if, agent Ai receives a sup-
ply message from agentAj at time k. It is straightforward to show that, for the
matrix M = {mi,j}, it holds
M(k) =
(
CkVj
)T ∧ C = Adj(i)T ∧ C .
By construction, the row vector
wi(k)
def
= (mi,1,mi,2 ∧ ¬mi,1, . . . ,mi,n ∧ ¬mi,n−1) ,
is either 0 or it contains only an entry set to 1 representing the agent with lowest
index from which Ai must receive the value of the j–th input. Then, a generic
agent Ai can set its communication row vector as Ci,: ← wi. After having
set its communication row vector, i.e. as soon as Ci,: 6= 0, or equivalently
Πnh=1¬(C∗i,h(k)) = 0, an agent forwards the supply message to its neighbors
and avoids any further modification of its communication row vector. Then,
we can prove the following
Theorem 5.2 (Self–Routing Protocol). A network of n agents running the dis-
tributed protocol
C∗i,:(k + 1) = C
∗
i,:(k) ∨
(
Πnh=1¬(C∗i,h(k)
)
¬Vj(i) ∧ wi(k) ,
C∗i,:(0) = 0 ,
consents in finite time on the centralized communication matrix C∗.
Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from the above description. In fact,
if the generic agent Ai is able to “see” the j–th input, i.e. Vj(i) = 1, the
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iterative rule reduces to C∗i,:(k + 1) = C
∗
i,:(k) and the initial null value is
maintained. Otherwise, as soon as a supply message is received, the element in
wi(k) corresponding to the message sender becomes 1, and the communication
row vector is accordingly set. Finally, the term Πnh=1¬(C∗i,h(k)) prevents any
further modification.
Example 5.1. Consider a network of n = 5 agents and the following pair
(C, Vj) with ν = 2:
C =

1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1

Vj =

1
1
0
0
0

. (5.6)
By applying the centralized algorithm described in [60], the following opti-
mal linear consensus algorithm is obtained:
x1(t+ 1) = u(t) ,
x2(t+ 1) = u(t) ,
x3(t+ 1) = x2(t) ,
x4(t+ 1) = x2(t) ,
x5(t+ 1) = x1(t) .
(5.7)
By applying the distributed rule of Theorem 5.2, we have
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Fig. 5.1 The different types of sensors that have been used during the experiments.
M(0) =

1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

, W (0) = 0 ,
C∗i,:(0) = 0 ∀i ,
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Algorithm 1: Distributed Synthesis of the Linear Consensus System
Input: Vj(i)
Output: C∗i,:
C˜i ← 0;
while Πh¬C∗i,h ∧ ¬Vji do
receive(buf, src);
; / waiting for a supply message from neighbors
of i
C˜i ← src;
; / index of the supply message sender
C∗i,j ← {1 , ∀j ∈ C˜i};
end
send(buf, broadcast);
; / sends a supply message in broadcast
M(1) = C , W (1) =

1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

,
C∗i,:(1) = W (1) ∀i ,
and C∗i,:(k) = C
∗
i,:(1) for all k ≥ 1, which gives the same logical linear con-
sensus system as in Eq. 5.7.
Algorithm 1 reports the above described procedure, that is later referred to
as the Self Routing Network Protocol (SRNP). Its asymptotic computational
complexity is in the very worst case O(n2), where n is the number of agents,
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Fig. 5.2 Scale model of the area nearby Pisa’s Leaning Tower. Green cones represent
the visibility areas of every agents.
and its space complexity in terms of memory required for its execution isΩ(n).
However, its implementation can be very efficient since it is based on Boolean
operations on bit strings. Finally, communication complexity of a run of the
consensus protocol in terms of the number of rounds isΘ(vis-diam(C, Vj)).
5.4 Application to the Surveillance of an Urban
Area
5.4.1 Experimental Setup
The effectiveness of SRNP has been shown through the following experimental
setup related to the scenarios presented in [85, 60]. Consider a scale model
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representing the urban areaW nearby Pisa’s Leaning Tower, where 10 agents
Ai, each represented by a Sentilla Tmote–Sky [86], have been deployed to
detect a possible intruder, represented by a radio controlled mini car. Agents
are equipped with different sensors and are supposed to monitor fixed safety
areas Wi, i = 1, · · · , 10 (Fig. 5.2). As in [60], the presence or absence of an
intruder in regionWj can be modeled as a logical input uj and every agent is
required to estimate the p = m decisions yi(t) = ui(t), i = 1, · · · , 10. Due
to limited sensing range, every agent is able to detect the presence of intruders
only within its visibility areas, and thus a visibility matrix V ∈ B10×10 can
be defined with Vi,j = 1 if, and only if, agent Ai can “see” in the area Wj .
The alarm state of the system is X ∈ B10×10, with Xi,j = 1 if agent Ai
reports an alarm about the presence of an intruder in the area Wj . The alarm
can be set because an intruder is actually detected by an agent, or because
of communications with neighboring monitors. The communication graph is
assumed to be connected as required from theory (see Section 5.3).
Fig. 5.3 Snapshot of the experiment: execution of the SRNP.
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Fig. 5.4 Snapshot of the experiment: agents in intrusion detection mode. The colored
flag of 10 squares represents the alarm state Xi of a generic agent Ai and shows its
knowledge about the presence of an intruder in every visibility areas.
This type of mote is an MSP430–based battery–powered board, with an
802.15.4–compatible CC2420 radio chip. Every mote runs Contiki 2.0 operat-
ing system and uses µIP communication protocol [87, 88]. The Contiki OS is
optimized for embedded systems with limited hardware resources and wireless
connectivity, such as these motes, and it enables multi-thread programming. A
Tmote-Sky represents a natural platform for implementing a logical consensus
system. The platform is equipped with three colored LEDs and two light sen-
sors, and it is provided with connectors for installing extra sensors by I2C bus
and analog to digital converter. The set of extra sensors used in the experiments
comprises ultrasonic sensors, IR range finder, and PIR–based motion detectors
(Fig. 5.1).
Each agent is endowed with the ability to construct its row vector C∗i,:,
by executing of the algorithm presented in Section 5.3. In the current imple-
mentation, communication follows a round-robin scheme, which requires pre–
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synchronization of the agents’ clocks (via e.g. the solutions in [79, A2]) and
allows each agent to send a message to its neighbors during a pre–allocated
time–slot (its duration is 9 · 10−2 sec on the available hardware). Moreover,
the length of the entire round depends on the number of agents participating in
the communication, which has to be negotiated every time that a node joins or
leaves the network (for 10 agents, a possible round length is 1 sec). Limitations
of the adopted scheme are apparent but does not affect the general applicability
of SRNP.
5.4.2 Experimental Results
The reader may refer to the site http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
QoGwuWoSgCw for the complete simulation run. The aim of the experiment
is to show two main properties of SRNP: 1) its ability to reconfigure upon en-
Fig. 5.5 Snapshot of the experiment: detection of the intruder by the agent A1.
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trance of a new agent, and 2) its ability to realize a distributed intrusion detec-
tion system through execution of a logical consensus system. In the video, the
following conventions are adopted to represent the different operation phases
of the agents: blue represents the self–routing phase, green means that agents
is operating in intrusion detection mode and sees no intruder, red is turned
on when the agent is informed of the existence of an intruder, red and blue
LEDs simultaneously turned on mean that the agent has seen the intruder in its
visibility area.
The simulation starts with all agents running the SRNP so as to establish a
communication matrix C∗ that enables consensus on the different input events
u1, · · · , u10 (Fig. 5.4). At conclusion of this phase, agents are ready to detect
and consent on the presence of an intruder (Fig. 5.4.1). Afterward, a new agent
is added, which triggers a reconfiguration of the network including first a re–
synchronization and then a re–execution of the SRNP. An intruder, represented
by the radio controlled car is introduced. As soon as the car becomes close
to agent A1, the agent detects it (its blue and red LEDs are both turned on)
and the information is dispatched through the network according to the logical
consensus scheme (Fig. 5.4.1). Therefore, every single agent can be polled
to know about the presence and the location of the intruder. Whenever the
intruder reaches an uncovered area, its presence is not detected (Fig. 5.4.2),
which would require the introduction of a new agent in the system.
5.5 Failure of Linear Consensus
The limitation of the approach of the above solution is that the obtained map
only converges to the correct value if every agent process and send correct
information.
Here, the objective here is to further extend the presented approach by de-
scribing a fully distributed synthesis procedure that generates a logical nonlin-
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Fig. 5.6 Snapshot of the experiment: the intruder has moved in an area that is out of
every agents’ range.
ear consensus map that is able to tolerate misbehaving agents that may send in-
correct information, due to spontaneous failure or even tampering. The proce-
dure is formalized as a distributed protocol, called SR2NP, which is guaranteed
to converge under similar visibility and communication conditions. The pro-
tocol is based on the known result of [30] ensuring that redundant minimum–
length paths from a generic input uj to every agent of the network can be found
if the number of faults is bounded by γ ∈ N and the communication graph is
at least (2 γ + 1)–connected.
In this perspective we want to solve the following:
Problem 5.2. [Robust Design] Given a decision system as in Eq. (5.1), a vis-
ibility matrix V , a communication matrix C, and a maximum number γ of
faulty agents, design a robust logical consensus system allowing all correct
agents to consent on the centralized decision y˜ = f(u), i.e.
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Yi(t) = (y˜)
T , ∀i 6∈ Γ, t ≥ N¯ ,
where Γ is the set of faulty agents, and N¯ is a sufficiently step number.
5.5.1 Robust Logical Information Flow
Failure of an agent can lead the linear logical consensus system to an incorrect
and disconnected decision. In this section, we firstly discuss how to generate
robust logical consensus maps solving Problem 5.2 in a centralized way. Con-
sider that temporary faults, occurring when e.g. the measures of some agents
are corrupted by noise, can be modeled as variations in the initial state x(0).
These faults pose no problem even in the case of linear logical consensus maps,
which were shown to possess a unique and globally stable equilibrium 1nuj ,
where 1n is a vector with every elements to 1 [60]. This implies that temporary
false alarms are canceled out by the system itself.
The problem becomes more difficult and interesting in case of permanent
faults that occur whenever one or more agents are damaged, due to e.g. a spon-
taneous failure, or even tampering, and do not correctly execute the consensus
algorithm. In this case, the convergence of the algorithm to the correct value
may not be reached and the system may not be able to consent on the global
decision. This motivates the development of techniques for synthesizing robust
logical consensus systems. Suppose that a maximum number of γ ∈ N faulty
agents have to be tolerated. The key to solve such a problem is in redundancy
of input measurement and communication. Intuitively, a minimum number r
of such sensors must be able to measure the j− th input uj and/or confirm any
transmitted data x on uj . In particular, to tolerate up to γ faults it is sufficient
to chose r = 2γ + 1 ([30]). Therefore, we are concerned with the following:
Definition 5.1 (Reachability with redundancy).
An agent Ai is said to be reachable from input uj with redundancy r ∈ N, or
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shortly r–reachable, if, and only if, it can receive at least r measurements of
uj between a direct measurement of uj and messages of other agents that are
r–reachable from uj .
Moreover, redundant minimum–length paths are to be found such that infor-
mation on uj can robustly flow through the network, but such paths cannot be
found by considering successive powers of Ck Vj , because only r–reachable
agent are permitted to propagate information over the network. Thus, we need
a procedure for finding to which agents the value of input uj can be robustly
propagated. Given a pair (C, Vj), we can conveniently introduce the Robust
Reachability matrix (R2j ∈ Bn×l), assigned with input uj , whose k–th column
represents the nodes which are r–reachable from input uj at the k–th step. Al-
gorithm 2 shows an iterative procedure allowing the evaluation of the Robust
Reachability matrix, which is explained below.
Denote with Sk the set of agents that are able to “securely” estimate the
value of input uj . First observe that we have S0 = {i1, i2, · · · ic}, whose ele-
ments are the indices of the non–null elements of the vector Vj . Moreover, we
have S1 = S0∪{ic+1, · · · , ic+p}, where the new indices corresponds to agents
that can receive a message containing the value of uj from at least r agents in
S0. These new indices are the non–null elements of the vector
W˜ 1j = Tr(C ∗ Vj) ,
where ∗ is the integer product between two matrices and Tr is the threshold
map
Tr : Nn → Bn
wi 7→

1 if wi ≥ r
0 otherwise
.
The set of agents that are r– reachable after 1 step are then given by the non–
null elements of the vector W 1j = W˜
1
j + Vj . In general, Sk is obtained as the
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set of agents that are specified by non–null elements of the vector
W kj = Tr(C ∗W k−1j ) +W k−1j ,
with W 0j = Vj . Note that W
k
j is by definition the (k + 1)–th column of R
2
j .
Computation of R2j can stop as soon as the sequence becomes stationary, i.e.,
W kj = W
k−1
j .
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Robust Reachability matrix.
Input: C,Vj ,γ
Output: R2j
r = 2γ + 1;
k = 1;
W kj = Vj ;
do
W k+1j = Tr(C ∗W kj ) ∨W kj ; / r-reachable nodes after
k-steps
k = k + 1;
while W kj 6= W k−1j / no cycle condition;
R2j = [W
1
j , · · · ,W k−1j ];
Therefore we can prove the following:
Theorem 5.3. A pair (C, Vj) is r–reachable if, and only if the logical prod-
uct of the elements of the last column of the matrix R2j is equal to 1, i.e.
∧np=1(rp,l) = 1, where [r1,l, r2,l, · · · , rn,l]T is the last column of R2j .
Proof. The proof of sufficiency straightforwardly follows from the procedure
for the construction of the R2j matrix. Indeed, since the k–th column of that
matrix represents nodes that are r–reachable at the k–th step, the non–null
element of the last column indicates which nodes are eventually r–reachable.
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For this reason if all the elements of the last column of R2j are non-null all
nodes are r-reachable, i.e. the pair (C, Vj) is r–reachable.
To show that the condition is also necessary, let us proceed by absurd. Sup-
pose that a node is r–reachable, while the corresponding element of the last
column of R2j equals 0. This means that such a node cannot be reached by at
least r messages containing the value of uj , which contradicts the hypothesis
of r–reachability of the network.
Example 5.2. Consider the network of n = 5 agents depicted in Fig. 5.7a with
C =

1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 1

, and Vj =

1
1
0
1
0

.
By applying Algorithm 2, we can verify whether the pair (C,Vj) is 3–reachable
or not, i.e. if it is feasible to construct a map that is robust to γ = 1 faulty
agents. First we have W 0j = Vj = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0)
T . At the first step (k = 1), we
have W 1j = W˜
1
j +W
0
j , i.e.
W 1j = Tr

1
2
3
0
2

+

1
1
0
1
0

=

0
0
1
0
0

+

1
1
0
1
0

=

1
1
1
1
0

.
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Analogously at the second step (k = 2) we have W 2j = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
T . As
W 2j 6= W 1j , the procedure proceeds to the next step. At k = 3 we obtain
W 3j = W
2
j and thus the procedure can stop. The resulting Robust Reachability
Matrix is
R2j =

1 1 1
1 1 1
0 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 1

.
Remark 5.1. Once the robust reachability matrix R2j of a pair (C, Vj) has been
computed by using Algorithm 2, a logical consensus map tolerating up to γ
faults can be built by choosing r = 2 γ + 1 ([30]). The explicit construction of
the map will be discussed below for the distributed design setting.
5.6 Distributed Synthesis of a Robust Consensus
Map: the Self–Routing Robust Network
Protocol (SR2NP)
A practical exploitation of the logical consensus approach requires that an opti-
mal r–reachable communication pair (C∗,Vj) is computed in a fully distributed
way. To this aim, we assume that agents are able to exchange messages through
a synchronous communication scheme. The correct multi–input–propagation
spanning tree strategy, can be reproduced by requiring that every agent that is
able to “robustly see” the j–th input event uj sends a supply message offering
its connection to all its neighbors. A distributed procedure, that can be used by
the network agents to correctly propagate the information through the network,
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i.e. to find the C∗ matrix, is described in Algorithm 3. Starting from C∗i vec-
tors, each agent is able to build a suitable distributed nonlinear iteration map Fi
to combine its information with the ones of its neighbors. An agent Ai that is
able to measure uj can update its state xi via the local rule Fi = uj . Any other
agent needs to rely on information received from its C–neighbors, including
possible compromised data. Denote with ρ = {k : C∗i (k) = 1} the set of
C∗–neighbors of agent Ai. Denote also with Si ∈ Nσ×(γ+1) an integer matrix
containing the σ =
(
r
γ+1
)
combinations of γ + 1 elements extracted from a
subset with cardinality r of the set ofAi’s C∗–neighbors, i.e. Si = Crγ+1(ρ). A
robust update can be obtained by computing the (logical) sum of the σ =
(
r
γ+1
)
terms, with r = 2γ+1, that are composed of the logical product of γ+1 states
xs extracted from its C–neighbors, i.e.
xi(t+ 1) = Fi(x(t), uj) (5.8)
with
Fi : Bn × B→ B
(x, uj) 7→

uj if Vi,j = 1,∑σ
h=1
∏γ+1
k=1 xsh,k otherwise
(5.9)
where sh,k is the k–th element of the h–th row of the Si.
In the remainder of the work, we need the following:
Lemma 5.1. The local update rule xi(t + 1) = Fi(x(t)) where Fi is con-
structed as in Eq. (5.9) converges to the consensus value x¯i(t) = α, t ≥ N¯ , if
the at least γ + 1 components of the state vector x(t) ∈ Bn equals xk = α.
Proof. Let us proceed by absurd. Suppose that x(t) is composed of γ values
equal to ¬α, whereas the remaining γ + 1 values are equal to α, and suppose
that x¯i(t) = ¬α, t ≥ N¯ .
Let us consider two different cases: α = 1 and α = 0. If α = 1, we have
x¯i(t) = 0. Indeed, as Fi is the logical sum of σ terms consisting of the logical
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product of γ+ 1 states x(t), in order to have x¯i(t) = 0, all the σ logical terms
must be equal to 0. It trivially holds that this is not possible because one of the
σ terms is the logical product of γ + 1 values xk = α, and so in this case the
lemma follows.
If α = 0 we have x¯i(t) = 1 . In order to have this, at least one of the σ terms
of the logical sum must be equal to 1. Since all the σ terms are composed of
γ+ 1 values, it turns out that at least one of these values in the logical product
is equal to 0. Therefore, it trivially holds that all the σ terms are equal to zero.
This contradicts the hypothesis and proves the thesis. a 
Algorithm 3: Distributed Algorithm for SR2NP
Input: Vi,j ,γ
Output: C∗i , Fi
r← 2γ + 1;
σ← ( rγ+1);
C∗i = 0
1×n;
while (SUM(C∗i ) < r)∧ ( ¬ Vi,j) do / verify if the update
of C∗i is necessary
receive(id);
C∗i (id) = 1 ; / update Connecting Neighbors Set
end
ρ← {k : C∗i (k) = 1};
Si← C∇γ+∞(ρ);
Fi←
∑σ
h=1
∏γ+1
k=1 xsh,k + Vi,j uj ;
send(i);
Note that that, by using Algorithm 3, a nonlinear logical consensus system
as in Eq. (5.8) can be obtained, which is able to tolerate up to γ permanent
faults. In this perspective the following theorem is a solution to Problem 5.2:
Theorem 5.4. Given an r–reachable pair (C, Vj), the protocol described in
Algorithm 3 produces a robust logical nonlinear consensus system of the form
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x(t + 1) = F (x(t), uj(t)), which has a unique equilibrium. If the number of
permanent faults is upper bounded by γ, the system’s equilibrium is given by
1nuj .
Proof. Firstly, we need to prove that the robust logical nonlinear consensus
system constructed according to Algorithm 3, has a unique equilibrium point.
Recalling the procedure described in Algorithm 3, we have that agents directly
reachable from uj are specified by non–null elements of vector Vj . Let us de-
note with S0 = {i1, i2, · · · ic} the index set of these agents. Then, the strat-
egy to allow the information on uj flowing through the network is obtained if
agents in S0 communicates their measurement to all their neighbors, which
in turn, if r–reachable, will communicate it to all their neighbors, and so on.
In this way, we have that every agent Ai receives uj from a path originating
from agents in S0. Indeed, it trivially holds that agents reached after k steps
have received the input value from agents that were “secure” reached in the
previous k− 1 steps. By reordering the agents according to the order that they
are reached by the input propagation, the pair (C∗, V ∗j ) can be rewritten as
(C˜∗, V˜ ∗j ) where C˜
∗ = P T (S C)P is a lower triangular block matrix, and
V˜ ∗j = P
T Vj , where S is a selection matrix and P is a permutation matrix.
More precisely, we have:
C˜∗ =

0 0 · · · · · · 0
C˜1,1 0 · · · . . . 0
C˜2,1 C˜2,2
. . .
... 0
...
...
. . . . . .
...
C˜l,1 · · · · · · C˜l,l 0

, V˜ ∗j =

1ν
0
0
...
...
0

(5.10)
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where ν ≥ r are the agents which directly measure the input uj . Since the
robust nonlinear consensus map is constructed as in Eq. (5.9) by using the
pair (C∗, V ∗j ), the incidence matrix of the iteration map, has a strictly lower–
triangular form. Thus, from Chapter 4, it follows that the network reaches an
agreement on a unique equilibrium in a finite number of steps.
Finally, we need to prove that if the number of permanent faults is upper
bounded by γ, then the equilibrium point of the system is 1n uj . Observe that,
referring to the blocks in Eq. (5.10), according to the first elements of V ∗j , the
first row block gives the simple relation xi,0(t) = u(t). Then, the second block
corresponds to a set of agents that are updated after 1 step. In particular, as
they are receiving the value from the agents in the first block, by Lemma 5.1
we have: xi,1(t) = xi,0(t) = uj . At the generic iteration k, a block of vari-
ables xi,k are updated through the k–th matrix C˜i,k. Hence, as they are receiv-
ing the value from the agents in the previous blocks, by Lemma 5.1, we have
xi,k(t) = xi,k−1(t) = uj . By repeating this procedure for all blocks, and since
all agents that are directly reachable from input uj read the same value uj , by
Lemma 5.1 we can prove that the entire network reaches an agreement on the
unique global equilibrium x∗ = 1n uj in a finite number of steps. a 
Example 5.3. Consider the same scenario as in Example 5.2 and Fig. 5.7. The
robust distributed nonlinear iteration map is obtained by using the procedure
described in Algorithm 3. In particular, at step k = 1, agentsA∞,A∈, andA4
set
C∗1 = C
∗
2 = C
∗
4 =
(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
,
and send a supply message to their neighbors. Since at step k = 2, the agent
A3 receives three messages from A∞,A∈,A4, it sets
C∗3 =
(
1, 1, 0, 1, 0
)
,
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A1
A2
A3 A4
A5
(a)
A1
A2
A3 A4
A5
(b)
Fig. 5.7 Example of network with n = 5 agents (5.7a), and its robust communication
graph (5.7b), where green nodes are able to directly measure input uj .
and is able to send a supply message to its neighbors. At the same step, A5
sets
C∗5 =
(
1, 1, 0, 0, 0
)
,
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5.7. Application to the Surveillance of an Urban Area (continued)
and, in order to be able to exit out of the while loop condition, i.e. to be r–
reachable, waits to receive an other message. Finally, at step k = 3, since A5
receives a message from A3, it is able to set
C∗5 =
(
1, 1, 1, 0, 0
)
,
and thus leaves the loop. Afterward, each agent A〉 can evaluate its own non-
linear logical map, Fi as in Eq. (5.9). Therefore we have
x1(t+ 1) = uj(t) ,
x2(t+ 1) = uj(t) ,
x3(t+ 1) = x1(t)x2(t) + x1(t)x4(t) + x2(t)x4(t) ,
x4(t+ 1) = uj(t) ,
x5(t+ 1) = x1(t)x2(t) + x1(t)x3(t) + x2(t)x3(t) .
whose communication graph is showed in Fig. 5.7b.
5.7 Application to the Surveillance of an Urban
Area (continued)
5.7.1 Experimental Setup
The effectiveness of SR2NP is shown through a modified version of the exper-
imental setup already presented in Section 5.4.1, and involving a scale model
representing the urban area W nearby Pisa’s Leaning Tower. In the model, 14
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Fig. 5.8 Scale model of the urban area nearby Pisa’s Leaning Tower: sensor nodes
location and shared areas (yellowW〉).
agents A1, · · · ,A14 have been deployed to detect a possible intruder, repre-
sented by one or more radio controlled mini car and some agents may fail.
As in the previous experiment, agents are represented by Sentilla Tmote–
Sky nodes equipped with different kind of sensors (including e.g. ultrasonic
sensors, IR range finder, and PIR–based motion detectors), which are used in
the experiments to monitor shaped and limited safety areas W|, j = 1, ..., 6
(Fig. 5.8)
Due to limited sensing range, every agent is able to detect the presence of
intruders only within its visibility areas, and thus a visibility matrix V ∈ B14×6
can be defined with Vi,j = 1 if, and only if, agent Ai is able to monitor the
areaW|. The presence or absence of an intruder in region theW| is modeled as
a logical input uj and each agent is responsible for running its corresponding
row, fi, of the logical map obtained through the execution of the SR2NP. So
the alarm will be set if, and only if an intruder is detected at least by γ + 1
agents, between those able to directly monitor the area W|, and those are r–
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5.7. Application to the Surveillance of an Urban Area (continued)
Fig. 5.9 Snapshot of the experiment: execution of SR2NP.
reachable. The protocol presented in this thesis is general and is applicable
with any collection of heterogeneous agents.
Fig. 5.10 Snapshot of the experiment: agents entering in intrusion detection mode.
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Fig. 5.11 Snapshot of the experiment: intruder (yellow circle) is detected by
agents A1,A12 and the intrusion is correctly dispatched to every agent even though
the faulty agent A14 (red circle) transmits an incorrect information.
5.7.2 Experimental Results
The reader may refer to the site http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ptk0wDwIqKs for the complete simulation run. Snapshots of the experiment
are reported in Fig. 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12, which reveal the ability of SR2NP
to: 1) tolerate γ faults due to proximity malfunction sensors, 2) reconfigure
upon entrance of a new robot, and 3) realize a distributed intrusion detection
system through execution of a logical consensus system.
The following conventions are adopted to represent the different operation
phases of the agents: blue LEDs represent that the self–routing phase is in
progress; green LEDs indicate that agents are running the monitoring phase
and no intruders have been detected yet, while red LEDs turn on whenever an
agent is informed of the existence of an intruder. Red and blue LEDs on the
same agent indicate that an intruder has been detected in its visibility area.
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5.7. Application to the Surveillance of an Urban Area (continued)
The experiment starts with all agents running the SR2NP so as to establish
a communication matrix C∗ that is used to find a suitable distributed nonlinear
map that enables consensus on the shared input events u1, · · · , u6 (Fig. 5.9).
After completion of the self–routing phase, agents run the monitoring phase
so that they are ready to detect and consent on the presence of an intruder
(Fig. 5.10). During the monitoring phase, whenever new agents join in the
sensor network, a new self–routing phase starts along with a new clock syn-
chronization. In the experiment, as soon as the intruder enters the area W∞,
agents A1 and A12 correctly detect its presence (see the red and blue LEDs
on) and inform their neighbors, while a faulty agentA14, does not detect it and
sends the incorrect information to the others (Fig. 5.11). Despite of this fault,
the other agents correctly detect the intruder based on their own robust logical
map. When the intruder moves out of regionW∞ and enters into regionW3, a
new consensus is achieved and all agents become aware of the new intruder’s
position (Fig. 5.12).
Fig. 5.12 Snapshot of the experiment: intruder, now in areaW3, is correctly detected
by agents A3,A11,A13.
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Chapter 6
Behavior Classification and Security
Human and animal societies are based on the establishment of “rules of interac-
tion” among the individuals of their societies which may consist of either col-
laborative or non–collaborative behaviors that each (possibly different) indi-
vidual may display towards the others [12]. The adoption of similar notions of
“sociality” and heterogeneity in Robotics is advantageous in many tasks, where
a coordination among agents with analogous or complementary capabilities is
necessary to achieve a shared goal. More specifically, “robotic societies” are
distributed multi–agent systems where each agent is assigned with a possibly
different local goal, but needs to coordinate its actions with other neighboring
agents. The flexibility and robustness of such distributed systems, and indeed
their ability to solve complex problems, have motivated many works that have
been presented in literature (see e.g., [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]). In this view,
at the base of interaction between agents in a society it stands the ability of
each individual (agent) to distinguish or classify the other neighboring mem-
bers (agents) of the society that it gets in contact with, as belonging to the same
group or species. In particular some robots may experience sensor or actuator
failure, and thus be unable to follow the protocol rules. Moreover, since robot
communication is based on a wireless network, an adversary could easily drop
on communication as well as inject/modify packets. In such cases, safety re-
quires that the society must be able to recognize such failures or intrusions
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in order to activate countermeasures to preserve the overall system and its in-
dividuals. All these cases can be recast as behavior classification problems,
i.e. the problem to classify heterogeneous agents that “behave” in a different
way, due to their own physical dynamics or to the rules of interaction they are
obeying, as belonging to a different species. The objective is ambitious and in-
deed very difficult to be achieved without a priori knowledge of the interaction
rules, but a viable solution can be found if e.g. the models describing the be-
havior of the different species are known in advance. In the following will be
presented different techniques allowing agents to classify other agents whose
effectiveness is shown through the two examples of robot societies introduced
in the Chapter 3: an automated transportation system including different types
of drivers (Sec. 3.3), and a colony of the polymorphic tree dwelling ant, Dace-
ton Armigerum, during the foraging process (Sec. 3.2).
6.1 Distributed Classification
In this section after having formalized the classification problem, this thesis
presents a systematic procedure allowing to build a decentralized classifica-
tion system once the models describing the behavior of the different species
are given. It is based on a decentralized identification mechanism, by which
every agent classifies its neighbors using only locally available information.
Moreover, this work presents a consensus algorithm allowing agents to reach
an agreement on the species to which other neighboring agents belong by shar-
ing the information extracted by using their local classifier. Some of the results
reported in this chapter can be found in [A5].
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6.1. Distributed Classification
6.1.1 Classification Problem
Based on the protocol introduced in Section 3.1 we can give the following
Definition 6.1. A behavior in the time interval [0, t)is the trajectory
φH(r)i
(q0i , σ
0
i , I˜i(t)) = (q¯i(t), σ¯i(tk+1)
solution of the system in Eq. 3.2, subject to the input I˜i(t) being the history of
its neighbor configuration set Ii(τ), for τ ∈ [0, t).
Definition 6.2. Ai is said to be compatible with the species Sr if its behavior
(q¯i(t), σ¯i(tk+1) is close enough to the evolution of the hybrid modelH(r), i.e.
‖q¯i(t)− piQ(φH(r)i (q¯i(tk), σ¯i(tk), Ii(t)))‖ ≤ , ∀t,
where ‖·‖ is the Hausdorff distance, piQ is the projector over the set Q, and 
is an accuracy based on the quality of available sensors.
Definition 6.3. An agent is said to belong to the species Sr if, and only if it is
compatible only with that species.
A group of agent A = {A1, · · · ,An} trying to learn the species to which
another agent Ai belongs needs to solve the following
Problem 6.1. Given the complete description of the p species, a measure of
the behavior q¯i and a partial measure of the agent’s neighbor configuration set
Ihi = Ii ∩ Vh h ∈ {1, · · · , n}, design a Distributed Species Classification
System (DSCS) of the form
Chi = classifier(q¯i, I
h
i ) ,
allowing agents exchanging outputs of their local classifiers to reach a global
consensus on the species their neighbors belong to.
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6.1.2 Local Classifier
To illustrate what challenges a local classifier have to cope with, continue refer-
ring to the running example. Suppose that the white car (third lane) in Fig. 3.7
is trying to learn what species the pink car belongs to. The pink car is exe-
cuting a FAST maneuver in the second lane, which can be considered as part
of overtaking of the black car if the vehicle belongs to the RH (E) species, as
part of overtaking of the white car if the vehicle belongs to the LH (E)species.
Moreover, the local classifier on the white car has complete visibility on the
rear, left, and front regions, but cannot see the black car in the right region that
is partially visible. Therefore, based on such local knowledge, the three species
remain possible.
This is an example of a general local classifier that can be formally described
as follows. Consider how a generic agent Ah can learn to which species an-
other agent Ai belongs by using only locally available information. If a com-
plete description of all species is available, Ah needs to determine to which
models the observed behavior, or physical motion, of Ai best corresponds to.
Approaches based on complete knowledge of a model’s inputs (see e.g. [89])
cannot be applied as Ai’s neighborhood Ni is generally, only partially known
to Ah. The proposed classifier is a two–step process: first, Ah computes an
a–priori prediction of the set of possible behaviors that Ai can execute based
on local information, for each species (prediction phase); then, the predicted
behaviors are compared against the one actually executed and measured byAh
and those resulting close enough are selected (classification phase).
The prediction phase involves constructing a predictor for each species Sr,
which is represented by an uncertain hybrid model H˜(r). The model is com-
posed of a nondeterministic automaton whose state σ˜i ∈ Σi represents the set
of actions that Ai can perform based on local information, and whose tran-
sitions δ˜ are the same as in δ. The main challenge in the construction of the
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6.1. Distributed Classification
automaton is the estimation of an upper approximation c˜i of each detector con-
dition ci, that is achieved through the following results.
Proposition 6.1. Given a detector condition ci composed of a unique topology,
i.e. ci = si,1, a visibility-based upper approximation of it is
c˜i = s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 + ¬ vh,1 ,
where vh,1 is the event visibility of an observer onboard agent Ah.
Proof. Based on the observer’s visibility vh,1, the topology can be written as
si,1 =
∑
qk∈Ihi
1ηi,1(qi)(qk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
(h)
i,1
+
 ∑
qk∈Ii\Ihi
1ηi,1(qi)(qk))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
(h)
i,1
.
To prove the proposition, consider factorizing the event expression as follows.
If n(h)i,1 = 0, the event reduces to ci = s
(h)
i,1 , whereas if n
(h)
i,1 = 1, it becomes
ci = s
(h)
i,1 + 1 = 1. Then, the event expression can be factorized as
ci = s
(h)
i,1 n
(h)
i,1 + 1n
(h)
i,1 .
Moreover, in the case of vi,1 = 1, it holds n
(h)
i,1 = 0 (the observer has complete
visibility of the topologies) that implies ci = s
(h)
i,1 , whereas nothing can be
said on the value of n(h)i,1 . Therefore, the event ci can be factorized w.r.t. the
observer’s visibility as
ci = s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 +
(
s
(h)
i,1 ¬n(h)i,1 + n(h)i,1
)
¬vh,1
Hence, it holds
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c˜i = maxn(h)i,1 ∈B
ci =
= s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 + maxn(h)i,1 ∈B
(
s
(h)
i,1 ¬n(h)i,1 + n(h)i,1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
¬vh,1 .
Finally, it holds A = max
n
(h)
i,1 ∈B
{
s
(h)
i,1 , 1
}
= 1, which gives the thesis.
Proposition 6.2. Given a detector map ci of the type ci = ¬si,1 , its visibility–
based event is
c˜i = s
(h)
i,1 ,
where vh,1 is the event visibility of an observer onboard agent Ai.
Proof. Based on the observer’s visibility vh,1, the topology can be written as
si,1 =
¬ ∑
qk∈Ihi
1ηi,1(qi)(qk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
(h)
i,1
¬ ∑
qk∈Ii\Ihi
1ηi,1(qi)(qk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
(h)
i,1
.
To prove the proposition, consider factorizing the event expression as follows.
If n(h)i,1 = 0, the event reduces to ci = 0, whereas if n
(h)
i,1 = 1, it becomes
ci = s
(h)
i,1 . Then, the event expression can be factorized as
ci = 0n
(h)
i,1 + s
(h)
i,1 n
(h)
i,1 = s
(h)
i,1 n
(h)
i,1 .
Moreover, if vh,1 = 1, it holds n
(h)
i,1 = 1 that implies ci = s
(h)
i,1 , whereas
nothing can be said on the value of n(h)i,1 and hence ci = s
(h)
i,1 ¬n(h)i,1 . Therefore,
the event ci can be factorized w.r.t. the observer’s visibility as
ci = s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 + s
(h)
i,1 n
(h)
i,1 ¬vh,1
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6.1. Distributed Classification
Hence, it holds
c˜i = maxn(h)i,1 ∈B
ci =
= s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 + s
(h)
i,1 max
n
(h)
i,1 ∈B
(
s
(h)
i,1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
¬vh,1 =
= s
(h)
i,1 vh,1 + s
(h)
i,1 ¬ vh,1 = s(h)i,1 (vh,1 + ¬ vh,1) = s(h)i,1 ,
which gives the thesis.
The result can be given on the general form in the following
Theorem 6.1. The visibility based upper estimation of a generic detector map
ci = Πγsi,kΠρ¬si,j is
c˜i =
(
Πκj=1 s
(h)
i,j vh,j + ¬vh,j
) (
Πkj=κ+1 s
(h)
i,j
)
.
Proof. Let us proceed by induction. First assume ρ = ∅. Prop. 6.1 shows that
the thesis holds for card(γ) = 1 topologies. Supposing that the thesis holds
for n topologies, i.e., given an event of the form ci = Πnj=1si,j , with sj of
existence type, the visibility–based event is c˜i =
(
Πnj=1 s
(h)
i,j vh,j + ¬vh,j
)
, it
is necessary to prove it for k + 1 topologies. First consider that
ci = Π
k+1
j=1 si,j =
(
Πkj=1si,j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
z
si,k+1 =
= z si,k+1 = z
(
s
(h)
i,k+1 + n
(h)
i,k+1
)
.
As above, consider factorizing the event as follows. If n(h)i,k+1 = 0, the event
reduces to ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1. If n
(h)
i,k+1 = 1, the event becomes ci = z. Therefore,
the event can be rewritten as
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ci = z ¬n(h)i,k+1 + z s(h)i,k+1 .
W.r.t. the observer’s visibility on the last topology, vh,k+1, the event can be
factorized as follows. If vh,k+1 = 1, it results n
(h)
i,k+1 = 0 and ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1,
whereas if vh,k+1 = 0, it results ci = z ¬n(h)i,k+1 + z s(h)i,k+1. This yields
ci = z
(
s
(h)
i,k+1 vh,k+1 +
(
s
(h)
i,k+1 + ¬n(h)i,k+1
)
¬vh,k+1
)
.
The visibility–based event is c˜i = maxni,j∈B,j=1,··· ,k+1 ci, whose direct com-
putation gives
maxni,j∈B,j=1,··· ,k z
maxni,k+1
(
s
(h)
i,k+1vh,k+1 +
(
s
(h)
i,k+1 + ¬n(h)i,k+1
)
¬vh,k+1
)
=(
Πkj=1s
(h)
i,j vh,j + ¬vh,j
)(
s
(h)
i,k+1vh,k+1 + ¬vh,k+1
)
,
from which the part of the thesis relative to existence topology follows.
Consider now the case κ = ∅. Prop. 6.2 shows that the thesis holds for one
topology of such a type. The inductive step requires considering
ci = Π
k+1
j=1 si,j = z s
(h)
i,k+1 n
(h)
i,k+1.
This event can be factorized as follows. If n(h)i,k+1 = 0, the event reduces to
ci = 0, whereas, if n
(h)
i,k+1 = 1, it becomes ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1. Therefore, the event
can be rewritten as
ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1 n
(h)
i,k+1 .
W.r.t. the observer’s visibility on the last atom, vh,k+1, the event can be factor-
ized as follows. If vh,k+1 = 1, it results n
(h)
i,k+1 = 1 and ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1, whereas
if vh,k+1 = 0, it results ci = z s
(h)
i,k+1 n
(h)
i,k+1. This yields
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ci = z
(
vh,k+1 + n
(h)
i,k+1¬ vh,k+1
)
s
(h)
i,k+1 .
The visibility–based event is c˜i = maxni,j∈B,j=1,··· ,k+1 ci, whose direct com-
putation gives
maxni,j∈B,j=1,··· ,k z
maxni,k+1
(
vh,k+1 + n
(h)
i,k+1¬ vh,k+1
)
s
(h)
i,k+1 =
=
(
Πkj=1s
(h)
i,j
)
s
(h)
i,k+1 ,
from which also the second part of the thesis follows. The result straightfor-
wardly extends to the case with ρ, κ 6= ∅ (the proof is omitted for space), which
concludes the thesis.
The predictor is initialized with the value σ˜i(0) = Σi, which corresponds to
the most conservative hypothesis on the activation of ci. The estimated state σ˜i
is updated according to the rule
σ˜
(r)
i (tk+1) = δ˜
(r)
(
σ˜
(r)
i (tk), e˜
(r)
i (c˜i(tk+1))
)
.
The predictor H˜(r)(q˜, σ˜, I˜) of the r–th species can be constructed by using the
same decoder u(r), encoder s(r), dynamics f (r), and the other components of
the nominal model, and is valid for any visibility Vh of the classifying agent
and any neighborhood configuration set Ii of the target agent. The set of pos-
sible behaviors q˜(r)i that Ai can execute compatibly with the r–th species and
the local knowledge of Ah is the solution of{
q˜
(r)
i (tk) = q¯
(r)
i (tk) . (6.1)
Note that, as the cardinality of σ˜i(tk) is finite and equal to κ(tk), then q˜
(r)
i =
{q˜(r)i,1 , . . . , q˜(r)i,κ(tk)} can be directly computed. This is iterated for all different
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species for which the agent’s compatibility has not been excluded yet, based
on the assumption that an agent belongs always to the same species with which
it is initialized.
The second step, the classification phase, starts with determining for which
species there exists at least one behavior that is sufficiently close to the ob-
served one. This can be achieved by evaluating the test
‖q¯i(t)− piQ(φH˜(r)(q¯i(t), σ¯i(tk), Ihi (t)))‖ ≤ , (6.2)
∀ t ∈ [tk, tk+1) ,
that returns true if it is satisfied by at least one behavior in q˜(r)i . If none of
the predicted behaviors satisfies the test, for a given species, then Ah is not
compatible according to Def. 6.2 with that species. If, on the contrary, the test
is satisfied by some behaviors — denote with l1, . . . , lm ∈ N their indices —
the agent is possibly compatible with the species. An estimate of agent Ai’s
current action is given by σ˜(r)i (tk) ← {σ˜(r)i,l1 , . . . , σ˜
(r)
i,lm
}. Finally, this allows
computing a logical vector C(h)i =
(
C
(h)
i,1 , · · · , C(h)i,p
)
, where C(h)i,j is true iff
agent Ai is compatible with species Sr, based on local knowledge of Ah. As
soon as C(h)i contains exactly one element set to true, agent Ai can be clas-
sified as belonging to the corresponding species, according to the assumption
above. The local classifier is obtained as the series of the prediction system
(Eq. 6.1) and the classification test (Eq. 6.2) described above.
6.1.3 Local Classifier Agreement and Distributed
Species Estimation
As shown in the previous section, an agent Ah with partial visibility on the
left, right, front, or rear regions of a neighboring agent Ai is unable to cor-
rectly determine the correctness of the estimate on the neighborhood. In this
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6.1. Distributed Classification
section it will be shown how the agents can share the information extracted by
using their local classifier and can reach an agreement on the species to which
agentAi belongs. It is assumed that agents can communicate via one–hop links
in order to reduce their detection uncertainty and “converge” to a unique net-
work decision. In this respect in the following concepts involving procedures
and algorithms aiming to reach an agreement in networks are introduced.
6.1.3.1 Consensus algorithm
Consider a network whose communication topology is represented by the undi-
rected graph G which is composed by a set of nodes v = {v1, · · · , vn} linked
by edges s.t. an edge Gi,j means that the node vi is able to communicate with
node vj , i.e. Ai ∈ Nj = {k|ek,j ∈ G} being Nj the neighbor set of the agent
Aj .
Now recall the following
Definition 6.4. Given a graph G, a consensus algorithm is an iterative interac-
tion rule that specifies how each node vi updates its estimates of the generic
information s ∈ S shared among neighbors based on any received value vj ,
i.e. it specifies the function ξ : S × S → S which is used to compute
s+i = ξ(si, sj), for i, j = 1, · · · , n.
Typical consensus algorithms involving scalar values are obtained through
very simple updating rules such as weighted average, or maximum occurrence
value. In more general cases the quantities of interest could be possibly non-
convex sets, intervals, or logical values. Motivated by this fact, it is necessary
to involve a more general class of consensus algorithms so as to permit agents
sharing locally collected information and eventually “converge” to a unique
network decision. Referring to our scenario, nodes are robots that are monitor-
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ing a common neighbor and that are supposed to communicate as inG in order
to reach an agreement on the species of such neighbor.
Consider the matrix
Ci(tk) =

C
(1)
i (tk)
C
(2)
i (tk)
...
C
(n)
i (tk)

(6.3)
which is obtained by using all monitors’ logical classification vectors intro-
duced in Section 6.1.2 after tk steps of the consensus iterative procedure.
Our aim is to design a distributed consensus algorithm allowing us to have
Ci(∞) = 1∗Ci, where ∗Ci is the centralized classification vector defined as
the vector that would be constructed by a monitor collecting all initial mea-
sures and combining them according to ξ.
A possible solution allowing us to reach an agreement consists in letting
agents to share the locally estimated encoder map si. In other words, this
thesis provide a solution where agents share any information that is directly
measured or reconstructed by inspecting its neighborhood through logical con-
sensus [60]. After having established an agreement for the value of the encoder
map for a generic agent, they will use the same decision rule and hence decide
for the same classification vector.
6.1.3.2 Logical Consensus as a framework for classification
The classification problem is recast as a control problem requiring the compu-
tation of a set of νi decisions y = ci = (ci,1, · · · , ci,νi) ∈ B1×νi that depend
on κi logical values U = (u1, · · · , uκi) ∈ B1×κi . As introduced in Chapter 5,
one can imagine that each agent stores the values of all events into a state vec-
tor Xh = (xh,1, · · · , xh,κi) ∈ B1×κi , that is a string of bits, and it is assumed
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6.1. Distributed Classification
that the matrix X(t) = (X1(t)T , · · · , Xn(t)T )T represents the network state
at the time t. In practice, each agent become a dynamic node that updates its
local state Xh through a distributed logical update function F that depends
on its state, on the state of its neighbors and on the observed inputs which is
used to initialize the value of the state, i.e. Xh(t+ 1) = Fh(X(t)). Moreover,
it is assumed that every agent is able to produce the logical output decision
vector Y = (Y1(t)T , · · · , Yn(t)T )T ∈ Bn×νi by using an output function D
depending on the local state, i.e. Yh = Dh(Xh) = c
(h)
i = (c
(h)
i,1 , · · · , c(h)i,νi).
Referring to our scenario, such event uj = si,j , j ∈ {1, · · · , κi} may rep-
resent the presence of an agent in the corresponding topology ηij , and each
output decision yi,i may represent the detector condition ci,i. Furthermore,
as introduced before, since situations where agents may be heterogeneous in
terms of sensors and communication devices as well as the fact that agents are
placed at different locations w.r.t. the target agent are considered, the generic
agent h may or may not be able to measure the value of uj = si,j . In this
sense, we can conveniently introduce a visibility matrix V ∈ Bn×κi such that
it results Vh,j = 1 if, and only if, agent Ah is able to measure si,j . Moreover,
each agent is able to communicate only with a subset of other agents. There-
fore, to effectively accomplish the given decision task, it is necessary that such
an information flows from one agent to another, consistently with available
communication paths.
In other words, for any given combination of input values, it is considered a
task that requires computation of the following system of logical functions:
X(t+ 1) = F (X(t))
Xh(0) = U˜
(h)
Y (t) = D(X(t))
(6.4)
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where F : Bκi → Bκi , D = (d, · · · , d) with d : Bκi → Bνi , and U˜ (h) : Q →
Bκi represents a lower approximation of si = (si,1, · · · , si,κi) based only on
observation of the agent’s neighborhood operated by the h–th agent.
The following results can be stated
Theorem 6.2. Given a connected communication graph G, n initial estimates
X(0) = (s˜
(1)T
i , · · · , s˜(n)Ti )T , and a visibility matrix V with non–null columns,
the distributed logical consensus system
x+h,j = Vh,j xh,j + ¬Vh,j
(∑
k∈Nh xk,j
)
,
xh,j(0) = s˜
(h)
i,j ,
(6.5)
with h = 1, · · · , n , j = 1, · · · , κi converges in at most diam(G) steps to the
consensus state X = 1n si.
Proof. To prove the proposition, consider factorizing the update rule as fol-
lows. If Vh,j = 0, agent h is unable to autonomously compute si,j . In this case
Eq. 6.5 reduces to
x+h,j = ¬Vh,j
(∑
k∈Nh xk,j
)
=
∑
k∈Nh xk,j .
Moreover, since column Vj,: is non–null by hypothesis, there is at least an
agent, say the q–th, with complete visibility on the j–th topology ηi,j , which
implies s˜(q)i,j = si,j . Observe that it must also holds that s˜
(q)
i,j ≥ s˜(h)i,j for every
h. Since G is connected, the real value si,j is propagated from agent q to the
rest of the network, which implies that there exists a time N¯ <∞ after which
xh,j =
n∑
k=1
xk,j = s˜
(q)
i,j = si,j .
If instead Vh,j = 1, agent h has complete knowledge of the j–th topol-
ogy ηi,j and its update rule (Eq. 6.5) specializes to
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x+h,j = Vh,j xh,j = xh,j ,
and its initial estimate is s˜(h)i,j = si,j . It trivially holds that xh,j = si,j , which
proves the theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Given a connected communication graph G, a visibility matrix
V with non-null columns, an output function D = (d, · · · , d) s.t. d(si) = ci,
the distributed logical consensus system (6.4) where F is given by (6.5) solves
Problem 6.1.
Proof. To prove the theorem it is necessary to prove that the matrix (6.3) is
such that C(h)i (N¯) = 1
∗Ci with N¯ < ∞, h = 1, · · · , n. With Theorem 6.2
it has been proved that X(N¯) = 1n si. This means that Dh(Xh) = d(si) = ci
and the predictor hH˜i(r)(hq˜i,h σ˜i,h I˜i), h = 1, · · · , n, of the r–th species is
initialized with the value hσ˜i(0) = hΣi which corresponds to the most conser-
vative hypothesis on the activation of Ci which is the same for all monitoring
agents, i.e. hσ˜i(0) = ∗σ˜i(0), h = 1, · · · , n where ∗σ˜i(0) is the value of
σ˜i(0) in the case that c˜i = ci. Thus, the estimated state hσ˜i, h = 1, · · · , n
becomes
hσ˜ri (tk+1) = δ˜
r(hσ˜ri (tk), e˜
(r)
i (
hc˜i(tk+1)))
= δ˜r(∗σ˜ri (tk), e˜
(r)
i (ci(tk+1))) =
∗σ˜ri (tk+1)
According to this, it results
‖q¯i(t)− piQ(φ ˜hH(r)(q¯i(t),
h σ¯i(tk), I
h
i (t)))‖ = αr, (6.6)
∀ t ∈ [tk, tk+1) , h = 1, · · · , n
with αr ∈ R.
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If αr < ε it results that Ai is compatible with the r–th species, i.e. C(h)i,r =
1, h = 1, · · · , n. By iterating this procedure for all species, it follows that
C
(h)
i = (C
(h)
i,1 , · · · , C(h)i,p ) = 1∗Ci, h = 1, · · · , n, which proves the theorem.
6.1.4 Application of the Distributed Classification
System
Effectiveness of the proposed distributed classifier is shown through applica-
tion to a biologically–inspired system and a robotic multi agent, where the
very same procedure has been applied. The reader may refer to the site http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXNuBWoLctQ for the complete sim-
ulation run.
6.1.4.1 Ant Classification Example
Consider an example with 5 ants of the Green species and 5 of Red one. The
goal of each ant is to recognize its nestmates to cooperate in the foraging pro-
cess of the colony. Fig. 6.1-a shows the initial situation, where it is shown
a classifying ant (green in figure) with insufficient information to classify its
neighbors. As the simulation proceeds the ant gathers more information and is
able to correctly recognize and recruit nestmates (Fig. 6.1-b).
6.1.4.2 Vehicle Classification in Highways
Consider 5 vehicles in a 3–lane highway (Fig. 6.2–a). In the simulation, an
SOS vehicle (white vehicle in the figure) changes from FAST to LEFT maneuver
to overtake another vehicle (purple vehicle in the figure). Moreover, there are
three vehicles that are running local classifiers to classify the SOS car. Note
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.1 An ant of the Green species classifying its neighbors. The simulation starts
with no a priori knowledge (a) and concludes with the ant that has correctly classified
all other ants (b).
that a FAST to LEFT transition of an agent of right-hand, or emergency traf-
fic rules species implies that its frontal area is busy, while its left area is free
(Fig. 3.7). In the example, the classifying vehicles, having with visibility of the
influence region the emergency vehicle, are unable to classified it and remain
uncertain, but still they can conclude for its compatibility with both species.
On the contrary, a FAST to LEFT transition for a left–hand traffic rules vehicle
implies that the frontal area is busy, while the left area is free, which is false
in the example. Therefore, it is possible to exclude the left–hand species. The
classification result is reported in Fig. 6.2–a, where C(h)i is specified by a flag
on the target agent. From top to down, the cells of the flag represents the clas-
sification w.r.t. the right-hand, left-hand, and emergency vehicle traffic rules
species. Adopted colors are green, yellow, and red for the values compatible,
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uncertain, or incompatible, respectively. Dark gray and light gray regions rep-
resent Vi and V¯i. Yellow regions are regions in V¯i that are essential to decide
about the classification. For the sake of completeness, consider a successive
time in the simulation, when the emergency vehicle is performing a FAST to
RIGHT transition to overtake another vehicle (violet vehicle in the figure). The
result of the local classification is depicted Fig. 6.2–b. In this case, the target
agent is correctly classified as belonging to the emergency traffic rules species
by two local classifiers, while a third one is unable to reach this due to its
limited visibility. This shows the limit of the proposed technique and repre-
sents the motivation for future work, in which local classifiers will be allowed
exchanging information and reaching a unique global decision.
6.2 Probabilistic Classification
The above solution’s main limitation is related to the need of a priori knowl-
edge of the models describing each possible behavior and interaction. To over-
come this limitation, every agent should be endowed with the ability to au-
tonomously and iteratively learn the different possible behaviors and interac-
tions by using local observation of its neighbors.
Furthermore, the problem of learning behaviors through demonstrated ac-
tion sequences from a human performer, a.k.a. apprenticeship learning [31,
32, 33], has been largely studied in the literature. A Mimesis–based approach
is presented in [33] allowing abstraction of observed behaviors as symbols, to
consequently recognize others’ behavior and generate motion patterns through
the symbols themselves. These solutions are mainly based on learning the pa-
rameters of a statistical model — represented e.g. by a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) —, but the scope of these approaches is limited to achieving an ac-
curate imitation of the performer’s actions by the robotic system. In the fol-
lowing, a solution to the classification problem is proposed, that is applicable
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6.2 Snapshots from a simulation of the highway example with vehicles belonging
to the right-hand, left-hand, and emergency vehicle traffic rules species.
for societies of robots, where agents have unknown behaviors and interaction
forms. It is assumed that agents displaying different behaviors, due to their
dynamics or to the set of rules they obey to, belong to a different species.
The solution, partially built upon the results on model learning, consists of a
procedure that each agent can run to iteratively grow a knowledge base of all
157
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possible species that are present in the “society”. More precisely, each “es-
timated” species is represented by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), whose
structure and parameters are iteratively learnt based on the actually measured
trajectory of the target agent. The aim of the learning phase is to obtain a suf-
ficiently accurate HMM that approximates the nominal behavior of the agent.
By assuming that a sufficiently rich observation of every agent’s behavior is
available, a classification procedure allowing agents to classify its neighbors
will be proposed.
6.2.1 Problem Statement
Consider a “society” composed of n heterogeneous agents belonging to dif-
ferent species and sharing an environment Q. As described in Chapter 3,
each species consists of a motion model, a model of neighborhood, a set
of interaction rules, and local low–level controllers for every agent. More
precisely, a generic agent Ai is member of a species Sr is described by a
state (qi, σi) ∈ Q × Σi, where Σi is a set of possible symbols, and evolves
according to the hybrid model
(q˙i(t), σi(tk+1)) = Hri (qi(t), σi(tk), Ii(t)) ,
(qi(0), σi(0)) = (q
0
i , σ
0
i ) ,
(6.7)
whereHri : Q×Σi×Qni → TQ×Σi, ni is the current number of neighbors,
TQ is space tangent toQ, and Ii is its neighbor configuration set. Accordingly,
the agent’s behavior is the solution
(qi(t), σi(tk)) = φHri (q
0
i , σ
0
i , I˜i(t))
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6.2. Probabilistic Classification
of Eq. 6.7, where I˜i(t) is the history of its neighbor configuration set Ii(τ)
for τ = 0, · · · , t. Note that the behavior of the agent depends on logical condi-
tions on its neighborhood, e.g. on the presence or absence of other neighboring
agents.
Definition 6.5 (Species Membership). Given a metric Z : Σ × Σ → R and
an accuracy ε, we say that two agents, Ai and Aj , are member of the same
species, if there exist two initial discrete states σˆ0i , σˆ
0
j ∈ Σ s.t.
Z(σˆi(t), σˆj(t)) ≤ ε ,
where σˆk(t), for k = i, j, is the discrete state sequence solving the agents’
dynamics. 
We want to solve the following:
Problem 6.2 (Classification Problem). Given the behaviors y¯i = qi, for i =
1, · · ·n, measured by an observer, a metric Z : Σ × Σ → R and an accuracy
ε, we want to classify every agent, i.e. to distinguish if any two agents are
member of the same species w.r.t. the metric Z.
6.2.2 Proposed Solution
Consider an agentAh (later referred to as the observer) trying to learn to which
species another neighboring agent Ai is member of. We assume that agents
are dynamical systems evolving according to the model in Eq. (6.7), but no
information is available forAh concerning the mapHri . Therefore, an approx-
imation of the model of each species needs to be iteratively constructed based
on observation. In what follows we assume that the neighbor configuration set
Ii is known to the classifier and thus we will omit it for simplicity. As a con-
sequence, the behavior of Ai depends only on its internal state qi. Moreover,
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm for Probabilistic Classification
Input: q ∈ Qn
Input: ε
Output: S˜
Output: C ∈ Nn
k← 1;
S˜ ← ∅;
while k ≤ n do
σ˜ ← Φ(qk); / Feature Extraction
(S¯, p¯) ← ζ(σ˜k);
if p¯ < ε then
S¯ ←#S˜ + 1;
Learning of a new species;
end
Ck ← S¯;
k← k + 1;
end
we assume thatAh is able to store a set S˜ of models summarizing the different
species which have been observed so far (this set is empty at the beginning).
More precisely, each “estimated” species is represented by a Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [90], whose structure and parameters are iteratively learnt
based on the actually measured trajectory q˜i. The aim of the learning phase is
to obtain a sufficiently accurate HMM that approximates the nominal mapHri .
Let us denote with Ξ˜ a (possibly infinite) set of features that characterize
each species. One needs to introduce a map Φ : Q → Ξ˜ assigning every agent
configuration qi with a feature in Ξ , i.e.
ξi(t) = Φ(qi(t)) .
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Given the trajectory q˜i(t) of a generic agent Ai, denote with ξ˜i(tk) the corre-
sponding discrete–time feature sequence obtained via the map Φ. Moreover,
we need the following:
Definition 6.6 (Level of Confidence). We say that an agent with behavior q˜i
is member of the approximated species S˜r with level of confidence l if the
probability pri that q˜i is generated by S
r equals l. 
Denote with ζ : Q → [1, · · · , s]× [0, 1] a function returning the index of
the approximated species with maximum membership and the corresponding
level of confidence, i.e.
ζ : Ξ˜ → [1, · · · , s]× [0, 1]
ξ˜i 7→ (arg maxr pri ,maxr pri )
.
If there exists a pair (S¯, p¯) = ζ(q˜i) with p¯ > ε, agent Ai is said to be mem-
ber of S¯ (see Def. 6.6) and the corresponding model S¯ is enriched with the new
data relative to q˜i. If, on the contrary no existing model is able to described the
observed behavior q˜i with sufficient accuracy, another approximated model is
created and added to the knowledge base of the observerAh (See Algorithm 4
for a description of this process). The above described procedure represents
the general framework by which Problem 6.2 can be solved. In the following,
the process is specialized for one possible instance of the classification prob-
lem where the features are extracted with the objective to classify agents that
are members of different species due to different rules that characterize the
interaction protocol they are obeying.
As stated above, a HMM is a statistical model where states are “hidden”
to the observer. Every state Xi ∈ X , where X = {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} has
a transition probability ti,j to move towards the state Xj and a probability
ei,j to emit the output symbol Yj ∈ Y , where Y = {Y1, Y2, · · · , Ym}. More
precisely, we have
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ti,j = P (X(t+ 1) = Xj |X(t) = Xi)
ej,k = P (Y (t) = Yk|X(t) = Xj) .
A HMM is fully described by the triple λ = (pi, T,E), where pi ∈ R1×n
represents the initial state probabilities, T = {ti,j} ∈ Rn×n and E = {ei,j} ∈
Rn×m are the transition and output probabilities matrices, respectively.
As specified in Algorithm 4, the (possibly) continuous neighborhood of Ai
is discretized as a finite number of states or locations, in which we suppose that
the agent may display different types of behaviors. Based on this discretization,
a feature extraction map Φ : Q → Σ˜, where Σ˜ a finite set, is defined, which re-
turns a symbol representing its current location for every agent’s configuration,
i.e.
σi(t) = Φ(qi(t)) .
Once a sequence σ˜ ∈ R1×z has been observed, the sequence itself is divided
into s subsequences σ˜j ∈ R1×κ with κ ≤ z and z = sκ, where κ is a parameter
whose choice depends both on the value of ε and on the observation length.
Moreover, to the aim of the classification, in this case pri can be defined as
the sum of the probability that each subsequence is generated by the model λi,
i.e.
pri =
s∑
j
P (σ˜j |λi) ,
which can be computed by using the so–called Forward Algorithm [91] that
is briefly reported below. Let the forward variable αt(j) be the probability of
sequence σ˜i(t) = (σ˜i(1), · · · , σ˜i(k)) to be in state Xj at time t, i.e.
αj(t) = P (σ˜i(1), · · · , σ˜i(t)|X(t) = Xj). (6.8)
The value of the variable is initialized as
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αj(1) = pijP (σ˜i(1) |X(1) = Xj),
pij = P (X(1) = Xj)
1 ≤ j ≤ n
and is updated according to the rule
αj(t+ 1) =
 n∑
p=1
αp(t) tp,j
P (σ˜i(t+ 1)|X(t+ 1) = Xj)
with 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ t ≤ k − 1. Thus, the probability of occurrence of a
particular sequence σ˜i is given by:
P (σ˜i|λ) =
n∑
p=1
αp(k).
If the maximum value of pri for all r (say p¯MAX ) is greater than the thresh-
old ε, the agent is member of the associated species and the corresponding
model is updated. Otherwise a new approximated model for that species is
created by using the Baum–Welch Algorithm [92]. The algorithm aims at find-
ing
λˆ = argmax
λ
P (Y˜ |λ) .
Firstly the parameters λ = (pi, T,E) has to be initialized, then by using λ and
the observed sequence σ˜, a new model λˆ is computed. Let  an arbitrarily small
positive quantity, the algorithm repeats these steps until
logP (σ˜|λˆ)− logP (σ˜|λ) ≤ .
To approximate the new species with a model λˆ, the transition probability
between states (tˆi,j) and the emission probability (eˆj,k) need to be estimated.
To this aim, let βi(t) be the backward variable defined as
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βi(t) = P (σ˜(t+ 1), σ˜(t+ 2), · · · , σ˜(k)|X(t) = Xi, λˆ).
Furthermore, let ξi,j(t) be the probability for the model λˆ to be in state Xi at
time t and in state Xj at time t+ 1 given the observed sequence σ˜.
ξi,j(t) = P (X(t) = Xi, X(t+ 1) = Xj |σ˜, λˆ)
=
αi(t) ti,jP (Y (t+ 1)|X(t+ 1) = Xj)βj(t+ 1)
P (σ˜|λˆ)
Thus, by letting γi(t) be the probability of the model λˆ to be in the state Xi at
time t given the observed sequence Y˜ and model, we have
γi(t) = P (X(t) = Xi|σ˜, λˆ) =
n∑
j=1
ξi,j(t)
Moreover, by arbitrarily initializing parameters we have
pˆi = γi(1)
tˆi,j =
∑k−1
t=1 ξi,j(t)∑k−1
t=1 γi(t)
eˆj,k =
∑k−1
t=1 γj(t)
δσ˜(t)=k
k−1∑
t=1
γj(t)
where
δσ˜(t)=k =

1 if σ˜(t) = Yk
0 otherwise
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6.2.3 Application
6.2.3.1 Probabilistic Classification for Ant Colonies
Recall the ant society introduced in Chapter 3, and consider an example with 4
ants belonging to the Green species and 4 ants belonging to the Red one. Sup-
pose that a new ant belonging to the green species entering the system aims
at classifying with a confidence ε the other ants in order to recognize its nest-
mates so as to cooperate in the foraging process of the colony. To this aim,
suppose that the classifying ant is able to measure the other ant Ai’s configu-
ration, i.e. qi = (xi, yi, θi, x˙i, y˙i) for sufficiently large time T (Fig. 6.3 reports
the observed trajectory).
Fig. 6.3 Trajectory of the ants.
According to the procedure described in Algorithm 4, we need to choose
a function Φ in order to map the motion of the ants into a discrete sequence
of symbols σ˜(t) ∈ Σ˜ = Φ(qi(t)). In this case we can choose Φ such that
Σ˜ = {σ1, · · · , σ9} with σ˜i(t) depending on the orientation of the motion of
ant at time t w.r.t. world reference frame.
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For example, in the case that the pray is found, a green ant moves around
it and the most probable output symbols are σ˜ = {σ1, ..., σ3, ..., σ7, ..., σ9, },
while since a red ant stop in front of it, the most probable observed symbol
is σ5. Afterwards, by applying the forward algorithm to all the HMM whose
descriptors are present in the memory, it is possible to evaluate the level of
confidence according to Def. 6.6. Fig. 6.4 reports the result of the classification
of the eight ants. In particular, since at the initial time, no HMMs representing
any species are present, the first ant is classified as belonging to first species
and its observed behavior is used to estimate a HMM for the species. Then,
the behavior of the ant 2 is compared with the existing model and it results as
compatible. Since the behavior of the ant 3 is too different w.r.t. the estimated
HMMs of the available species, a new species is created. The ant 4 can be
correctly classified as belonging to the green species and so on.
6.2.3.2 Probabilistic Vehicle Classification
Recall the society introduced in Chapter 3 composed of vehicles traveling
along a highway with m lanes, and consider now an example where 3 vehicles
following the RH driving rules, 2 vehicles following the LH driving rules, and
one emergency vehicle are sharing the highways. Suppose that a new vehicle
entering the system aims at classifying neighboring agents within a confidence
ε so as to improve safety for the entire system. To this aim suppose that the
classifying vehicle is able to measure the other vehicles Ai’s configuration
vector, i.e. qi = (xi, yi, θi, ) for a sufficiently large time T .
According to the procedure described in Algorithm 4, we need to choose a
function Φ in order to map the motion of the vehicles into a discrete sequence
of symbols σ˜(t) ∈ Σ˜ = Φ(qi(t)). As before, we can choose Φ such that
Σ˜ = {σ1, · · · , σ9} with σ˜(t) depending on the orientation of the motion of
vehicles at time t w.r.t. world reference frame.
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Fig. 6.4 Results of Ants Classification.
Figure 6.4 reports the result of the classification of the vehicles. In partic-
ular, since at the initial time no HMMs representing species are present, the
behavior of the first observed vehicle is used to estimate a new HMM for the
first species. Then, the behavior of the vehicle 2, is compared with the existing
model and it results as not consistent. For this reason a new species is created
and the behavior of the vehicle 2 is used to estimate the HMM parameters.
Then, vehicle 3 is classified as belonging to the first species and so on. Since
the behavior of the fifth vehicle is too different w.r.t. the estimated models of
the species, a new species is created.
It is worth noticing, that a left overtaking for the RH species and a right
overtaking after coming back to the rightmost lane for the LH species (see
Fig.6.2.3.2,6.2.3.2) are very similar if we do not consider the neighborhood
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.5 Two observed data ( x, y, θ) belonging to two different vehicle classified to
the same HMM.
conditions that according to the cooperation protocol defined in Chapter 3 in-
fluence the behavior of agents. For this reason, in order to be able to reconstruct
the cooperation model from the observed behavior, we need to tackle the prob-
lem with a different approach which will be presented in the remainder of the
chapter.
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Fig. 6.6 Results of Vehicle Classification.
6.3 Representation Learning of Logical Maps
Recalling the cooperation model as in Chapter 3, the assumption of having
complete knowledge of every agent’s dynamics is too restrictive, for large and
open distributed systems, where agents join in or leave the system dynamically.
Upon entering the system, a new agent may need to learn the others’ current
interaction structure. In this context, our identification problem becomes that
of estimating the structure of the decision function fi, on the basis of the mea-
sured correspondence over time between its inputs u¯i,1(tk), · · · , u¯i,κi(tk) and
output y¯i(tk).
A naive approach to solve the problem is to iteratively store the entries of
the Boolean function’s truth table as they are observed. Upon recognition of
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an already measured input–output pair, the observer can use such a table to ob-
tain an estimate of the value of the logical function. This solution has the main
drawback that, if the truth table is represented as a string of the input con-
figurations for which the observed function has returned 1, its size increases
with time. As a consequence, complexity reduction techniques must be used,
such as the well–known Karnaugh mapping [93] and Quine–McCluskey al-
gorithm [94]. The former is efficient for use in computer algorithms, but it is
applicable only when dealing with less than five variables; the latter is more
general, but it has still a limited range of use since the problem it solves is
NP–hard. Hence, none of them are suitable for online identification.
The proposed approach is based on a canonical form of representation, so–
called Algebraic Normal Form (ANF), for Boolean functions [34]. According
to this representation, every binary function can be specified as a unique com-
bination of the value of a finite set of binary coefficients. Two algorithms for
dynamic estimation of such coefficients are provided: the former is valid when
the truth table of the Boolean function is completely available, while the latter
allows the coefficients to be iteratively updated as the entries of the truth table
are observed. Both algorithms are formalized as binary dynamic systems and
their convergence toward the desired ANF coefficients are studied by using
tools from cellular automata theory [67, 95]. The advantages of the algorithms
are that the length of the ANF coefficient vector is constant, and that its update
rule involves only logical operations, which can be quickly computed even on
low–cost computers.
6.3.1 Boolean Polynomial Representation
Recalling from [34] the following proposition on the representation of a
Boolean map:
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Proposition 6.3 (Algebraic Normal Form (ANF)). A multivariate polyno-
mial of n arguments u1, · · · , un over B has a unique representation as dis-
junctive sum of monomials, i.e.,
f(u1, · · · , un) = ⊕H∈Cn aH Πh∈H uh ,
where Cn is the set of all combinations of indices that can be constructed with
at most n elements from the set {1, · · · , n}, and where aH ∈ B are uniquely
determined. More explicitly, the ANF of a Boolean function f : Bn → B is
given by
f(u1, · · · , un) = a0⊕
⊕ a1 u1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an un⊕
⊕ a1,2 u1 u2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an−1,n un−1 un⊕
...
⊕ a1,2,··· ,n u1 u2 · · · un ,
with coefficients ai1,··· ,ik ∈ B.
An operative definition of the ANF of a Boolean function f : Bn → B is
obtained through the recursive formula:
f(u1, u2, · · · , un) =
= g(u2, · · · , un)⊕ u1 h(u2, · · · , un) ,
(6.9)
where
g(u2, · · · , un) = f(0, u2, · · · , un) ,
h(u2, · · · , un) = f(0, u2, · · · , un)⊕ f(1, u2, · · · , un) .
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Example 6.1. Consider the following logical function
f : B3 → B
(u1, u2, u3) 7→ ¬u1¬u2 + u1 ¬u3
.
Direct application of the operative definition in Eq. 6.9 yields
f(u) = f(0, 0, 0)⊕
⊕ u1(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(1, 0, 0))⊕
⊕ u2(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(0, 1, 0))⊕
⊕ u3(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(0, 0, 1))⊕
⊕ u1u2(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(1, 0, 0)⊕
⊕f(0, 1, 0)⊕ f(1, 1, 0))⊕
⊕ u1u3(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(1, 0, 0)⊕
⊕f(0, 0, 1)⊕ f(1, 0, 1))⊕
⊕ u2u3(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(0, 1, 0)⊕
⊕ f(0, 0, 1)⊕ f(0, 1, 1))⊕
⊕ u1u2u3(f(0, 0, 0)⊕ f(0, 0, 1)⊕
⊕ f(0, 1, 0)⊕ f(0, 1, 1)⊕ f(1, 0, 0)⊕
⊕ f(1, 0, 1)⊕ f(1, 1, 0)⊕ f(1, 1, 1)) =
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= 1⊕ u2 ⊕ u1u2 ⊕ u1u3 . 
6.3.2 Iterative Identification of a Logical Function
We first need to present a convenient form for the computation of the ANF co-
efficients ai of a Boolean map f . It is indeed possible to provide the following
result (the proof is omitted for space reasons):
Proposition 6.4 (ANF Coefficients). Given a Boolean function f : Bn → B,
its ANF coefficients can be written as
aγ = ⊕H∈Ch−1(γ) aH ⊕
(
Πp∈γ upΠp∈N\γ¬up
)
f(u) ,
for all γ, where Ch(γ) is the set of all combinations of indices that can be
constructed with at most h elements from the set γ, and N = {1, · · · , n}.
Let us exemplify with the following:
Example 6.2 (Cont’d). Consider again the system of Ex. 6.1. The ANF coeffi-
cients of f can be obtained as described in Prop. 6.4. Indeed, it results:
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a0 = f(0, 0, 0) = 1 ,
a1 = a0 ⊕ f(1, 0, 0) = 0 ,
a2 = a0 ⊕ f(0, 1, 0) = 1 ,
a3 = a0 ⊕ f(0, 0, 1) = 0 ,
a1,2 = a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ f(1, 1, 0) = 1 ,
a1,3 = a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a3 ⊕ f(1, 0, 1) = 1 ,
a2,3 = a0 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ f(0, 1, 1) = 0 ,
a1,2,3 = a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ a1,2 ⊕ a1,3
⊕ a2,3 ⊕ f(1, 1, 1) = 0 . 
The recursive relation for the ANF coefficients expressed by Prop. 6.4 al-
lows us to find a first solution to the identification problem. This solution is
valid when the entire truth table, i.e. the correspondence between input vector
u and output value y of the Boolean function, is fully available. In this sense
we say that the procedure is centralized. This is stated in the following:
Theorem 6.4 (Centralized Estimator). Given the complete truth table of a
Boolean map f : Bn → B, the dynamical system with binary state aˆ ∈ Bκ,
κ = 2n, evolving as
aˆγ(t+ 1) = ⊕H∈Ch−1(γ) aˆH(t) ⊕
(
Πp∈γ upΠp∈N\γ¬up
)
f(u) ,
aˆγ(0) = aˆ
0
γ ,
(6.10)
for all γ, with aˆ0γ the initial estimate of the γ–th coefficient, globally converges
to the equilibrium point
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a¯ = (a0, a1, · · · , a1,2,··· ,n) ,
in at most κ steps.
Proof. The vector a¯ of the ANF coefficient of f is an equilibrium and is glob-
ally stable. Indeed, the equilibrium condition, aˆ = F (aˆ), where F : B2
n → Bn
is the dynamic relation in Eq. 6.10, can be easily verified by using Prop. 6.4.
Moreover, the incidence matrix of F has the form
B(F (aˆ)) =

0 0 · · · 0 0
C˜1 0 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
0 · · · C˜2n−1 0 0
0 · · · 0 C˜2n 0

, (6.11)
where C˜j is a block matrix with 1 at the entries indicating the index on which
the estimated coefficient aj depends. SinceB(F (aˆ)) has a strictly lower–block
triangular form, by Theorem 4.1, the equilibrium is globally stable. It also
follows from the theorem that the convergence time is 2n.
Now, it is possible to move on to providing a second solution by which
the ANF coefficient of a Boolean function f can be iteratively estimated.
We suppose that an observer can measure the value of input vector u¯ and
the corresponding value y¯ through the functionf . We say that an input vec-
tor sequence U = u¯(0) u¯(1) · · · u¯(2n) and the corresponding output vector
sequence Y = y¯(0) y¯(1) · · · y¯(2n) are said to be complete, if all they cover the
entire truth table of f .
We are now ready to provide the main result for the iterative estimator of
ANF coefficients:
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Theorem 6.5 (Iterative Estimator). Give an unknown logical function f :
Bn → B with ANF coefficients given by a0, a1, · · · a1,2,··· ,n ∈ B. Let U =
u¯(0) u¯(1) · · · u¯(2n) be any complete vector sequence of measured inputs and
Y = y¯(0) y¯(1) · · · y¯(2n) the corresponding output sequence according to f .
The dynamical system with binary state aˆ ∈ B2n and nonlinear logical update
rule given by
aˆγ(t+ 1) = aˆγ(t)⊕ ¬yˆ(t)Y (t)Πj∈N\γ¬Uj(t) ,
aˆγ(0) = 0 ,
(6.12)
where yˆ(t) = yˆ(aˆ(t), Uj(t)) is the estimated value of the logical function and
Uj(t) is the t–th measured input vector, converges to the equilibrium state
a¯ = (a0, a1, · · · , a1,2,··· ,n) ,
in at most 2n steps for any input sequence pair (U, Y ).
Proof. To prove the theorem, let us consider first the case of a decision system
depending only on one input, i.e. y = f(u) with u, y ∈ B and f : B → B. Its
ANF is
y = a0 ⊕ au u ,
where a0, au ∈ B. All possible Boolean functions with one input and the cor-
responding ANF coefficients are reported in Table 6.2. The ANF iterative esti-
mator in Eq. 6.12 becomes
aˆ0(t+ 1) = aˆ0(t)⊕ ¬yˆ(t) y(t)¬u(t) ,
aˆu(t+ 1) = aˆu(t)⊕ ¬yˆ(t) y(t) ,
(6.13)
where yˆ(t) = aˆ0(t) ⊕ aˆu(t)u(t). By under–sampling the dynamic system in
Eq. 6.13 every 2 steps, we obtain
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y = f(u) a0 au
y = 0 0 0
y = 1 1 0
y = u 0 1
y = u¯ 1 1
Table 6.2 ANF Coefficients for one–input decision functions y = f(u).

aˆ0(t+ 2) = aˆ0(t)⊕ y(t)¬u(t)⊕ y(t+ 1)¬u(t+ 1) =
= aˆ0(t)⊕ a0(t) (¬u(t)⊕ ¬u(t+ 1)) ,
aˆu(t+ 2) = aˆu(t)⊕ y(t)⊕ y(t+ 1) =
= aˆu(t)⊕ au(t) (u(t)⊕ u(t+ 1)) ,
where y has been replaced with its ANF. The discrete derivative of the Boolean
function F : B2 → B of the under–sampled systems is
F ′
 a0
au
 =
¬a0 0
au ¬a0 ⊕ au
 ,
which is a function depending on the ANF coefficients of f . We thus need to
discuss all possible combinations of values for a0 and au. By Theorem 4.5,
it is possible to prove that the equilibrium point aˆ = (a0, au) is attractive
in its VNN, if a0 = au = 0. In this case we have ρ(F ′) = 0 and every
columns of F ′ contain at most one entry to 1. Since the origin belongs to this
region, we can conclude that the estimator in Eq. 6.12 can correctly estimate
the ANF coefficients of f in at most 2 steps. For all other cases in which the
theorem is not conclusive, it is possible to proceed by explicitly computing the
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system’s evolution. By doing this, for any possible input sequences (namely
u(0) = 0, u(1) = 1 and u(1) = 1, u(0) = 0), we obtain the unique solution
aˆ0(2) = a0, aˆu(2) = au.
The general proof involving a Boolean function with n inputs can be ob-
tained by induction. The above discussed case represents the basic induction
step, and the convergence proof with n + 1 inputs can be reduced to one with
n input via the recursive Def. 6.9. The explicit procedure is omitted here for
space reasons.
Example 6.3 (One–input Decision Functions). Consider first identifying the
decision system y = f(u) = 1. If the observed input sequence is u(0) =
0, u(1) = 1, the estimator’s state evolves as follows0
0
 →
1
1
 →
1
0
 ,
while, if the observed input sequence u(0) = 1, u(1) = 0, we have0
0
 →
0
1
 →
1
0
 ,
In both cases, the identified logical decision function is yˆ = 1 ⊕ 0u = 1 =
f(u).
As a second example, consider the negation function y = f(u) = ¬u. If the
observed input sequence is u(0) = 0, u(1) = 1, the estimators’ state evolves
as follows 0
0
 →
1
1
 →
1
1
 ,
while, if the observed input sequence u(0) = 1, u(1) = 0, we have
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0
0
 →
0
0
 →
1
1
 ,
which both give yˆ = 1⊕ 1u = ¬u = f(u). 
6.3.3 Application to Cooperative Robotic Systems
Consider the distributed system introduced in Section 3.3 where a new car
Ah entering the system willing to identify the interaction structure between
the vehicles that are in its neighborhood. We show how the new car Ah can
identify the decision functions of one of its neighborsAi, by using the iterative
estimator of Theorem 6.5. While we assume that Ai is a standard vehicle, the
new car Ah has no information on this. Ah can measure the event input vector
u¯ by using the Ai’s detection map and the corresponding decisions namely y¯i
by using the dynamics and automaton. The observation period is long enough
to ensure measurement of all possible pair of inputs and outputs. By running
the above estimator,Ai can reconstruct all decision functions. Referring to the
Table 3.2, denoting ui,1 = si,1, · · · , ui,4 = si,4, ui,5 = λi,1, · · · , ui,8 = λi,4,
the automaton for the right–hand species may be rewritten as
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δi : Σi × B9 → Σi
(FAST, yi,1) 7→ FAST , (FAST, yi,2) 7→ SLOW ,
(FAST, yi,3) 7→ LEFT , (FAST, yi,4) 7→ RIGHT ,
(SLOW, yi,5) 7→ FAST , (SLOW, yi,2) 7→ SLOW ,
(SLOW, yi,3) 7→ LEFT ,
(LEFT, yi,6) 7→ FAST , (LEFT, yi,7) 7→ LEFT ,
(RIGHT, yi,8) 7→ FAST , (RIGHT, yi,9) 7→ RIGHT .
and the decision vector results:
yi,1 = ¬ui,1 (ui,3 + ui,6) , yi,2 = ui,1 (ui,2 + ui,4 + ui,5) ,
yi,3 = ui,1¬ui,2¬ui,4 ¬ui,5, yi,4 = ¬ui,4 ¬ui,3 ¬ui,6 ,
yi,5 = ¬ui,1 , yi,6 = ¬ui,1 + ui,7 , yi,7 = ui,1 ¬ui,7 ,
yi,8 = ui,1 + ui,8 , yi,9 = ¬ui,1 ¬ui,8 .
As an example, Fig. 6.7 reports a complete, randomly generated input vector
sequence U and the corresponding output for the decision function yi,1. As
expected from theory, the estimated function is
yˆi,1 = ui,3 ⊕ ui,6 ⊕ ui,1ui,3 ⊕ ui,1ui,6⊕
⊕ui,3ui,6 ⊕ ui,1ui,3ui,6 = yi,1 .
Finally, Fig. 6.8 shows the evolution of the estimation errors, i.e. the number of
input combinations for which the value of each of the nine estimated decision
functions differ from the real ones. As expected from theory this number goes
to zero and all network interaction structures are correctly identified.
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Fig. 6.7 A complete, randomly generated input vector sequence U and the corre-
sponding output for the decision function yi,1.
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Fig. 6.8 Evolution of the estimation errors,
∑
u(fi(u) ⊕ fˆi(u)), i.e. the number of
input combinations for which the value of each estimated decision functions differ
from the real ones.
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Chapter 7
An Industrial Society for Fast and
Reliable Factory Automation
Present manufacturing and production industries are facing challenging com-
plexity specifications that require very high levels of productivity and of qual-
ity to be matched by an unprecedented level of flexibility and sustainabil-
ity along with a strong reduction in maintenance and reconfiguration costs.
This not only requires a paradigm shift in the organization of the production
sites and of the logistic areas, but also a much further exploitation of indus-
trial robotic systems. In this context, the traditional operational scenario where
robots are segregated in specific areas of the plants, carry out repetitive and
elementary tasks and are controlled by a centralized intelligence is doomed to
a quick obsolescence for its unexpected inability to guarantee a sufficient level
of scalability, robustness, and reconfigurability.
Multi–vehicle robotic systems are largely used in industrial transportation
and logistics systems as they provide competitive advantage versus the single-
agent solutions in terms of task speedup, robustness and scalability. For in-
stance, a typical function of a multi Laser Guided Vehicle (LGV) system con-
sists in transporting raw or semi–finished material from a factory’s warehouse
to its production lines. However, their adoption raises management and coordi-
nation problems, such as collision avoidance, conflict resolution requiring fast
and reliable negotiation of shared resources.
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Conflict resolution in the use of these resources is critical for safety and
robustness of the operations of material handling. Avoidance/resolution of stall
situations as well as fluent navigation of the robotic agents must be guaranteed
for system efficiency. Stall situations occur when agents are unable to move
from the particular configuration (i.e. deadlock) or constrained to move along
a finite number of paths without reaching the final destination (i.e. livelock).
In this topic, the academic literature is divided into two categories: central-
ized and decentralized, see e.g. [14], [35], [36] and [37]. A method using the
notion of composite robot is presented in [96]. Other centralized approach, us-
ing e.g. the master-slave control, are proposed in [97] and using the so called
coordination diagram in [98] and [99]. A distributed route planning method
for multiple mobile robots that uses so-called Lagrangian decomposition tech-
nique is presented in [100]; in [101] authors presents a coordination algorithm,
which can be considered in between centralized and decoupled planning. In
[102] a framework for decentralized and parallel coordination system, based on
dynamic assignment of robot motion priorities, is developed, but only the colli-
sion avoidance problem has been addressed, while in [103, 104], the workspace
is decomposed into discrete spatial resources and robots move on preplanned
paths applying the concept of distributed mutual exclusion [105] to coordinate
their motions.
Many other works focus also on the important aspects of collision avoidance
and deadlock avoidance (see e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41]). In [41] a novel paradigm for
conflict resolution in multi vehicle traffic systems, where a number of mobile
agents move freely in a finite area following a pre–defined motion profile is
presented. The key idea is the strictly related with the tessellation of the under-
lying motion area in a finite number of cells. This cells are considered as re-
sources that have to be acquired by the mobile agents for the execution of their
motion profile, according with an appropriate resource allocation protocol. The
developed protocol is based upon the real–time management of sequential re-
source allocation systems (RASs) and it is able to formally guarantee the safety
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EC Grant Agreement n. 224428 
Fig. 7.1 CHAT project objective: a production plant where the decision skills are
increased by enhancing the awareness on the status of the factory floor.
operation of the underlying traffic system, while remaining scalable w.r.t. the
number of the involved agents. It is worth noting that this approach is appli-
cable even to those traffic systems where all vehicles have to be in perpetual
motion until their retirement. Furthermore, in [106] and [107] a technique,
based on a Petri net, that avoids deadlocks through re-routing is presented.
Other strategies, e.g. [108], [109], [110] and [111], avoid deadlocks trying to
detect a cyclic-waiting situation, using graph theory for planning paths such
that deadlock is a-priori avoided or using a matrix- based deadlock detection
algorithm.
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In [112] are described some interesting aspects related to the Kiva system
which creates a new paradigm for pick-pack-and-ship warehouses that signif-
icantly improves worker productivity, using movable storage shelves that can
be lifted by small, autonomous robots. Although the overall system is coop-
erative, Kiva robots are essentially independent. No robot depends upon any
other robot to accomplish its task, but the system requires them all to suc-
cessfully complete a customer order. Each robot and station are represented
in the system by a drive unit agent (DUA) and by an inventory station agent
(ISA) respectively. Robots receive requests and act basing on them. At the
same time, the system embodies a massive, real-time, resource allocation prob-
lem together with resource allocation, task, path, and motion planning by using
a control stack with standard abstraction layers which are well known in liter-
ature.
In [113] the application of a formal hybrid control approach to design semi-
autonomous multi vehicle systems that are guaranteed to be safe is illustrated.
It is proved that, in a structured task, such as driving, simple human-decision
models can be effectively learned and employed in a feedback control system,
allowing the control to guarantee safety specifications. Deterministic models
are here considered even if human decision models are more naturally cap-
tured by stochastic frameworks, in which uncertainty due to variability in both
subjects and realizations of the same decision is probabilistic.
Starting from this point and looking a little bit further ahead we may think to
robots not limited to the traditional stereotype of large heavy industrial manip-
ulators or mobile platforms. Probably, we may envision a future where there
will be no fixed stereotype at all, since robots of different type, coming from
different makers, will possibly enter the production at different times. Large
systems of fast and heterogeneous units will co-exist in the factory, sharing
the same units and communicating with each other through wireless connec-
tions. Some robots will pursue a common goal in a coordinated effort. In other
cases, they could have different and sometimes conflicting goals (e.g., reaching
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a common location in minimum time through a narrow corridor). The society
will have to simplify cooperation and enable each agent to achieve its goals
without jeopardizing the chances of others.
The application realized for a demonstration of a EU project CHAT (Chap-
ter 7), showed that by using the tools described in this work, it is possible to
improve the factory’s decision skills by enhancing its awareness on the current
situation of the factory floor.
Twincat (E80) 
Fig. 7.2 Centralized processing system based on Beckoff’s TwinCAT.
7.1 The EU Project CHAT
As stated above, over the last few years many academic achievements have
evidenced a spectacular growth in robots’ abilities to operate autonomously
and in coordinated teams, thus disclosing unsuspected opportunities as e.g.
in disaster management, planetary explorations, surveillance and control on a
geographic scale. However, most of these results remain concealed into their
labs and do not contribute to the development of competitive technologies for
the industry. The CHAT project aims at diminishing the gap between these
two worlds in the very important domain of industrial mobility systems. This
objective is intended to be pursued through a concrete knowledge transfer and
implantation of innovative ideas from modern cognitive robotics into the realm
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of factory automation in a way that is compatible with its specific needs. The
idea underpinning the project is that a competitive automated factory can only
be realized if the intelligence of each robotic component (involving their sens-
ing, computation, communication, and actuation skills) is exploited for its own
benefit and for that of the other robots.
7.1.1 Motivation and Goals
The project effort strongly advocate for the implementation of a full–fledged
“society” of robots, where the different and heterogeneous agents operate and
interact using a blend of autonomous skills, social rules and an eventual cen-
tral coordination. Robots in this society communicate with each other through
wireless connections for a common goal in a coordinated effort, or to solve
conflicting goals (e.g., reaching a common location in minimum time through
a narrow corridor). The CHAT project pursues three concrete and relevant ob-
jectives to provide practical solutions exposing the limitation of the current
factories and implanting the scientific and technological foundations for a fu-
ture factory with high levels of integration and interaction. The first goal is to
improve the current factory’s decision skills by enhancing its awareness on the
status of the factory floor. This is intended to be achieved through an effec-
tive distributed sensing scheme, where every “member” of the society acquires
local information of the system state for its own use and for sharing it with
the neighbors and eventually with a central supervisor. Members of the factory
society must be able to reconstruct/estimate the status of every other member
and even that of the global system, through cooperative, scalable, reliable, and
fast interaction schemes and communication protocols .
The second objective is that of enhancing the current coordination capabil-
ities of the mobile robotic systems (mostly represented by Laser Guided Ve-
hicles) through the introduction of rule–based coordination and collaboration
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motion protocols . These rules provide for a correct–by–construction behavior,
combining safety (collision avoidance with robots and humans) and perfor-
mance (ensuring that each robot eventually gets a chance to accomplish its
mission). In addition, such rules must be able to solve conflicts, ensuring the
absence of deadlock and livelock situations and a fluent motion. In the view of
the factory society, these protocols must allow new robots to get in or to leave,
at any time (openness property), irrespective of model, type, size or weight
of the robots (heterogeneity property) – provided only that they abide the soci-
ety’s rules. Moreover, the architecture of every robotic agents must be modular
composable (adaptability property), enabling e.g. an autonomous vehicle mov-
ing from hangar to hangar to dynamically download a new localization service
while traveling in the outdoor.
Strongly related to the two first objectives is the essential requirement of
detecting, classifying, and recovery from unexpected faults in the factory —
including misbehavior of some of its robotic “peers” — that may be sponta-
neous or caused by malicious intervention or tampering. As a final third goal,
the CHAT project aims at endowing the factory robotic society with built–in
functionalities enabling quick, cooperative detection of misbehaving compo-
nents and effective recovery and reconfiguration of the system .
7.1.2 The Case Study
The considered industrial case refers to the logistic scenario of industrial plants
with operations typical of process industry, and stores, where the transport
of material takes place: away from the endpoint of the processing lines that
feeds the store, into a temporary storage location, and then away from this and
into the start point of the next processing segment. Thus, the material move-
ment takes place at stores, which is usually (but not necessarily) organized
with asynchronous operation under performance—based algorithms that pur-
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Fig. 7.3 LGVs produced by Elettric80 at the beginning of the demo.
sue optimization based on queue capacity. Briefly, from a conceptual point of
view, several options of control distribution may be implemented (and reported
here) in this plant scenario at increasing level of decentralization, and with a
look also at the implications in terms of hierarchical structure of the control
problem:
1 A decision maker (or a controller, agent or node of the network) is respon-
sible for a single task;
2 Any agent is able to manage the task but has only partial information on the
task: in this case collaboration must be achieved among agents in order to
complete the task (e.g. by using “consensus” algorithms);
Centralized control policies are certainly better in terms of trajectory optimal-
ity, but they tend to be much more conservative than needed, i.e. robots are as-
signed with paths that temporally minimize their intersection. Moreover, they
are hardly limited by the computational time request that increases with the
number of robots that are involved. Another disadvantage of the centralized
control policies is that if the central control unit fails, the whole system is out
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of control. The major benefits of the decentralized distributed approach can be
identified as follows:
• Scalability: ability to handle growing amount of work without compromis-
ing efficiency or without the need of reconfiguring the already active agents
(and the technology associated);
• Modularity: ability to handle complex processes through the cooperation of
simpler agents, allowing faster development from planning and design to
production;
• Resiliency and Fault Tolerance: ability of the system to continue to operate
correctly even though one or more of its components are malfunctioning or
corrupted;
• Maintenance and programming: each distributed agent is easier to main-
tain, program and reconfigure, since interaction with the rest of the plant is
minimized;
• Hardware reduction also from a hardware point of view, the capability of
a common network to manage the communication from and to all the lay-
ers will reduce network complexity and hardware requirements in terms of
cables, gateway, switches, etc.
Distributed control implies that a given mission has to be accomplished co-
ordinating the efforts of multiple LGVs, either all equivalent or specialized,
with none of them mastering all the other agents. Decisions as how to accom-
plish the mission are taken not by a single, but by several, co–operating LGVs.
Each of these robots may be aware of the whole mission, of the set of resources
available, of the other cooperating robots: in this case the cooperation is pro-
vided consciously by each of them, i.e. it is explicitly coded in their internal
software. Alternatively, each robots may be not aware of the mission as a whole
and not aware of the other robots: in this case cooperation is provided by the
agents not consciously, but compulsorily, i.e. it is implicit in their algorithms.
To give an example, when a shrink wrapper has a pallet ready and calls an
LGV to take it away, conscious cooperation implies that all LGVs be aware of
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this new task, of the other pending calls and their priorities, of their own place-
ment, status, and capabilities, negotiate and agree between them who shall go
and serve this call, all being aware that the agreed decision is the best possi-
ble; on the contrary, a fixed, hard coded decision scheme as “the closest idle
LGV will always go” would implement unconscious cooperation. Within the
logistics area, LGVs deliver material from the output queue of the production
lines to the input queue of stretch wrapper machines, and are connected to the
communication network through a wireless network.
Fig. 7.4 Modular organization of each LGV’s distributed controller.
In industrial plants LGVs can move along fixed routes consisting of inter-
sections and passage segments. Such areas usually have finite capacity and can
be considered as resources to be shared among the LGVs. As the industrial
layout may change (also temporally due to obstacles in the environment), the
centralized planning must be recomputed with high computational costs while
the system should be shut–off. Decentralized control policies partially resolve
the issues of high computational costs, considering the problem divided in two
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phases: first, for each agent an optimum path can be defined according to some
cost index; then each agent and its neighbors can resolve locally and by them-
selves conflicts that could arise, according to a shared coordination policy.
Notwithstanding this, fully decentralized approaches tend to disregard infor-
mation that is made available by the infrastructure of the factory, and may turn
out not to be the most efficient solutions. These are typically organized into
two phases: during a first planning phase robots’ paths are computed by us-
ing independent objectives for each robot; during a second coordination phase,
robots cooperatively manage their motion based on their local neighborhood
situation.
7.2 The Proposed Architecture
The industrial partner in the CHAT project, Elettric 80 Spa [114], which is the
worldwide market leader of AGV production, has defined control and architec-
tural requirements for the case–study, based on the specifications of Delipapier
plant, one of the tissue production sites of one of its major customers, Sofidel
S.p.A. [115]. Within this plant, paper pallets have to be moved from produc-
tion lines, to temporary storage locations near stretch-wrappers, and finally
to the warehouse. For products movement, a team of LGVs are used. Before
the project, coordination of these LGVs was controlled by a centralized pro-
cessing system with onboard controllers based on Beckoff’s TwinCAT [116]
system (Fig. 7). No forms of behavior observation and recovery from critical
situations were present, thus failure of a unique LGV could cause deadlock, or
unbounded time delay in pallets storing and delivery. Inter–robot communica-
tion is possible through a wireless network but not used.
Within the above explained context, work aims at seeking the correct trade–
off between decentralization and centralization for industrial robot coordina-
tion. To achieve this, it also applies and transfer available rule–based, open
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control policies [14], ensuring conflict avoidance by design, to the factory do-
main. Moreover robotic agents share a set of rules, that specify what actions
their are allowed to perform in the pursuit of their individual goals: rules are
distributed, i.e. they can be evaluated based only on the state of the individual
robot, and on information that can be sensed directly or through communica-
tion with immediate neighbors. The definition of all the possible LG tasks as
behavior according to the rule–based hybrid model defined in Chapter 3, fol-
lowing e.g. [117], allows us to provide LGV with the ability to investigate the
status of entire system by monitoring the behavior of the robots according to
the procedure described in Chapter 6.
A robot that do not follow the correct rules due to spontaneous failure or
malicious tampering can be considered as threat for the entire system and an
alarm is triggered. Once an alarm is launched, if possible, the other LGVs un-
dertakes an adequate countermeasure. The monitor has been developed and
integrated in the pre-existent control system (TwinCAT), by realizing a soft-
ware package that is based on the C# programming code and TwinCAT ADS
Communication Library (Fig. 7.1.2).
Furthermore, the monitor is based only on locally observed information,
thus cooperation with neighbors that can observe the congruence of their
neighbors’ behavior with the rules is necessary. In this view a crucial aspect is
represented by reliable and secure dissemination of information obtained with
local and partial observations of the system’s state. If dissemination is unre-
liable, neighboring LGVs may achieve inconsistent local views of the system
and consequently take inconsistent actions; if dissemination is not secure, an
adversary may modify or inject fake messages so causing AGVs to achieve
wrong and/or inconsistent views. In both cases the coordination task may fail,
which gives raise to safety issues. Therefore a reliable and secure state infor-
mation exchange among neighbors is necessary whose component is a scalable
mechanism global state reconstruction.
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Fig. 7.5 LGVs are moving to the loading points on the left.
Fig. 7.6 A problem with LGV 3 occurs and the system is in deadlock.
Intuitively, neighborhood monitoring is fundamental for reliable state dis-
semination because, when an AGV broadcasts its state, an accurate and timely
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notion of its neighborhood allows it to track which neighbors have received
such state and which have not and thus need a re-transmission. Furthermore,
the type of information to be elaborated can be very diverse, ranging from
scalar values representing e.g. proximity measures to complex sets, represent-
ing e.g. the segments or areas that are currently occupied by unexpected obsta-
cles. To effectively disseminate such types of information off–the–shelf con-
sensus algorithms and protocols [16, 17, 18] are inadequate as they are practi-
cally able to effectively deal with variables that are real numbers or vectors. To
this aim, the innovative approach based on consensus algorithms on different
representations of the state of information (Chapters 4,5) is also successfully
applied to the factory–specific scenario.
In particular, LGV’s position, velocity, pallet status (load/unload), lights
(red/yellow/green) (Fig. 7.1.1) and information coming from resource nego-
tiation among the LGVs has been achieved through implementation of a dis-
tributed signboard where each LGVs can leave messages to its neighbors.
Finally, the validation and comparison of the distributed controller with re-
spect to the centralized TwinCAT has finally shown that the distributed solu-
tion developed within CHAT gives better performance and allows solution of
unexpected failure of some LGVs.
7.3 The Demonstration
In the demonstration (the reader may refer to http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=7yOkdydCX3k for the complete simulation run), 3 LGVs,
produced by Elettric 80, are performing logistic operations such as loading
pallets at the end of production lines on the left and moving them to the stor-
age points on the right for unloading (Fig. 7.2). Each LGV is given a priority
and the paths are composed of segments, which are assigned to LGVs to be
executed according to their priority in order to avoid collisions.
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Fig. 7.7 The LGVs are now provided with the ability to investigate the status of entire
system: when LGV 3 fails, LGVs number 1 and 2 detect that there is a problem in the
system.
In the first part of the demonstration, the system is running with the Central-
ized processing system based on Beckoff’s TwinCAT. The demo starts with the
LGVs moving to the loading points on the left (Fig. 7.2) along a path assigned
by the centralized warehouse manager system.
Unfortunately a problem with LGV 3 occurs and is not able to leave the
loading point. Since the priority of this LGV is higher than that of the other
LGV, they stop waiting until LGV 3 completes its path. The system is now in
deadlock and the only possibility for exiting this condition is for the user to
solve the problem with LGV3 so that it can complete its task (Fig. 7.2).
In the second part of the demo, this situation can be avoided by using the
proposed distributed control architecture (Fig. 7.1.2). The LGVs are now pro-
vided with the ability to investigate the status of entire system by combining
the information coming from the partial observations of each LGV.
As before, the LGVs are moving to the loading points on the left and when
LGV number 3 fails, as indicated by the red lights, LGVs number 1 and 2 de-
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Fig. 7.8 After having detected that the problem is relate with LGV 3, LGV 1 and 2
are able to react specifically to this problem overcoming the deadlock.
tect that there is a problem in the system and that this problem is related to the
LGV 3 (Fig. 7.3). Thus, they are able to react specifically to the problem by
dynamically changing the assigned priority, leaving LGV 3 out of considera-
tion and thereby overcoming the deadlock (Fig. 7.3). As soon as the problem
with LGV 3 has been solved so that it can continue with its task, as indicated
by the green leds, LGVs 1 and 2 realize that LGV 3 is proper functioning, and
the system can be restored to the initial condition (Fig. 7.3).
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Fig. 7.9 As soon as the problem with LGV 3 has been solved, as indicated by the
green leds, LGVs 1 and 2 realize that the problem has been solved, and the system can
be restored to the initial condition.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis have focused on how very large numbers of heterogenous robots,
differing in their bodies, sensing and intelligence, may be made to coexist,
communicate, and compete fairly towards achieving their individual goals, i.e.
to build a “society of robots”. More specifically, “robotic societies” are dis-
tributed multi–agent systems where each agent is assigned with a possibly
different local goal, but needs to coordinate its actions with other neighbor-
ing agents. “Behavior–based” society of robots can be built by giving a set of
rules that each robot has to follow and that are based only on information that
is locally available for each robot via communication with neighboring robots
and proprioceptive sensing. This work have presented a formalism that allows
a large variety of possible cooperative systems to be uniformly modeled. The
complexity need to represent such behaviors can be successfully captured by
hybrid models, in which a continuous–time dynamics describes the physical
motion of each agent, while an event–based one describes the sequence of in-
teractions with its neighbors. Moreover, this thesis have focused on distributed
algorithms that members of the society can use to reach a consensus on the
environment and on the integrity of the peers, so as to improve the overall
security of the society of robots. In particular, the work have focused on the
convergence of information that is not represented by real numbers, as often
in the literature, rather by sets. The dynamics of the evolution of informa-
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tion across the network is accordingly described by set–valued iterative maps.
While the study of convergence of set–valued iterative maps is highly complex
in general, this thesis have focused on Boolean maps, which are comprised of
arbitrary combinations of unions, intersections, and complements of sets. For
these important class of systems the work have provided results on conver-
gence and on synthesis.
Furthermore, the work have addressed the the problem of classifying a set
of robotic agents, based on their dynamics or the interaction protocols they
obeys, as belonging to different “species". The proposed procedure allows a
distributed classification systems to be built, that are based on a decentralized
identification mechanism, by which every agent classifies its neighbors using
only locally available information. Finally, this thesis have proved that all the
tools developed in the thesis can be successfully applied to a real industrial
society of robots. By extending the above concept to the factory structured
environment, it is possible to set the basis for a full-fledged factory of the
future, where the different and heterogeneous agents operate and interact using
a blend of autonomous skills, social rules and central coordination.
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